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Chapter I
INTRODaCTION
DEFINITION. The English word apocalypse is derived from the
Greek TTOK^^vi'ts , and means an uncovering or disclosure . In the
terminology of early Jewish and Christian literature an apoca-
lypse is "a revelation of hidden things given by God to sone one
of his chosen saints or (still oftener) the written account of
such a revelation.”^ In its broader sense the term may be made
to include "the first clear perception of any truth as it dawns
upon the human understanding."^ Thus understood a large part
of Biblical literature falls under the category of apocalyptic.
In comparatively recent times, however, apocalypse has become
narrowed and restricted in its usage, and the designation
apocalyptic literature, or apocalyptic
,
has been used to distin-
guish those portions of Jewish and Christian Scriptures both can-
onical and apocryphal, which present, in the form of revelation,
messages^andwpredictions of an eschatological nature. In this
more restricted sense Swete has defined apocalyptic as "a par-
ticular manifestation of the prophetic Spirit, in which the
spirit of the proohet seemed to be carried up into a higher
1. The Jewish Encyclipedia, vol. I, p. 669.
2. thusit is 3efined in Terry, Biblical Apocalyptics
,
p. 13.
3. So defined in The Jewish Encyclopedia, vol. I, p. 669.
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sphere, endowed for a time with new powers of vision, and
enabled to hear words which could not be reproduced in the terms
of hu^an thought, or could be reproduced only through the medium
of symbolical imagery. It is not within the scope of this
treatment to prove or to disprove the actuality of the experi-
ence which the seers of Jewish apocalyptic have recorded.
But in either case the type of translation and elevation sug-
gested in the above definition does indeed form the basis of the
authors' attempts to authenticate their writings, and serves to
distinguish apocalyptic, as a method, from other literature.
The uniqueness of the content of apocalyptic literature will be
2discussed at a later Point.
EXT/y^T JKrtlSH APOCALYPTIC LITERATUKE. Extant apocalyptic
literature is divided between that for which canonization has
been secured, and that which is uncanonical. The greater part,
however, has been included scnong the so-called apocryphal
writings. Those books, or sections thereof, which are of an
apocalyptical nature and which appear in the Old Testament
canon may be noted first, however:
1. Isaiah 24-27; 33; 34-35; 40-66.
2. Ezekiel
3. Joel
4. Haggai
5. Obadiah
6. Zephaniah
7. Zechariah
8 . Malachi
9. Daniel
1. Swete, The Apocalypse of St. John, p. xix.
2. Pages 4T6T
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Not all of the above are to be considered as apocalyptical
to the same extent and In the same degree. Nor is the above list
intended to include all passages of an apocalyotic nature which
appear in the Old Testament. In fact^ critics are unable to agree
with regard to all sections. The above, however, will suffice
to distinguish those parts of Scripture which approach most
nearly true apocalypticism.
The following list of non-canonical Jewish apocalypse is
less sub^ject to question:
1. Enoch (Ethiooic and Slavonic)
2. Testaments of the XII Patriarchs
3. Psalms of Solomon
4. Assumption of Moses
5. Apocalypse of Ezra
6. Apocalypse of Baruch
7. The Apocalypse of Abraham
Closely related to those, and corresponding with them,
are certain other writings:
1. The Sibylline Oracles
2. The Book of Jubilees
3. The Ascension of Isaiah
Besides these, certain other books are known by references
to them found in the early church fathers:^
1. The Prayer of Joseph
2. The Book of Eldad and Modad
3. The Apocalypse of Elijah
4. The Apocalypse of Zephanisdi
1. Porter, yhe Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers, p. 8.
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CHARACTERISTICS
In considering, as a whole, the field of *^evn.sh apocalyptic,
several characteristics are to be noted. Wiile it is true that
among the writings .just named great differences between the sever-
al books are to be discovered, nevertheless, all of them contain
features and elements which may be distinguished as characteris-
tics common to the entire field of literature. It is necessary,
at this ooint, to devote brief consideration to these character-
istics, in order that their sources and develonment may be more
clearly distinguished.
ESCHATOLOGY. By far the most outstanding feature in
apocalyntic literature is that pertaining to Jewish eschatol-
ogy. Strictly sneaking eschatology has to do with the doctrine
of the Last Things, with the final .judgment of the earth by God.
Although eschatology aonears as the most characteristic element
in Jewish apocalyntic, the two must not in any way be identified.
Eschatology is not limited to the apocalypses. Just as there is
an apocalyptic eschatology, so also is there a prophetic escha-
tology. "Prophetic eschatology is the child of prophecy, and
apocalyntic eschatology is the child of apocalyptic. But
although the two must not be confused, nevertheless the latter
is, in a sense, the offspring of the former. Apocalyptic escha-
tology is as a growth which began in prophetic eschatology,
1. Charles, Religious Develonment between the Old and New
Testaments, n. iV." ^
4»rI«^o^ "io W'jfl 6i^& ,flXc«V £ pp .nirlTc-bce'^co nl
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and, due to peculiar and specific circumstances, continued to
grow in its own characteristic way. This relationship will he
more clearly distinguishable as the rise of apocalyptic escha-
vtology is traced in the following pages.
It is well, at this ooint, to distinguish the various
phases of the eschatological hope of the Jewish apocalyptists,
for the different aspects must be traced as more or less dis-
tinct from one another. The first of these may be designated as
oertaining to the Messianic kingdom, the kingdom of God. As
apocalyptic literature developed different views were held as to
the nature of this kingdom, as to the people by whom it was to
be en.Toyed, and as to the date of its inauguration. Different
views were also held with regard to the exnected blessed state
which was to orevail for those who were allowed to oarticipate
in the kingdom. Similarly, the apocalyptists gradually con-
ceived of the kingdom as beginning through catastrophic divine
intervention. All of these developments which have to do direct-
ly with the Messianic hope must be traced.
A second aspect of^the eschatological hone as set forth
by the aoocalyotists has to do with the agency by which the
kingdom of the future is t(^e realized. The change from the
expectation of a Davidic prince to that of a divine Messiah
was accomplished by the writers of apocalypticallliterature.
l
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A third and final nhase of eschatology, with regard to which
the anocalyoti sts were the chief promoters, is that which deals
with the destiny of the individual, ^efore apocalyptic became
a recognized method of writing all interest was centered about
the nation as a unified whole. It was largely through the
thought and effort of the writers of this type of literature
that the individual came into his own, and that speculation
regarding the future destiny of the individual was aroused and
developed.
VISIONS. A second, and likewise readily perceptible char-
acteristic of apocalyotic literature is to be found in the
highly elaborated visions, and similar modes of revelation,
which serve as the medium through which the author receives his
divine communications and insights. In apocalyptic literature,
vision is the "one mode of revelation, and the supernatural
character and obiective reality of the vision are insisted upon
as if on this the truth of the message denended."^ In this
treatise no attemot shall be made to distinguish "Hetween the
visions which occurred in the actual exoerience of the writer
and those which did not. i/^hether or not they had behind them
a state of trance or ecstasy, in all instances they were used
as literary devices to lend authority to the messages presented.
V^hat had been heard and seen through some oeouliar relationship
with the divine Being could not but be deemed worthy of acceptance
.
1. Porter, The Messages of the Aoocalyntical Writers, p. 35.
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PREDICTION, In close connection with the vision and the
dream as a mode of fevelation, is the element of prediction which
is to be found in most aoocalyotic writings. The foretelling of
future events was not the orimary purpose. It was a part of their
method only,—a means of emphasizing and dramatizing the messages
of which they thought themselves to be the bearers. In many cases,
in most cases, perhaps,- the predictions proved to be false. But
as an element in the literature under consideration forecasting of
the feature must be recognized. At the basis of this lay the
apocalyptic doctrine of determini sm . To the apocalyptists the
course of the world from beginning to end was pre-determined.
All that should occur on the face of the earth was established
by God before the beginning of tirae.^ In 2 (4) Esras 4:36,37
is to be found a statement of the popular view:
"For He hath weighed the age in the balance.
And by number hath He numbered the seasons;
Neither will he move nor stir things.
Till the measure appointed be fulfilled."
In their predictions the apocalyptists thought themselves able
to glimpse, through the revelations granted them, certain aspects
of this pre-determined course of events. In the progress of this
discussion an attempt will be made to trace the rise of this doc-
trine of determinism because of its bearing upon the element of
prediction as characteristic of apocalyptic.
1. Oesterley, The Books of the Apocrypha, p. 98.
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SYMBOLISM AND IMAGERY. Another characteristic of apoca-
lyotio literature is to he found in the extensive and sometimes
almost overwhelming use of symbolism and imagery. Jn this apoca-
lyotic imagery two aspects or elements are to be noted. In the
first place it is clear that in msuiy instances the writer has
created, to an elaborate degree, a method of allegory which has
taken many forms. Symbolical figures, acts, names, numbers, and
colors abound throughout all apocalyptic literature.^ In the
second place the element of tradition plays an imoortant oart
in aoocalyptical imagery. Not only has a later writer appropri-
ated the figures of his predecessors and adapted them to his own
situations, but he has at times taken the names and places fur-
2
nished by tradition, and has interpreted them as he saw fit.
MYSTERY. Brief mention should be made of the element of
mystery for which the elaborate symbolism and imagery is to a
large extent responsible. There seems to have existed in the
minds of the 'vr iters a desire to cast a veil of mystery over fami-
*
liar facts and over their works in general. In so doing they
succeeded in lending to their productions a vague sort of author-
ity and impressiveness which recommended them to readers of their
own day, and has caused them to influence men of all later gen-
erations.
1. For illustrations of this, see Terry, Biblical Apocalyptics,
p. 17-21.
2. As in Daniel 7, where the beasts go back to the Babylonian
chaos dragon; cf. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptic
Writers, p. 37.
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PSETJDONYMITY. All of the more important apocalypses are
attributed to authors who lived long before the actual writing
of them occurred. (Reasons for this will be observed in the course
of this treatment. ) In order to exolain the late publication of
the books, and in order to secure for them a more prompt accep-
tance, the writers added to the delusion by including directions
for the sealing and the hiding of the writings until the time
when it was actually produced.^ In a sense the apocalyptic books
were not pseud on:/mous. The writers may indeed have considered
themselves not as originators of that which they composed, but
as editors, who were merely reoroducing in fresh editions the
traditions relating to the more ancient figures whose names were
adopted. In any event pseudonymity was a common literary char-
acteristic of the centuries during which apocalyptic flourished,
and must not be understood as any attempt whatever to deceive or
to disregard the truth.
CONCLUSION. In these first cages considerable attention
has bean devoted to a distinguishing of the most iraprtant and
characteristic elements of apocalyptic. All of the many and
various features of this field of literature cannot, of course,
be specifically isolated, but most of them must be considered as
they fall into the above general classification. Such a descrip-
tion and classification is necessary in order that the rise and
development of apocalyptic literature may be followed. The type i
of literature as a whole is composed of its component elements,
1. Daniel 12:4,9; I Enoch 1:4; Assumption of Moses 1:16-18.
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and its rise is to be recognized only as these elements
are developed and become inter-related, one with the other, into
a total product.
OCCASION
It remains, by way of introduction, and in order to
aporoach the oroblem intelligently, to glimpse, in a general
and inclusive fashion, the entire field and age of apocalyotic
literature. If certain fundamental princioles underlying the
whole are kept constantly in mind, much will be made intelli-
gible which otherwise would have no meaning whatever.
It must be noted, in the first place, that practically
the
all of^writings here under consideration, --writings both canon-
ical and apocrynhal, —are the product of the period of Jewish
history extending from the time of the exile to the fall of
Jerusalem and the end of the separate oolitioal existence of the
Jewish community in the latter part of the first century A. D.
Many scholars,^ it is true, have limited the period of Jewish
apocalyptic to the three centuries, aoproximately, which fall
between 168 B. C. and 100 A. D. This period begins with the
persecution by Antiochus Eoiphanes, and the rise of the inde-
pendent Jewish kingdom under the Maccabees. It cannot be
denied that this more limited interval of time is that during
which the more complete and more fully developed apocalypses
were brought into being. But at the same time to exclude the
1. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers
,
p. 3.
Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 175; Charles,
Religious Development between the Old and New Testament, p.8
.
Oesterley, The Books of the Apocrypha, V. 91.
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preceding three centuries is to reject the years when much
progress was made in the development of apocalyptic. It is
during that time that the transition was made from prophecy to
apocalyptic,^ and that apocalypticism became a recognized method
of revelation. In designating the period following the exile
as that of the later prophets
,
it is often forgotten that it
also is the period of the early apooalyptists . The so-called
later prophets differed as much from the ear ly prophets , per-
haps, as they did from the fully, developed apooalyptists.
In general it may be said that there were, during the
centuries in question, two types of forces which led to the
rise and development of apocalyptic literature,— an external
and an internal. These must be more fully distinguished as
the development of the apocalyptic movement is followed step by
step. But it is well, at the outset, to suggest them as they
appear to permeate the entire field of these writings.
PROTEST. The external influence which helped to mold
Jewish literature in apocalyptical directions is to be found
in the relation of Israel to her surrounding nations and powers.
And if the position of Israel, during the period of history
here involved, is to be described at all, it must be represent-
ed, first of all, as one of darkness, distress, and suffering.
- The Jews began to grasp their relative position among the
nations, and to see the impossibility of securing any lasting
1. See pages 33-63.
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political suoremacy. As the apocalyptists viewed the existing
conditions they beheld a world full of wickedness, a war- Id in
which the ungodly were triumphant, and itiere the kingdom of
God' 3 people was afflicted and subjected to the galling rule of
Gentile cowers* "For look, how much the world shall be weaker
through ago, sc^uch the more shall evils increase upon them
that dwell therein, . . for the world is sot in darkness and they
that dwell therein are without light. It was this situation
which gave impetus and strength to the development of apocalyptic
literature. All the books of this class "are animated by a
spirit o^rotest against the perverse conditions of the times,
the weakness and humiliation of the righteous people, and the
p
power and glory of the wicked." The apocalypse "is always the
protest of those who are weak and oppressed and whose faith de-
f 3
mands a speedy change in the present intolerable condition."
HOPE. Not -^nly was a spirit of protest the occasion for
the rise of apocalyptic literature. "Ithough, indeed, the
present seomed intolerable, and although there appeared to be
available no Possible remedy, hope was retained in the ultim-
ate outcome. "Apooal;/ptic literature, therefore, strove to show
that, in respect alike of the nation and of the individual, the
righteousness of God would be fully vindicated; and, in order
to justify its contention, it sketched in outline the history of
the world and of mankind, the origin of evil and its cause,
1. 2 Esdras 14:17ff.
2. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptic Writers, p. 49.
3. Ibid., pTTaT
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and the final consurmnation of all things.'^ In thus revealing
the vindication of God and of His righteousness, apocalyptic
literature did much to instill in the hearts of distressed Jev/s
new life and strength. As Driver has written, it was "designed
esoecially with the object of affording encouragement and con-
solation to faithful Israelites in a period of national distress.
\
IMMEDIATE OCCASION. Although most scholars agree in attri-
buting the rise of apocalyptic to the situation in which the Jewish
conminity found itself, they do not so fully agree as to the im-
mediate occasion of various writings. Torrey, for instance, con-
tends that "the appearance of the successive apocalypses did not
mark successive periods of persecution, or unusual distress, as
has sometimes been assumed. After the book of ^aniel, there is
no evidence that any writing of this kind was called forth by the
'I
immediate circumstances of the people." This stand, however, has
not gone unchallenged. Porter, especially, finds back of each
writing of this kind sane particular impulse. "The original and
proper occasion of an apocalypse," he writes, " is a time of
danger to faith, of active persecution or serious apostasy, a
time when the oppressions or the allurements of heathenism are
making themselves felt."^ The position of Porter, does indeed,
appear to be the more valid. Although at a later point the his-
torical background of the various apocalypses will be more fully
1. Charles in The Encyclopedia Brittanica, vol. I, p. 214.
2. Driver, The Book of Daniel, p. Ixxviii.
3. The JewiTh^Sncycl^edia
,
vol. I, p. 673.
4. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptic writers, p. 49.
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discussed it may be mentioned at thi^ime that each one gives
evidence of being the product of some particular stress and strain.
The book of Daniel, in the first place, is the outgrowth of the
active persecution under Antiochus Epiphanes; the various sections
grouped together in the book of Enoch belong to "a period of almost
unbroken trouble from internal strife, apostasy, and fierce conflict
without.”^ The Psalms of Solomon fall in the time of the conquest
of Jerusalem by Pompey, and the Assumption of Moses, -together with
the Apocalypse of Baruch and II Esdras come out of the period
during which occurred the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus.
Altogether, therefore, it may be said not only that apocalyptic
literature, as a group, was occasioned by troublous times in
Jewish history, but also that, as a rule, each distinct apocalypse
is the product of oarticularly severe periods when protest was
strong and when hope was the imnerative need of the people.
THE PROBLEIi OF SUFFERING. The problem of suffering was thus
the contmlling factor in apocaljyrptic literature. Here, however,
it is necessary that a distinction be made. Porter and Charles
are only oartly correct when they seem to aooly the problem in
exactly the same manner to all examples ^of aoocalyptic. Charles,
for instance, writes that "the objective of apocalyptic liter-
ature in general was to solve the difficulties connected with the
righteousness of God and the suffering condition of his righteous
servants on earth. ^ Porter agrees that "the oroblem of evil,
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 177.
2. Charles, The Book of -^oc^ P* 22.
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that is, the sufferings of the righteous nation or sect, of
Israel or the true Israel, and the prosperity of the wicked is
the theme of much of the post-exilic literature of Judaism."^
It cannot be denied that it was the theoretical difficulty of
the problem of suffering which occasioned some of the Jewish apoca-
lyptic literature. Enoch, particularly, bears evidences of such
an orign. But, in contrast to this, neither can it be denied that,
in many apocalypses, the theoretical aspects entered very little
into the problem. Especially in the canonical apocalypses, the
practical aspects predominate. There it is shown that man were in
distress, ^'or hone they turned to the future. Apocalyptic lit-
erature offered a mode of escape. The theoretical inconsistency
does not appear to have dominated the consciousness of the apoca-
lyptic writers. Rather, the controlling motive was protest, re-
tribution, revonge, --all of a practical and impulsive nature.
I
It is interesting tolnote that where the most extended implications
of the problem of suffering are conceived, as in the book of Job,
there the apocalyptical elements are lacking. The situation which
gave rise to aoocalyotic literature also gave rise to a theoretical
consideration of the problem of evil, but the former is not always
dependent upon the latter. Hence a distinction is to be made
between those examples of apocalyptic literature which were occa-
sioned by practical conditions, and those called forth through a
more abstract approach. In this, regard two motives controlling
apocalyptic literature may bo distinguished: first, there is that
1. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers, p. 50.
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vrhioh produced an interest in the future life of Israel (best
illustrated in the book of Daniel); and secondly, there is that
which led to an interest in the secrets of the universe (as illus-
trated in the book of Enoch). Both, in turn, are dependent upon
historical situations.
DECLINE OF PROPHECY. Chief among the internal causes for the
rise of apocalyptic literature is the decline of prophecy. V«ith
this shall be mentioned the various developments within Judaism
which led to the view that revelation had ceased, and which led
to the closing of the Old Testament canon of Scripture. This
internal development, however, is not without its external causes.
UNFULFILLED PROPHECY. Unfulfilled prophecy, finally, nay
be reg-irded as a factor in the occasioning of apocalyptic lit-
erature. But here, again, the distress of a broken nation is to
be recognized as the ultimate factor. As shall be observed, it
was the historical background which sup died the incentive to
prophesy. Similarly, it was the historical situation which pre-
vented the fulfilling of this prophecy. Ultimately, therefore, too
much stress and eraohasis cannot be laid upon the farces which came
from without to bear upon the oeople of Israel and upon their re-
ligion.
4-.'
*1 iT ?
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Chapter II
THE EARLY SOURCES OF APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE
(To the Lxil©
)
Although many scholars, as has already been suggested,
^
limit the oeriod of true apocalyotic literature to the period from
about 200 B. C. to 100 A. D., they generally agree in admitting
its groat dependence upon earlier Hebrew religion and literature.
Especially in prophetic Yahwehism are the elements and traditions of
apocalyptic literature to be recognized. "Old Testament prophecy
and apocalyptical traditions were the storehxise from which the
apocalypses drew freely and largely.'*^ And, as Driver adds,
apocalyptic literature "consists essentially of a development and
adaption of the ideas and promises exorossed by the older prophets."^
Since apocalyptic literature is thus so greatly dependent
upon the earlier writings of the Hebrew people, a discussion such
as this would be incomplete without a consideration of some of these
earlier elements which contributed to its origin and development.
Indeed, apocalyptic literature is but the product of an interest
in certain of these elements, and a continued emphasis upon them.
It is vain to attempt to separate the writings of this class from
all other literature. They constitute but a branch of Israel'
s
recorded thought and history, a branch in which certain aspects
of her religious life received particular, and in some instances,
perhaps, an undue emphasis.
1. Page 10.
2. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writer s, p. 44.
3. Driver, ']?he tfook of Daniel, p. Ixxviii. See also Charles,
Eschatology, p. 193, and The Jewi sh ^Encyclopedia, vol. I, p.671.
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In considering the material from which apocailyptic literature
sprang, with which it had constantly to deal, and which laid the foun-
dations for its growth, there will be presented some aspects which can-
not be designated as apocalyptical in the narrow sense of the term.^
But since, in many cases, they gave to later apocalyptic writers sug-
gestions which they further developed, a consideration of them cannot
be omitted.
Eschatology
EARLIEST TRACES. The chief element of apocalyptic literature is,
quite prooerly, the one of which the beginning and source is most
easily and clearly recognized in the earlier literature of the Old
Testament. As may be exoected, the representations of a future hope
are less eschatological among the first writers than among the apoca-
I3rpti3t3. But at the same time the beginning of an imperfect escha-
tology is to be observed even in the earliest literature. Beckwith
seems to have discovered in the first eleven chapters of Genesis,
p(and hence, probably, by the time of the early days of the monarchy)
the first evidences of "the hope of victory for man. As the head of
the serpent is crushed beneath the heel of man a sign is thereby given
that man shall ultimately triumph and be the recipient of future bless-
ings in some new state of government. "Henceforth man* s gaze is no
longer turned backwards in longing after a lost Paradise, but is direct-
ed hopefully to the future. "4
1. See page 1.
2. For treatment of these chapters as a part of the document "j”,
and for a treatment of the date of the same, see Driver, Intro-
duction to the Literature of the Old Testament, p. 14 and l23.
3. Beckwith, The Apocalyp3e~b7~John, p. 4-5.
4. Orelli 90; Beckwith, The ^ocalypse of John, p. 5.
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As was suggested in the Introduction (pages 10-16), it
is the thesis of this treatment that apocalyptic liter-
ature developed chiefly because of the situation in which
the Hebrew people found themselves, namely, a situation of
distress and gloom. It is out of such conditions that
men turned to the future. In this connection it is inter-
esting to note here that even this first hope "came to man
after a failure involving the race in disaster. The Fall
of Eden at the outset, and the all-but xmiversal wickedness
that brought on the visitation of the Flood, might have
shut every door of hope. . . And so through the later his-
tory the most striking outbursts of the eschatological
hope, as expressed in the prophets and in the apocalyptic
writings, appear in times of national calamity."^
Similarly, in the accounts of the Patriarchal and pre-Monar-
chical age, Beckriwith has recognized certain eschatological
2
elements.
THE PROPHETS. During the Monarchical age, under the influ-
ence of the di stinction attained by the house of David, the es-
and
chatological hopes grew, ^received their expression in the prophets
of the eighth and seventh centuries. At present there is consid-
erable uncertainty as to the extent to which the early prophets
advanced in their conceptions of the future.
"That the prophetic conception of the Kingdom prevailed
from the seventh century onwsirds is admitted on all hands,
but of late years there is a growing body of scholars who
maintain that, with the single exception of a single passage
in Isaiah, no prophet of the eighth century preached the
advent of this kingdom, and that the unceasing burden of
their message to Israel was solely one of fast approaching
and inevitable doom. That most of the passages in Amos,
Hosea, Isaiah, and Micah which promise the advent of the
Messianic kingdom and of the Messiah are in trusions in
the text from a later time, may be regarded, on the whole,
as a sound conclusion of criticism. "3
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 8.
2. Ibid., p. 8-16”
3. Charles, Eschatology, p. 85.
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It seems, however, that some expectation of a brighter future
lay* in the minds of Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah, in spite of their
messages of doom, else their exhortations to righteousness are
unintelligible
THE KINGDOM OF GOD. Although the hopes of the aarly pro-
phets serve as the source out of which apocalyptic eschatology
arose, they were not of the type with -vj^ich the fully developed
apocalyptists sought to encourage their countrymen. According
to the prophets the Kingdom of God was to be established on this
earth. The future which they c ontemolated consisted of little
more than a continuance of the existing order of society, only
purged by a .judgment from sin, and freed from trouble. Down
until the eighth century the conception had been entir ely a
non-ethical one; the future kingdom was looked upon only as
unbroken period of material prosperity, ^t through the messages
of such spiritual leaders as Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah, the ethical
aspects became prominent. "According to the prophets, this king-
dom was to consist of a regenerated nation, a comniinity in which
the divine will should be fulfilled, an organized society inter-
penetrated, welded together, and shaped to ever higher issues by
the actual presence of God."^ But although the moral aspects
became the dominating characteristics, the future hope i/diich still
prevailed was one of an earthly and material nature. The just
and the righteous would reap their reward in this life.
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 23.
2. Charles, Eschatology, p7 8^-84.
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THE REMIIANT. Throughout most of the pre-Exilic history of
the Hebrew people, the hope for the future involved the unbroken
prosperity of the nation, and of the nation alone. In the coming
Kingdom of God, all' outside the bounds of Israel were to be ex-
cluded. Its realization was to be "within national (Hebrew) and
territorial (Palestinian) limits."^ This conceptian grew out
of the popular idea as to the relation of Yahweh and Israel.
Israel alone was Yahweh’ s people, .iust as Yahweh alone was
Israel's God.^ The eighth century prophets attacked this popu-
lar notion, it is true. They proclaimed that Yahweh was to vin-
dicate, not Israel, but Himself and his righteous purposes. • But
the outcome of these messages was not that the righteous of all
the earth should enjoy the blessings of the Kingdom. Instead,
the tendency of the teachings was to restrict rather than to uni-
versalize. All Israel was not to participate. A remnant, inclu-
ding only the righteous of the nation, was to survive the Day of
Judgment. It was "an Israel within Israel" which was to form the
"nucleus of the Kingdom of God, and the heir of all its hopes
and promises." Charles limits this view to the "narrower
school" of the orophets, contending that those of broader vision
admitted some who lived without the national borders, father,
he writes, "the righteous in Israel were to form the center of
the kingdom, and the Gentiles were to be brought into it by con-
.i4
conversion.
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 16; p. 24.
2. See x\mos 3:2.
3. Beckwith, The Aoocalypse of John, p. 24.
4. Charles, Religious -Uev^o^ent between the Old and New
Testaments, p. 49.
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"Whether or not this be true, the idea which prevailed, and the one
which influenced the true apocalyptical conception, was that of the
"narrower school," and that which was current in the popular mind.
THE TII'iE OF THE KINGDOM. From the beginning the Kingdcm was
thought of as near at hand.^ In nearly every instance the prophetic
writers renresented it as impending, and proclaimed that it should
be ushered in with the overthrow of the powers which threatened thei r
particular age. The cry of Zephaniah apoears to exoress the common
exoectation of the early orophetic era: "The great day of Jehovah is
near, it is near and hasteth greatly.”
THE BLESSINGS OF THE KINGDOM. Although the general nature of
the early proohetic conception of the Kingdom of *>'od has already
been discussed,^ some consideration should be devoted to the
current ideas as to the blessings which the righteous in Israel
should there enjoy. It is difficult, however, to present in any
great detail the exact and specific views with regard to the approach-
ing kingdom. . .'/hat ^ase has said of Isaiah might well be said, like-
wise, of the entire early prophetic movement. "Regarding the de-
tails s of the new order as they lay in the imagination of the pro-
phet, we know little or nothing, but doubtless current myth and
legend furnished ample imageip/. for constructing a very realistic
a
and attractive picture of^new theocratic community. Kent also
attributes to early legend and tradition apposition of strong
influence in shaping the early conceptions of the future blessed
state. He contends that these views were chiefly of the type
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 15.
2. Zephaniah 1:14. See also ibid., p. 22.
3. Page 20
.
4. Case, The Millennial Hope, p. 69.
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sug^ested amd intensified especially by the stories of "the primitive
day when certain favored individuals live in Paradise together with
God or with the gods of early Semitic religions."^ Altogether, it may
be said that the exoeoted blessed state was an ideal life of the pres-
ent form. And after the introduction, by the eighth century prophets,
of what Kent calls the "more distinctly moral and religious motifs"^
the ideal became "a life of perfect righteousness combined with perfect
physical enjoyment--in other words, the complete realization of the
3
entire man as constituted in this life. "
It is not surprising that the blessings of the future were thought
of as awards in this life. As shall presently be noted, ^ the individ-
ual, after death, was thought to abide in the shadowy and indistinct
region of Sheol, far from Yahweh and from his .jurisdiction. Since no
life after death was held out as a hope for the future, it was necess-
ary that the blessed order which the nation was to enjoy should be con-
fined to the present life elevated to the perfect and ideal state. Such
a view was inevitable, since no hope of an other-wordly life had yet
dawned upon the prophets.^
THE JUDGMENT AND THE DAY OF YAff'/EH. White the early and pre-Exilic
idea of the Kingdom of God prepared the way for the apooal.yptic Messi-
anic kingdom, nevertheless the two are quite different, as shall readily
be observed as the apocalyptical eschatology is further developed.
A closer relationship is to be seen between the Judgment which was to
usher in the Kingdom of God of the early prophets, and the Day of Yahweh
which was to mark the beginning of the Messianic era as presented by
the apocalyptists. In fact the Day of Yahweh is a term used frequently
by the eighth century
1. Kent, The ^owth and Contents of the 0. T.
,
p. 137. 2. Ibid. p. 138.
3. Charles, Religious Oevelopment'^etwe'eri the 0. and N. T.'s, p. 54.
4. See pages 2b-28 . ^5 . Charles, Ibid., p.“98.
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prophets themselves,^ although they used it with somewhat different
connotations than did the apocalyptists.
Before the time of the prophets the popular conception was that
the coming crises would be ’’one of assurec^.ioy and triiutiph for Israel;
it was to be the consummation of the nation's hope."^ As already
suggested it was to be a day of judgment,—but ^judgment upon Israel’s
enemies only. For the Israelites the day would bring national ioy
and prosperity. With the advent of the oronhets, however, a new
note was touched. Although different orophets emphasized different
aspects of the Day, through them it began to be conceived as a
crisis in the affairs of Israel as well as in tViose of other nations.
Yahweh and his righteousness would be vindicated, and divine wrath
would descend upon all the wicked, whether within or without the
bounds of Palestine.
This element in the eschatology of the nation is to be obser-
ved particularly in the oracles against foreign nations as they
'2
appear in a form less developed than in the prophets of the Exile.
But although the form of the oracle is different from that of later
writers, and although the implied form of executed .judgment is not
of the divine and catastrophic nature predicted by the apocalyp-
tists, the messages of the latter, in this regard, are clearly
foreshadowed in these earlier writings. A step towards the later
conception may be seen in the prophecy of Zephaniah. While the
eighth century prophets addressed their invectives only against
present and specific foes, Zephaniah predicted a destruction of
1. Isaiah 2; 12; 13:6; 34:8; Amos 5:18; Zephaniah 1:7,8; etc.
2. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p.~2b.
3. Amos l:9-2:5, etc.
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the nations generally.
THE AGENCY. Although the oracles of the early prophets did
supply the material which the apocalyptists developed into a fore-
cast of divine and catastroohic intervention, the distinction be-
tween the two conceptions must be set forth, '^his can most readi-
ly be done by considering the agency through which the vindication
of Yahweh was to be wrought. In taking up this asnect of early
eschatology it is to be remembered constantly that at ^no time
did the divine agent overshadow the divine Being Himself, nor did
the one vie with the other for supremacy. The government of
Israel was theocratic; all rule emanated ultimately from Yahweh;
those who exercised any form of authority were but his organs. or agents.
Scholars are divided as to the date when the chief factors
of the Messianic exoectation arose. Charles mentions that there
is no reference to the Messiah in Amos, Zephaniah, and certain
later prophets—nor even in many of the true apocalypses. In his
conclusion he agrees with Porter when he contends that the Messiah
was not an organic factor of the kingdom, and that in the apocalyp-
ses such a conception occupies a very secondary place. ^ Beckwith,
however, finds certain difficulties involved in these objections
to the idea that the Messiah was an element in early eschatology.
Yet "even if such objection be accepted as established,” he writes,
”it by no means follows ... that the oerson of a coming David ic
king was absent at this time from the hope of the prophets.”^
1. Charles, Religious Deve lopment between the Old and Nev/ Testaments,
p. 75-76; Porter, The Messages of the Appealypti cal '>7riters
,
p . 55—56
.
2. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 26-27.
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At this point Beckwith and Charles agree. Both find, at least,
that some divine agent was connected with the coming kingdom.
In the popular mind he was to be a national and political cham-
pion, perhaps. In the mind of the prophets he was without doubt
immeasurably above the popular idea in moral and religious aspects.^
In any case some agent was connected, even though in a secondary
way, with the approaching kingdom and judgment. That this agent
was to be descended from the Davidic line appears to have been a
foregone conclusion from the time of ^avid' s successful reign.
"No prophet even had suggested the substitution of a non-i’avidic
prince.' This prince, as the agent of Yahweh, was to be the ideal
and perfect ruler. "Where the Messiah is expected," writes Charles,
"it is all but universally as the ideal King."^
This idea of a human, though ideal. King agreed perfectly with
the idea of a kingdom to be founded upon this earth, and in this
life. And although in his nature this agent differs much from the
agent of certain of the apocalyptists, nevertheless, there is here
contained "what later prophets saw in the unfolded vision of the
ii4Messiah.
THE INDIVIDUAL An extended discussion as to the place of the
individual in the eschatological hope of this period is not necessary,
since, as has already been seen, the chief interest and emphasis la.y
upon the future destiny of the nation as a whole. Certain aspects
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 26.
2. Ibid., p. ^6.
3. Charles, Religious Development between the Old and New •‘•esta-
ments
,
p. 77.
4. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 20.
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regarding the individual may be noted, however, in order to dis-
tinguish even the faint gleams of light which emanted therefrom,
and which cast their glow upon the Exilic and post-Exilic period
of prophecy and apocalyptic.
Derived orincipally from heathen sources,—especially from
Ancestor Worship,—early eschatology of the individual prevailed
for several centuries only as it was influenced and guided by the
"tenets and usages of this worship."^ The popular belief was that
the spirit, after death, passed into the underworld, Sheol, the
"meeting place" of Job 30:23. Here the individual entered into a
vague, shadowy, half-conscious, and .joyless existence, where God
was far beyond the reach of all communion, and where His mercies
2
were neither apprehended nor acknowledged. No moral distinctions
3
whatever prevailed; the good and the evil shared alike. Social
and national distinction alone existed. In Sheol man held a po-
sition corresponding to his social relationship on earth.
Thus the eschatology of the individual continued in channels
far removed from the theistic eschatology of the nation. Until
the Exile the two conceptions existed side b.v side. But although
continuing separately. Driver has sensed, in their very parallelism,
the elements which, from the Exile onward, led to the conception
of the individual, and not the nation, as the religious unit.
These elements or tendencies may be mentioned briefly: First, there
is the tendency to limit the power of death,— a tendency produced
1. Consult Charles, Eschatology
,
p. 19.
2. See Isaiah 38:18; Psalms 6:5; 30:9; 88:10-12; 115:17; etc.
3. See Genesis 37:35; Isaiah 14:8,9,15.
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by the erophets in their setting forth of a glorified, though
earthly, kingdom of the future. Secondly, as seen in the Psalmists,
there is the conviction that fellowship with God implies and requires
that the individuals be superior to death. There is no suggestion
that the soul will rise, but rather that it will not die.^ (Charles,
as he considers the eschatology of the nation, sees in it a tendency
of thi s sort when he says that members of the future kingdom, while
not to en.joy immortality, nevertheless anticipate "lives of patri-
archal duration.") These tendencies, it is true, do not aopear in
their fruitfulness in pre-Exilic Jewish history. But, as Driver
suggests, they form a beginning for the anocal^/ptical developments.
VISIONS
It is not possible to ascertain to what extent the use of
visions in apocalyptic and near-apocalyptic literature was dependent
upor^he visionary experiences recorded in the pre-Exilic portion
of the Old Testament. The apocalyptic vision was probably different
from that of the earlier neriods. "Perhaps it is correct to say that
the visions of the older prophets were chiefly emotional exper-
iences, while in the aoocalypses their significance lies in the in-
tellectual sphere."^ It is beyond the scope of this thesis to
prove or to disprove the truth of this statement. But whether or
not it be accepted, it is a fair assumption, in the face of certain
facts, that the pre-Exilic vision, if it did not suggest to the
1. See Psalms 16:9-10; 17:15, etc.
2. Charles, Religi
o
us Development between the Old and New Testa-
men^, p. 49.
3. Driver, The Book of Daniel
,
p. xc-xci.
4. Porter, "the MesTages of the Apocalyptical Writers, p. 36.
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apocalyptists this means of obtaining (or of appearing to obtain)
from heaven a knowledge of its secrets and of the future, at least
furnished material which gave impulse to the suggestion. Tarrey,
in this connection, has discovered certain facts which serve to
substantiate this view. '*The interesting passage Genesis 15:9-18
(compare verse 1),'* he writes, "might almost be called a minia-
ture apocalypse; notice the way in which it is spoken of in
II Esd. 3:16; Apoc. Bar. 4:4 . . . Nvunerous other passages might
be mentioned which in some respects mark the transition to the
genuine Aoocalypse, and may have served to some extent as models.
Among these are the Balaam prophecies, Num. 24."^ Tarrey also
recognizes the influence of Genesis 40 e^ seq . upon the author of
the book of Daniel. 'iVith these passages may be mentioned Jacob's
vision at Bethel, the vision of Moses and the elders, and the
• 3
visfon of Micaiah.
^imong the group of prophets of this period the visions of
Amos (especially chapters 7-9) are noteworthy. And Isaiah reveals
that inspiration came to him as though from without (6;8:llff.;
2-2:14). Particular attention is called to the vision of God in
chapter six.
These visions, as already suggested, differ in content and
usage from those of the writers of genuine apocalyptic. A gradual
transformation was required to bridge the gulf between the two.
Yet in the pre-Exilic vision the beginning of this characteristic
of apocalyptic literature is to be distinguished.
1. The Jewish Encyclopedia
,
vol. I, p. 672.
2. Exodus 24:10.
3. 1 Kings 22:19.
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PREDICTIOH
As shall he made clear in the folloTring chapters, the element
of prediction in apocalyptic literature differs great ly from that
which is found in pre-Exilic times. The difference is to be found
not only in the form and content of the predictions made, but also
in the causes which led to and which promoted this element. Suffice
to say that during this period the forecasts of the future were
little more than a reading of the signs of the times. Those par-
ticularly noticeable are the oracles of Amos 1-2 and of isaiah
13-23, although the authenticity and date of the latter are to be
questioned.^ But due to the nature of these and similar pre-
dictions, the influence of them upon the element of prediction in
the apocalypses aannot be determined to any definite degree.
The suggestion of a wholesale judgment upon foreign nations may
have given confidence, justification, and support to the apocalyp-
tical writers, ^t may, indeed, have been the foundation for their
predictions. But since other more potent influences enter into the
situation at a later date, too much emphasis must not be placed upon
the element of prediction as it is found previous to the Exile.
SYMBOLISM AM) IMAGERY
Symbolism is to be found to a certain extent in the writings
of the older orophets^ usually in connection with visions. Of par-
ticular importance is Isaiah 6, where symbolic language is employ-
ed to considerable degfee. In this period, it is true, symbolism
1. See Driver, Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament,
p. 211-219.
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and imagery find their chief value as poetry, and as a method
of creating a veil of mystery about the divine Presence; not yet
were they used to convey hidden meanings. In genuine apocalyptic
literature symbolic language "is taken in a more literal sense.
The more unearthly and mysterious the symbolic creations are, the
better adapted to describe divine things.”^ In spite of this dif-
ference in usage, however, a real source of the symbolic element
aopears to be found in pre-Exilic times.
CONCLUSION. In thus attempting to recognize, in pre-Exilic
writings, some traces of the characteristics which are most prom-
inent in aoocalyotic literature, the purpose has not been to show
that aoocalyptic literature began tojdevelop at that early date.
Such a contention would, indeed, be absurd. It has been the our-
pose, rather, to demonstrate that the field of apocalyotic is not
one so distinct and so isolated from other branches of literature
as has sometimes been suggested. That it is unlike other branches
cannot bo denied. The difference, however, is quantitative rather
than qualitative with resoect to the cormion component character-
2istics. Selecting certain elements already inherent in their
nation' s literature, whether or not those elements were the most
orominent and important, the aoocalyntists adopted them because of
1. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyrjtic Writers, p. 36.
2. Charles in his Religious Sieve lopraent between the Old and New
Testaments, p. 16, suggests as much, when, in comparing prophe-
cy and apocalyptic, he says that "they have a common basis and
use for the most part the same methods."
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their adautability to the ourpose at hand, --the purpose occasioned
largely, as we shall see, by Israel' s national and political situ-
ation. How these elements \irarre seized upon, emphasized, and inter-
related until they became the vital and dominating characteristics
of a literature called apocalyntic it is the purpose of the fbllow-
ing chapters to demonstrate.
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THE DE\rELQPMENT OF APOCALYi^lC LITERATURE
a:.iong the exilic and post-exilic prophets
(To about the Second Century B. C.)
The Political Situation in Israel
Since the development of apocalyntic literature in each
period is so larj^ely dependent upon the conditions under which
the Israelites found themselves, a brief statement is in order
with regard to those conditions during the years considered
at this time.
Toward the close of the seventh century B. C., the people
of Israel beheld, on either side of t leir land, nations which
had attained to great power. Egynt one the one hand, and
Babylonia on the other, vied for the control of Palestine,
and the inhabitants of that territon/^ were practically forced
to cast their lot with one or the other of these great powers.
Politically, t’-^ere was a strong perty which favored an alliance
with Egypt. Jeremiah, however, foretold the success of the
Babylonian emoire, and advocated a friendly attitude toward it.
The outcome was settled by the defeat of the Egyptians at the
bends of the BaV/lonian forces under Nebuchadrezzar, at
Carchemish (c. 605 B. C.) As a result of this Palestine was
'erf.-; v-v*.
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placed at the raercy of the Babylonians.
For a time the Israelites submitted to Babylonian rule,
but after a few years a revolt was instigated. The attempt
to throw off foreign rule failed, however, and, in 597 B. C.,
the young King Jehoiakin, his immediate family, and all the
leading nobles, warriors, and skilled artisans were denorted
to Babylon. Eleven years later, in 58b B- C. a second revolt
was attempted. This likewise failed, and as a result large
numbers of persons were sent to Babylon in another deportation.
^
Although only a fraction of the former population of Judah
was deported to Babylon, nevertheless this groxip comprised
the leading figures among the Jews. As Ezekiel states, "the
seed of the land” was transferred from iJudah to ^abylon.^
The oaptivity!of Judah lasted until the fall of Babylon
t 4in 538 B. C., when Gyrus, as Yahweh s anointed established
the supremacy of the Persian empire. Thereafter the exiles
were allowed to return to their native land, but, due to
various causes, they were slow to do so. And those v/ho did
seek to re-establish themselves in Palestine found difficulty
in restoring t ieir former customs and practices. Especially
was the attempt to rebuild the temple fraught with much dis-
appointment and distress. And even after the erection of the
temple had been completed, and after the situation had become
1. See II Kings 25:8-11; Jeremiah 52:28,29.
2. For the numbers in this connection see Kent, A History of
the Jewish People, p. 17-22.
3. EsekieT iT-.B
4. TI Isaiah 45:1
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somewhat more settled, the Jews did not succeed in becoming a
free and indeoendent nation. They were constantly under the
shadow of Persian rule.
Presently new disasters oresented themselves. In 368 B. C.
Artaxerxes Achus, the most cruel, blood-thirsty, and energetic
of the Persian rulers, came to the throne. An uprising ensued,
in which Egypt, Phoenicia, and probably all of Palestine were
involved. Many Jew^ -i^e e transported, and the temple was dese-
crated if not temporarily destroyed.
A little later -Alexander the Great appeared on his advance
towards the c onquist of the Persian empire. This he effected
substantially in 333 B. C., by defeating Darius at the battle of
IS3U3.
During the Greek oeriod the Jews were subject ''irst to the
Ptolemies, rulers of Egyot, and later to the Seleucidae, whose
Capitol was at Antioch. Palestine, situated as it was in the
midst of these powers, was a continual bone of contention.
Hence, the Jaws were constantly courted orplundered by the rulers
of Egypt and Syria. "From the references and from the records of
later persecutions in Egypt and other parts of the world, it is
evident that the lot of many of the Jews was far from pleasant.
To be loyal to their religion and peculiar institutions deman-
ded rare courage and devotion.'*^
1. Kent, The Growth and Contents of the Old Testament, p. 129.
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Thus, from the beginning of the sixth century to the be-
ginning of the second, Israel was continually at the mercy of
external foes. The glorious days of the monarchy were gone for-
ever, and the people were bandied about between foreign powers
without the least vestige of hope for an independent existence.
To the Jews the outlook was not bright. If the Israelites had
followed the examole set by other nations which have been placed
in similar circumstances, they would have given up all hope and
effort. That they did not is the marvel of all history. The
reason they did not is to be found in the hope which was instill-
ed among them by certain ofjthoir groat religious leaders,—the
hope with which the apocalyptists dealt so largely in the type
of literature that they developed.
A Period of Transition
It is in the oeriod .iust discussed that the real beginning
of the development of apocalyotic ll^erature is to be found.
Not yet <^id this type of writing attain to the completeness and
characteristic form which it acquired in later years, but with-
out the progress made at this time apocalyptic literature would
not have become known. Considerable disagreement exists as to
whether certain Old Testament books of this period, or parts
thereof, are true apocailyoses or not. ^i/hether they are or not,
they serve as valuable trsinsitions to the universally recog-
nized apocalypses.
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It is in the writings of Ezekiel that the marked apocalyp-
tical features first aooear. Duhra, in fact, has called Ezekiel
"the spiritual founder of apocalyptic."^ And all the prophetic
literature that succeeds him is more or less apocalyptical in ten-
dency. Especially might be mentioned Deutero-Isaiah (549-538),^
Isaiah 34-35 (after 540), Haggai (c. 520), iiechariah 1-18 (c.520),
Malachi (458-432)', Joel (c. 350), Zechariah (333), and Isaiah 24-
27 (330-200). Certain of these deser'^e particular mention. Kent,
especially, has found much in the work of the Second Isaiah and in
that of Joel to be worthy of note. His o'/m words are well worthy
of quotation. First he s:eaks of Second Isaiah:
"in his treatment of the problem of evil and in his exalted
estimate of suffering voluntarily borne for others, it is
impossible not to see the influence of that bitter and pro-
longed affliction which was then the lot of the prophet in
common with the faithful of his race. His glorious picture
of the future was the triumph ^mt cry of a sou] who has
passed through the valley of the shadow of death”' and seen a
groat light. His was the vision of a seer, the spirit of a
philosopher, and the soulof a poet. . . He a' ove all others,
was the prophet who bridged the centuries, who took firm hold
of the eternal verities, who inspired in the heart of his race
a deathless hope, who spiritualized the aspirations of weak
humanity and made the mess ge and mission of Judaism universal."^
In somewhat similar vein Kent has witten of Joel:
"He marks the great transition from the earlier ethical
prophets, who addressed themselves to the living problems
of their day, to the new type of prophet, who lived largely
in the future and dreamed of some great, miraculous, divine
interposition to right the evils ofthe world, and to insti-
tute that righteous social order which the earlier prophets
had sought to(develop through the appeal to the consciences
of their countrymen.
1. Charles, Religious Development between the Old and New Testa-
ments, p. 26.
2. The dates given are not all generally accepted, but they form a
reasonable agreement.
3. Kent, Growth and Contents of the Old Testament
,
p. 125.
4. Ibid., p. 127.
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Another of the raost apocalyptical sections of this group,
and probably the last to be written, is Isaiah 24-27. It is here
that some of the most advanced steos are taken in the development
of apocalyptic literature.
The other Old Testament writings which have been mentioned
also have an important bearing upon the literature of the follow-
ing centuries. The manner in which all of these contributed to
lal.er thought and writing can best bo observed as the progress of
certain asoects of apocalynticism is noted.
The Eschatological Hope : Reasons for Increased
Interest in it.
As has already been suggested, the reasons for the increased
interest in the future destiny of Israel are to be found arising
out of the political situation in which that nation found itself.
The nature of this situation has been mentioned. Its effect upon
the thought smd writings of the people found expression in various
ways
:
Protest against Exi sting Conditionsj^. In the first place
there arose a spirit of protest and discontent. The people of
Israel felt that an injustice was involved in the suffering of a
righteous and God-fearing nation. This feeling was no doubt
augmented by the consciousness that, not long since, the attempted
reform of Josiah had brought the nation into closer harmony with
Yahweh and with his purposes. Hence, a protest was raised. In
the book of Job the problem is presented at considerable length.
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In itself this protest did not add particularly to the devel-
%
opment of the eschatological hope. But indirectly its effect
is quite apparent. The feeling of orotest found its expression
in a condemnation of the un.-iustly-hlessed foreign and un-Godly
powers. And this condemnation reaches its highest expression in
the accounts of the approaching Day of Yediweh. Thus, largely on
account of the unhappy situation of the down-trodden people, the
Day of Yahweh was anticipated as one in which foreign powers shoxild
face certain and awful retribution. The development of the con-
ception of the Day of Yahweh will be traceu at a later pointf^
but it is well to note, at this time, the impetus which the con-
ditions of the Jews gave to an interest in this aspect of eschatol-
ogy-
The need of Hone. But more important than the spirit of
protest was that of hooe. As present conditions became well-
nigh intolerable it was natural that men should increase their
interest in a future which should promise greater joy and less
pain and suffering. And as matters became worse it was natural
that hone should somehow identify Yahwijh with the struggle. The
earlier prophets had possessed a fundamental optimism (in spite
of the fact that it was frequently clouded over by their fore-
casts of doom). With the Sxi'ic and post-Exilic prophets, how-
ever, the possibility of immediate and human methods of release
were lacking. On all sides powerful ana covetous kingdoms
1. Pagers 48-50.
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were ready to invade Palestine. Hence it is fully to be expected
that the eschatological hooe of the period should assiime new eind
more elaborate proportions.
The Need for Encouragement in Religion . It must be remember-
ed that the calamity which befell the monarchy was not alone a
political one. Yet more terrible was the thxight that Yahweh
and his people were senarated, never again to be united. Down
to the Exile men =;till clung to the old conception of territor-
ial limitation in connection Tdth God. Because of this the re-
ligious leaders of the day were faced wi h the problem of main-
taining faith in Yahweh in spite of the most disturbing condi-
tions. It is not surprising, therefore, th^t in attempting to
preserve religious faith and conviction the prophet3|of the time
sought to include, in the hope of the future, the element of
divine intervention. Thus, his purposes should be vindicated,
a real need was met, and strength and courage were imparted to
the struggling souls who face what appeared to be certain ca-
lamity and extinction.
Unfulfilled Prophecy . Still another reason for increased
interest in the future is to be found in the fact that many of
the prophecies of the earlier prophets remained unfulfilled.
The attemot to re-edit and re-interpret earlier writings began
with Ezekiel. Jeremiah (3-6) and Zephaniah (l:7) had both pro-
phesied the invasion of Israel by a foe from the north, but the
event had not occurred. Ezekiel, therefore, delayed the
'fi*
1
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aocomplishment of the proohecy, and turned mens’ thoughts more
definitely than ever before to the future. In the future w is to
be f "lund not only an anso^er to their orotest, not only a realiza-
tion of their hopes, and not only the vindication of their religious
asui rations, but also the fulfillment of those prophecies which had
been mads by- the great relgious leaders of earlier days. '*To f'is
re-sditing of unfulfilled orophecy, " writes Charles, "is to be
traced one of the sources of Apocalyptic."^
The Development of Eschatological Elements
Having noted the causes for an exceedingly great interest in
the eschatological hope, it is necessary to indicate the develop-
ment of the ooncontions of the f'uture, and to describe to s Tie
extent the form which these ideas took in the period now considered.
In many instances the various writers do not agree in their descrip-
tions of the f’iture; and at times single authors apnear to exhibit
extreme inc onsistency in their nortrayal. Nevertheless, general
tendencies may be observed, and certain conclusions nay be reached.
The Messianic Kingdom . In the nrovions chanter it was observed
that in whatever concentions there had been with regard to a future
iiessianio Kingdom, the scene of the new kingdcci was to be on the
present earth. At the beginning of the period of Exilic and post-
Exilic pronhets the sane idea continued to exist. The approaching
era toward which Ezekiel looks is unquestionably an earthly one.
The center of the nev/ kingd>on was to be the city of Jerusalem,
1. Charles, Eschatology, p. 10^.
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masnificently and gloriously rebuilt.
Beckwith contends that the ideal of an earthly Messianic
Kingdom is the only one which is described or even mentioned in
the period here considered. ’’The ideal is local and earthly,"
he writes; "no other is found in the Old Testament Scriptures.
Heaven as the destined abode of the saints is there unknown.
A purely soiritual kingdom in which the blessed abide and reign
with God in a world beyond appears first in the Apocrypha and
tilthe apocalyptic writings. The stand which Beckwith takes,
however, is not allowed to remain uncontested. Thefe are some
who claim to have discovered in the writings of this period
undisputable evidences of a tendency toward the later apocalyptical
conception of a spiritual or heavenly kingdom. Driver, for in-
stance, states that "some of the later prophets . . spring from
the transition period, in which the former of these ideals was
gradually merging into the other, and in which the line of demar-
cation was not always clearly and consistently drawn. . . The
passages from the prophets in which the character of the represen-
tation is such as to suggest that it is beginning to be eschato-
logical, are Isaiah xocvi: 18-19; Joel iii;9-17; Mai. iv:2-3."^
Porter agrees that "the foundation is laid for the contrast of the
two worlds . . . in Isaiah 11, Zechariah 12-14, Joel, llalachi 4,
Isaiah 24-27."^ The decision which is to be given in the case of
this difference of opinion will depend entirely upon the interpre-
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John
,
p. 54.
2. Driver, The Book of Daniel
,
p. Ixxxviii.
3. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptic 7Jriters, p. 52.
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tation which is adopted for the passages of Scripture in ques-
tion* But in the light of later developments it appears to he
entirely reasonable to suppose that at this time speculation was
beginning to turn to an other-worldly Messianic kingdom. The
conceptions in the writings which immediately follow seem to jus-
tify the conclusions reached by Driver and Charles.
The Comprehensiveness of the Kingdom* In the previous chap-
ter it was noted that the prevailing view of the future in the
pre-Jlxilic periodjlimited, to a large extent, the number o^jfhose
who should enjoy the kingdom to "an Israel within Israel.''
It was mentioned, however, that certain of the prophets strongly
ooposed such a restriction or limitation. Both the narrower and
broader views were more or less confused until the time of Jere-
miah and Ezekiel. With these men the different conceptions be-
came definitel;^^divided, and each became the viev; of very diverse
schools of development.
The universal! st school, of which Jeremiah was the founder,
requires brief consideration, because of the bearing it had upon
the writings of a certain group of men with apocalyptical ten-
dencies. Chief among these is the Second Isaiah, whose attitude
is most clearly that of a broad and liberal-minded prophet.
According to this school of thoiight the Messianic Kingdom should
not be limited to the righteous of the people of Israel only.
Instead, all peoples should, by conversion, enjoy the new era and
psirticipate in the universal worship of Yahweh.
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In the "Songs of the Servant" (Isaiah 42:1-4; 49:1-6; 50:4-9;
i
52:13-53:12) this idea receives its most lofty expression. The
Servant, symbolizing the pious remanant of the people, shall,
because of election by God, engage in the service of converting
all mankind to the worship of Yahweh, and hence to a place within
the kingdom.
According to Ezekiel, however, and subsequent writers of the
same school, the inauguration of the Messianic kingdom meant,
for the nations, "only destruction, partial or complete, or,
under the most favorable construction, absolute political sub-
jection to Israel."^ The future world belonged to Israel, or
to Judah and Israel united. This view appears to be the more
co!nmon one throughout the whole period, and it is not surprising
that such should be the case, in the face of the distress which
had befallen God' s chosen people. "The universalistic ideal
which recognized God' s mercy for the Gentiles and looked for their
admission into the messianic kingdom could not in the conditions
of the post-exilic era become the predominant belief. The in-
fluence in the opposite direction of particularism was too power-
ful.^"
Both of these schools found followers among the later apoca-
lyptical writers, although that of particularism remained, perhaps,
the one most widely recognized and accepted.
1. Charles, Eschatology
,
p. 103.
2. Hosea 3:5; Micah 5:3; both of these are post-Exilic according
to Charles, Eschatology
,
p. 117.
3. Beckwith, The Apocalj^pse of John, p. 53.
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It must not be supposed that the school of which Ezekiel
was the founder held less firmly than did the other to absolute
monotheism. The exclusion of the Gentiles from participation
in the Kingdom did not imply that those peoples were beyond the
power andJurisdiction of Yahweh. Both schools held to the con-
viction that Yahweh was the One God. But whereas the followers of
Jeremiah were loss narsh in their attitude toward the nations,
Ezekiel and the more truly apocalyptical school excluded all
Gentiles on the grounds that by op losing and subjugating Yahweh'
s
chosen people they had incurred the displeasure of Yahweh himself,
ani therefore should be forever excluded from the blessed future
which ^e had prepared for those that followed Him and kept His
commandment s
.
The Time of the Inauguration of the Kingdom . Like the early
prophets, those of the Exile fore- shortened the future. The.
coming of the kingdom of Yahweh, with the restoration of Israel
to Palestine, was set immediately after the release from Babylon-
ian bondage. It was indeed looked upon as "near at hand."
"For Ezekiel it lay just beyond the downfall of Egypt which is
predicted as near;^ Second Isaiah looked for it as the^sequel to
Cyrus’ overthrow of the Babylonian power Haggai^ foresaw it
in the events to follow the return led by Zerubbabel and the com-
pletion of the temple."^
1. Ezekiel 29:21; 30:3-9
2. Isaiah 44:24-28.
3. Haggai 2:4-9
4. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John , p. 36.
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Introducti of the Idea of the Me s si ani
c
Age as an
Interregnim . It is in the book of Ezekiel that the idea of a
'’messianic interval" between a first and second Judgment receives
its initial suggestion. The passage containing the suggestion
(chapters 38-39) is sometimes taken to be a reference to the
Scythian hordes that overran western Asia in the seventh cen-
tury B. C. Briggs, however, writes that "this prediction has no
historical value. It is in its nature apocalyptic. It points
to a conflict to follow the restoration."^ Beckwith agrees in
IIthe main: lyhatever/ytruth as regards the connection of the names
with any his+oric people," he writes, "the reference in Ezekiel
is to an event falling after a long continuance of the messianic
era, the final gathering of the nations under a great leader against
p
the messianic kingdom and their overwhelming destruction."
Sxich a messianic interval does not appear in any other book of the
Old Testament, but later apocalyptic writers develop the sugges-
*7
tion to considerable degree.*^ It is evidently here that the idea
first became established, hov/ever.
The Blessings of the Messianic Kingdom . It has already
been observed that during this period the future kingdom was
thought of generally as established upon the present earth,
although suggestions of a somewhat more transcendental nature
began to make their appearance. The comprehensiveness and the
tine of its inauguration have also been mentioned. At this point
1. Briggs, Messianic Prophecy, p. 283.
2. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John
,
p. 37.
3. See pages ^9-80, 113-122, etc.
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it is well to devote brief consideration to the expected state of
existence in the new era.
The popular view was that the coming kingdom would be one in
which all blessings should abound, and where a oerfeot state of
society should obtain. There would be a complete transformation
of humanity. Nothing unholy would rerasdn. Society, likewise,
was expected to undergo complete transformation. All vestiges of
injustice, oporession, and discontent should be done away.
Thera would be no longer hxinger, sickness, or other ills. Even
politics would be completely changed. Perfect peace and rightous-
ness would orevail.^ • And although the present earth was thought
to be the scene of these new blessings, the most desirable natural
and man-made conditions should exist. The last chapters of Ezekiel
abound in descriptions of such conditions. And the author of Joel
3:18 adds the beautiful, though not original, description of wonder-
ful fertility, and of remarkable apring which was to flow out of the
temple, watering the Valley of Shittim.
The most lofty conception of the new era dealt with the relation
of Yahweh with his people. As Beckwith has written: ”The supreme
glory of the coming kingdom in the mind of the prophets is its spirit-
ual perfections. . . Gdd will dwell there continually with His people,^
and will be unto them an everlasting light;®
1. See Case, The Millennial Hope, p. 74-78.
2. Ezekiel 36-45 .
'
3. See Ezekiel 47 for a similar description.
4. Ezekiel 43:7; Zechariah 2:10.
5. Isaiah 60:19; Zechariah 8:3; Joel 3:17.
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the covenant of his peace will never be removed;^ all vdll be
taught of Jehovah and enjoy great peace; ^ a fountain for sin
and uncleanness will be opened there; God will give his people
a nevi heart, that they may walk in his statutes and keep his or-
dinances; they will all be righteous; the unclean will no
more come there. ” In the face of such ideal and perfect cti-
ception of the Messianic Kingdom it is not strange that the scene
of the new age should gradually come to be looked upon as more
truly transcendental. Such descriptions as these did much to
hasten the development of the eschatological viev/s presented ^
by the true apocalyotists.
The Day of Judgment and the Day of Yahweh . Among the apoca-
lyptical prophets of this period is to be seen a f’lrtherance of
the idea that the inauguration of the Messianic Kingdom v/as to be
attended by a Judgment of the Gentiles. As in most pre-Exilic
prophecies, most of the writings of these years contain similar
oracles against foreign and hostile powers. Ezekiel predicts
certain judgment for the peoples of Ammon, Moab, Edom, Tyre,
Sidon, and Egypt.® For them the Day of Yahv;eh wil?. bring sure
destruction. "The terrors of that day are mentioned again and
again: they will be seen in the natural world, darkness, and
cloud (34:12), storm and tempest (13:2), drought (30:12), and
fire (20:47,48 . .), etc; further, famine and evil blasts, pes-
tilence and blood, and the sword (5:15-17); and the most terrible
1. Isaiah 54:10
2. Isaiah 54:13
3. Zechariah 13:1.
4. Ezekiel 11:19.
5. Isaiah 60:21. 6. Isaiah 52:1.
7. Beclavith, The Apocalynse of John, p. 35 and 57.
8. Ezekiel 25-52.
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of all, the s-word of Yahweh (21:3-5), and the cup of destruction
froTa Yadiweh (23:31-34). In that day Yahweh will be king, but he
will reign in fury (20:33,34).”^
After Haggai and ZecharisQi the proohecies assume features of
a catastrophic nature. Yahweh is expected to fulfill signally the
2hopes of the people of Israel. This conception is elaborated in
3
Joel, where the Judgment is pictured in lurid colors. The author
of Isaiah 24-27 likewise describes most vividly the convulsions
4
attending the introduction of the Kingdom.
It is in this oeriod that a new aspect of the Day of Ysdiweh
begins to appear. Not only is there portrayed the severe Judgment
of the Gentiles, but there is added the picture of the "messianic
woes" which are to foreshadow it. The distresses of the people
of Israel during this oeriod seemed to arouse the desire to lengthen
and prolong the awful curses which should be visited upon their foes.
Hence, the "messianic woes" are reoresented as preceding the actual
Day of Judgment. "Starting from the fore shadowings of the earlier
orophets, later writers ... unfold pictures of these pre-messianic
troubles with vivid and often fantastic imagery."^ It is not always
possible to distinguish between those reoresentations which are
supposed to depict the actual Day of Yahweh, and those which pretend
to describe pre-messianic conditions. But it appears as most proba-
ble that the later writers of this period concern themselves ser-
iously with the
1. Oesterley and Robinson, Hebrew Religion, p. 25b.
2. See Kent, The Growth suid Contents of the Old Testament, p. 141.
3. Especially JoeT^ 2 : 30“
^
4. Especially Isaiah 24:18-20.
5. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 38.
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latter conceotion. If this be true, the appalling account of
Isaiah 34 may be said to be concerned with those days.^ The
2
author of Zechariah 13:8 may also refer to these times.
The Agency in the Establishment of the Kingdom . ’Vith regard
to the agency in the establishment of the Mes danic Kingdom there
is considerable uncertainty, disagreement, and inconsistency in
the oeriod now under consideration. No mention of such an agency
is to be found in the eschatological oassages of Joel, Obadiah,
Malachi, or Isaiah 24-27. Beclc./ith goes so far as to contend
that no mention of a messianic king is to be found in the writing
of the Second Isaiah. Torrey, however, disagrees: "Generally
abscured, oerhaps intentionally, by the nersoni ficati on of the
Jewish people, the outline of an ideal person, the predicted leader,
can neverthelss be made out with certainty. In the books v/here
mention is made there is evidence of a great variety of thought.
The inconsistency in the book of Ezekiel well illustrates the great
diversity of ideas current in this period. In some places Yahvreh
himself is expected to be king:
"As I live, saith the Lord Jehovah, surely with a mighty
hand, and with an outstretched arm, and with wrath poured
out, will I be king over you." (Ezekiel 20:33)
In other places someone from the house of i^avid is to rule:
"And I will set up one shepherd over them, and he shall feed
them, even my servant l^avid; he shall feed them and he
shall be their shepherd. And I, Jehovah, will be their
God, and my servant David prince among them. I, Jehovah,
have spoken it." (Ezekiel 34:23-24)^
1. For the date of Isaiah 34-35 as post-Exilic see Driver, Intro-
duction to the Literature of the Old Te stament
,
p. 225-216.
2. Beckwith, The Apocal;/T>se of John, p. 38 -39.
3. Ibid., p. 41.
'
4. Torrey, The Second Isaiah, p. 146.
5. See also Ezekiel 37: 24.
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At times the agency appears to be pictured as the line or house
of David rather than as a single figure of it.^ In this connec-
tion Bec\r/fith contends that the distinct announcement of a single
ideal king first aouears in the oost-Sxilic passages of Isaiah
2
and Micah.
In spite of the differences to be found among the writings
of these orophets, the general picture is that of a leader and
ruler of the house of David. In fact ’’the restoration of the
Davidic house seemed to the Jewish natriots of this period abso-
lutely indesnensable to the realization of their nation's des-
tiny."*^ The culmination of this view is reached in the writings
of Haggai and Zechariah. The immediate background of their wri-
ting was the seeming oollaose of the Persian kingdom, and the hope
that Zerubbabel would re-establish Yahweh’ s chosen oeople to their
rightful position, it is evident that Zerubbabel was identified,
'
by Zechariah, with the "righteous scion" that should be raised
up unto ^avid,^ and that both Zechariah and liaggai held to hopes
of great achievement for Zerubbabel. Those who held to these
fond exnectations were doomed to disappointment, however. The
depth of this disappointment seems to be evidenced by the ccnplete
absence, during the next few centuries, of all reference to this
type of hope. Not until the beginning of the ^onan period in the
Psalms of Solomon, does there appear^recurrenoe of the kingly form
of exnectation.
1. See Ezekiel 17:23.
2. See Isaiah 9:6; Micah 5:1-9; Beckwith, APocak/pse of John, p.42.
3. Kent, The ^ovrth and Contents of the Old Testament, p. 140.
4. Compare Zechariah 4:9 with 6:12-13; also 3:8.
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As has no doubt been understood, th^ingly leader of Israel
the descendent of thought of as h’-irnan. But with all
of his humanity he was thought of as being like God. This is
made evident in such passages as Isaiah 22:21, and 9:6. And while
the prophets always "thought of the Messiah as human, they conceived
him to be endowed with povters and attribiites which far transcended
those of all other men, and their ideal oould not be comprehended
within the limits of their forms of thought."^ In thus attributing,
to the expected one, such perfection and ideal characteristics,
there is to be seen a steo towards the belief in his divinity and
transcendence. This belief was also given new impetus by the dis-
appointed hopes of Zechariah and Haggai, which the following cen-
turies of silence so eloquently express (as mentioned above).
•*‘1though all hope of an earthy and human chamoion were thus rudely
extinguished, faith in Yahv/eh remained unshaken. And as earthly
hopes were destroyed, the people turned to a Divine King. Some-
times it is Yahweh himself who will gather, restore, vindicate, and
exalt Israel to supremacy. Catastrophic intervention becomes the
ob-ject of hope. A divine Warrior, a Divine Judge, becomes the ideal.
Brief mention should be made, perhaps, regarding the concep-
tions of the expected leader as the ideal priest and as the ideal
prophet. KVhereever any mention of a Messiah occurs, the kingly
characteristics always predominate. It is true that sometimes
priestly activities are attributed to rulers, and it has been
suggested that Zechariah 6:13 indicates the tendency to unite in
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 51.
2. See, for instance, Zechariah 9:8; 9:14-16.
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the person of the Messiah the priestly and the kingly attributes.^
Usually, however, the oriestly chai'acter is purely secondary, and
is generally distinguished from the kingly.^ "it is doubtful
whether the title priest is exoressly given to him (the Messiah)
anywhere in the Old Testament." The express designation of
the Messiah as oronhet is more uncertain th^n the designation as
orie st . "The personal ideal Prophet is nowhere distinctly sketched,
but is rather to be inferred frem the great oicture of the prophet-
ic nation portrayed by the second Isaiah."^ .it best, however,
the concootion is vague and indistinct. Altogether Beckwith's
conclusion may be cinsidered as valid; "Of the three great offices
attributed to the Messiah in Christian thoiight, those of prophet,
priest, and king, the last apoears almost alone before the time
of Christ.^
The Eschatology of the Individual. In pre-Exilic times, as
has already been seen, the individual had been looked upon gen-
erally as the orooerty of the nation. It was the nation that w .s
the religious unit and the center of interest. The individual man
had little religious worth; he could approach Yahweh only through
the national priesthood and school of the prophets. But with the
deoortation, and with the destruction of priesthood, sacrifice,
and traditional rites, and customs, the individual, if he was to
1. See Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John
,
p. 46.
2. See Wade, Old Testament History, p. 506.
3. Beclcwi- h, Th^ Apocalypse of John^ p. 46.
4. Charles, Religious Bevelooment between the Old and ^'few Testa-
ment, p. 77.
5. Beclcwith, The -^pocalyose of John, p. 46.
6. See pages 26-23^
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continue as the worshipper of Yahweh, found it necessary to come
to God face to face. It was Ezekiel who first gave utterance to
this necessity in strong and insistent terms. His message con-
tained the proclamation that all souls belong to God, suid are in
direct relation to Him. ^ From this point Ezekiel moved on to the
conclusion that the individual was not the victim of his own or
his nation' s past life. Therefore, every msm should receive recom-
pense according to his just deserts. This recompense nrist be re-
ceived in the present earthly life; this view was unavoidable since
the only destiny after deathjwas conceived to be a vague and indis-
2tinct existence in Sheol.
This idea of retributive justice was accepted so long as
retribution was adequate and apparently consistent with mens'
deeds. But when this conviction was lacking difficulties began
to arise. Two alternatives lay open. Either Yahweh did not reward
justly in this life, or else this life was not the end. Men might
give up (or add to) their view of Sheol. It was inevitable in view
of current expectations with regard to a future kingdom, that mens'
minds should turn to thoughts of some future and blessed destiny
for the individuals who obeyed the dictates of Yahweh, a destiny if
not supramundane at least perfect and ideal. Hence, it is not sur-
prising that after the Exile the two developments, the eschatology
of the individual and that of the nation, began to exert a notice-
able influence
1
. Ezekiel 18 : 4
.
2. See page 27.
«»mc£> ii tnucl »r:ftWi{«Y V -foccif^emcw eWJ- b£ ©ynicr/tco
cJ* oon/* lo^oT.? ©ViJj^ J’fc'xi^ rriw lei^^esS; eev i'l .©orl ©od. bcO c*
-nr© «2->^F-80!rT ei}^ .ar/iod’ hna gr.c'i^^e ni y^xi ceoen oxr^^^
nl oi£ br.M ,bcO r^ ^noXecf pI/jc 8 fix: .tfrij nci^X!cy?Xoo*tq eiij boni«^
*io ffwc sfrf 'ic flJi'.tcXv erli Xr-n fjaw X.iit.'biv 2tt: 2 nc/st'Iorcc
©vi-MCPi b.i-iJf’ife n£Ei v’k^vo ,©Tc*i©*:er^l •olii st'CBC c ncc^xn siK
-t'-i erf vJeict ©Erecrc'en t't'T .e^'irpob Jetu fin cj- err©a
eonie eX<f;:Jb£cv£njj rxiif reiv exr^i joliJ ^ittee-iq ftriS ns bevioo
-Bibni bruj ©ixjjjav s' ©c^ bevleonoo fivwtijioL ^e^:f^LC Y,ni>ieeb v^j.rc ©ri^
fj3 ^ncl r«. DB^cficcje env: eoiJ^eur evUrcfs’^ct-’j ‘!o ©ebi eirJT
‘pf:©ft! ffxiv ireJElcf r© vXvno^eocf bn© ei^ifpebiB tJSK rroiiit
EoUXi'oi'ilih jjni^^OxX Cir nrx.ioivf:c© sIffX r.ebv. ctr?5 .Eb©eb
btn»J©T: icn bib nevr'«'' lebiiE .r.eco yp£ ^evl^ente^lp rw^T cj
J-ri^in neU «bn© ©ri^ ic' 8£W ©*2:il airii ©eX© no ,e':xX eirfcJ ni \.U«»'r.
virs‘xv ni olcteJ'X'vOnx mw JI •XcnxIB vciv nioi^J' (cJ bbfc ic ) on ©vi^
’
'tsn J-xirlJ” ,.- obj^ni3i oiub-j/i jb ci bnflg©'! f^*’'xvr sroxinioocxe v‘»n6'i*tifc Jc
yniireb fterceXrf bn© enniir^ erof- '*0 ri nnni blicrfe Bbnir
li v/fiJ-fpb a ^r^ewriaV 'ic aoii?d^oxb er^J- ba\::o(fc cc'v tlariivibri erfi no':
-nifB Jvn ei JH .eonoH ./.-©bl bna ioo^ner J'F.fieX Jb onabnifarancnE icn
Xr^cxfOt© obi ,.' irex’aoXovab owd oxfi otixii ebi 'leilx icni ^nisinr
/.* inox© ci najob ,nciiaf' x>rii iabi bnn iBifbkvitni orti
©onfcuXlnx ©£ba
^ X&x>’fisg - .1
tTS 6^«c '®©t. -S
on one another • "This mutual interaction, however, did not lead'
to any true synthesis till the third century or even the "beginning
of the second, when they were both seen to be complenentary sides
of one and the same religioixs doctrine, aanely, the doctrine of
the resurrection, which subsumes and does justice to the essential
claims of both.
The forward step taken by Ezekiel in recognizing the w^rth
of the individual was taken up by the religious leaders of the period
who followed him. i;?hile they did not arrive at any definite doc-
trine, (as suggested in the above quotation from Charles), they
did present ideas and suggestions which mark the progress toward
later conceptions. This is best discussed under a distinct sub-
division.
The Beginning of the Resurrect ion Doctrine . In this connection
p
reference is sometimes made to Hosea and to the "Vision of Dry
Bones of Ezekiel 37. These, oassages, describe a national and poli-
tical restoration, and in that resnect cannot be said to apoly to
the doctrine of the resurrection of the individual. But, as sug-
gested in the previous division^ they no doubt had some bearing
on the direction which the eschatology of the individual should
take.
According to Charles: "The spiritual basis for the resurrection
doctrine is laid in Job and the Psalms, which in oart suggest
1. Charles, Religious Development between the Old and New Testa-
ments, p. 51.
2. Possibly Exilic or po3t*Sxilic according to Charles,
Eschatology, p. 134.
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and in part teach the doctrine of a future life of the individual*
But although such a basis is to be distinguished here, in Job,
particularly, the idea of individual immortality "emerges as a
strong aspiration, but falls sha-t of being an abiding spiritual
conviction." And yet, the evidence of Job is sufficient to prove
that, "amongst a few at any rate in Israel, the hopes of the individ-
ual had at least come in sight of their destined goal, even the
future blessed life of the righteous." Thus, although the book
of Job is not usually classed as apocalyotical, it bears evidence
of a development that was oreoaring the way for the later genuine
apocalyptical writers.
It is in the apocalypse of Isaiah 24-27 that the author pro-
claims for the first time in extant Jewish literature the resurrec-
tion of righteous Israelites. It is this author who first drew
the conclusion made inevitable by the new emphasi s on the individu-
al and the trend of national eschatological expectation. Even
here. Driver contends, the resurrection of individual Israelites
is contemplated "rather as the object of a hope or prayer than as
a fixed doctrine." Isaiah 2b: 19, however, seems to indicate a
4
certain degree of conviction:
"Thy dead shallJlive; my dead bodies shall arise. Awake and
sing, ye that dwell in the dust; for thy dew is as the dew
of herbs, and the earth shall cast forth the dead.
"
1. Charles, Eschatology, p. 72.
2. Ibid., p. 78.
3. Driver, The Book of Daniel, p. xci.
4. See Brown, "'The 'ChrTsti'an Hope, p. 66.
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With regard to this passage the words of Bewer are worth quoting:
"Yahweh* s dead, faithful saints will he raised, their actual
bodies will cone back, not only their ghosts. Yahweh has a
life-giving dew, the dew of lights, which will be dropped
down on the grrass and revivify the corpses. It is not the
resurrection of all that is hoped for here, only the resur-
rection of Yahweh’ s dead, perhaps of the nartyrs and other
saints. At last this hope had come. The brief reference to
it here suggests that it was not entirely new among the
people for whom the author wrote. .tl
As suggested in the above quotation, the resurrection of the
righteous only is described. i^oi:|until a later date did there
arise the belief in a general and universal resurrection.
Visions
The Use of the Vision . It is with Ezekiel that the vision
assumed a place of orimary imoortance in Jewish literature. To
him the vision came as something external, even ciarrying him
from one olace to another. It was not a mere incidental device
used in certain instances. For Ezekiel the vision became the very
authenticating feature. The principal clauses of the first verse
of his book are these: "the heavens were opened, and I saw visions
of God." These visions of God, and the words of angels in con-
nection with visionsj "are the foundation and substance of his
message. It is especially significant that his description of the
future in chapters 40-48, though largely legal in contents,’ is in
form a vision seen in an ecstatic stat e and interpreted by an
angel. Ihis section is, as .Vellhausen remarks, essentially
an apocalypse. "2
1. Bewer, The Literature of the Old Testament in its Historical
Development
,
p . 402
.
2. Exekiel 1:1.
3. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyotical Writers, p. 35.
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Zechariah carries still further Ezekiel’ s tendency to
make visions the important and proper fora of religious liter-
ature. Throughout Zechariah 1-8 the burden of the contents
follows such expressions as, "I lifted up my eyes and saw."^
In this section are recorded "eight visions in which the pressing
2problems of his day were solved in a remarkable manner."
Ezekiel and Zechariah are thus the two outstanding examples
of the development which tended to make visions the accepted and
*2
recognized mode of revelation, although "The visior^f Obadiah"'^
deserves mention as falling under the same class. The absence
of visions from many of the writings of this p riod point to the
fact that the develooment had not yet reached the stage found
in so-called true apocalyptic literature. But at the same time
considerable orogress is certified by Ezekiel and Zechariah. An
atterlpt to explain this cosistantly increased use of the vision
will be made when it is seen that the vision finally became the
sole mode of revelation.^
Predi ctior
C
As has already been seen the prediction of the pre-Exilic
prophets was little more than a reading of the signs of the times.
From their knowledge of the laws of life and of conduct they were
able to predict the future in some general fashion. In the period
1 . Zechariah : 1:18; 2:1; 5:1; 6:1.
2. Bewer, Tbe Literature of the Old Testament in its Historical
Development, p. 235.
3. Obadiah !•
4.
See pages 94-97. 5 . Page 30
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now under consideration, a new elenent begins to creep into the
forecasts of the future. Writers were not content to predict
events occasioned by hiiTnan agencies event^nich could be dimly
foreseen and anticipated. They began to foretell happenings over
which men themselves had no possible control. Consider, for in-
stance, the Day of Yahweh, as described by Ezekiel. (A quotation
already made in t’lis regard bears repeating: "The terrors of that
day are mentioned again and again: they will be seen in the natural
world, darkness and cloud (34:12), storm and tempest (13:2), drought
(30:12), and fire (20:47,48. . ), etc.; further, famine and evil
blasts, pestilence and blood, and the sword (5:15-17); and the most
terrible of all, the sword of Yahv/eh (21:3-5), and the cup of
destruction from Yahweh (23:31-34). In that day Yahweh will be
king, but he will reign in fury (20:3 3,34)*')^ Ezekiel may, indeed,
have thought that such a prodi ction 'was justified in the face of
existing conditions. He may have been throoughly convinced that
Yahweh must inevitably resort to such unnatural means in the accom-
plishment of His ultimate ourposes. at the same ti le a new
speculative element is clearly introduced. It may at times be
oossible to oredict the outcome of mens’ actions and motives, but
it is far beyond the power of the human intellect (or even "vision")
to ascertain, as Ezekiel has done, the exact nature of some future
unnatural and divine intervention.
1. Oesterlev and Robinson, Hebrew Reljj^on, p. 256.
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•Vhat has been said with regard to the predictions of
Ejekriel is equally true of those other writers of the period
who dwell with such intensity upon the horrors of the Day of
Yahweh and the "messianic woes."^
In their accounts of the nature and of the blessings of the
future kingdom the writers of this period have further exhibited
their tendency to involve in their predictions, a new element of
guess and speculation* This is to be seen 5n the new conceptions
of a changed and transformed earth. In Ezekiel there is described
the flow of healing waters from the temple. And in II Isaiah
unnatural blessings shall be bestowed through the goodness of
Yahweh:
"Instead of the long journey up the Euphrates valley and
through Aramaean territory, there will be a great cause-
way straight across the desert itself,^ and Israel shall
walk along it, suffering neither from drought nor from
human foes. The dry waste shall be full of rivers and
wells, and there shall be an abundant supoly of water for
all who need it*'^ Physical strength shall bo given to
the returning exiles, and more than mere ohysical strength.
Should the ground prove impassable, a new pd^r of movement
will be bestowed on Israel, and they shall grow wings
which enable them to vie vri.th the flight of the loftiest
birds, the very vultures themselves."^
Many other indications of the new elementsjin prediction
might be noted, but the above suffice to indicate the trend
of Jewish thought towards greater speculation. An explanation
of this tendency will be attempted when it has reached its
g
climax in genuine aoocalyotic literature.
1. Joel
,
Isaiah 24-27, etc.; see pages 49-60.
2. Eaekiel 47. 3. Isaiah 40:3-4.
4. Isaiah 41:18, etc.
5. Robinson, Proohecy and the Prophets
,
p. 165.
6. See pages 99-101.
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SYMBQLISM Airo IliAGERY
An increased use of symbol ism and imagery is to be observed
during the years of the Exile and those iirc’ediately following.
Although these literary devices do not yet attain to the position
of importance and significance reached in later years, neverthe-
less a certain definite, though gradual, development nay be dis-
tinguished. hs in other asnects of apocalyptical tendencies,
Ezekiel deserves narticular mention in this connection. The open-
ing chapter of his book is full of elaborate and fsintastic imagery.
Along with this is the reoort of his symbolic action, occasioned
by the orohibition of soeech. Thus he pictures a siege on a
tile (4:1-B), lies for a considerable length of time on his side,
eating only a small amount of food (4:9-17), and shaving his head
(5:1-4), all to typify the suffering undergone by Jerusalem
during the siege. He likewise describes various things by the
use of symbolic parables and allegory. Thus there is the story
of the vine-tree (15), the abandoned infant (16), the two eagles
and the vine (17), the lion's whelps (19), the two harlots (23),
the flourishing tree (31), the shepherds and their flock (34).
This use of symbolism on the p .rt of Ezekiel is sometimes attri-
buted to Babylonian influences and examples. Gray, for instance,
writes that "as a resident in Babylonia he (Ezekiel) was open to
the influence of Babylonian ideas, literature, and symbolism, and
as chanter 1, for example, shows, he was not impervious to it
.
1. Gray, A Critical Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 199.
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Tho use of syralDolism is continued by Zechariah, who intro-
duces into his iivriting nuraerous symbols emoloyod extensively by
later aoocalyotists. He finds a dace for the four horses (l;8-17),
for horns (1:18-21), for measurements (2:1-2), for the golden
candlestick (4), for chariots (6:1-8), and for various other figures
which, in apocalyotic literature, are accented as conventional.
PSSUDOI'IYlvlITY
The Contribution of Anon^noous Proohecy . Before the time of
the Exile oroohecy xvas first spoken, and later recorded, either by
the proohets themselves or by scribes. I’he orophetic personality of
the men was itself sufficient authority for the acceptance of their
messages. .After the Exile, however, a greater authority was sought.
.4s already suggested, in connection with the use of the vision,^
the authority of God Himself became the final and ultimate authenti-
cation. This was true because, in most instances, the prophecies
of the period were first written, and then spoken, if spoken at
all. The personal element was not allowed to creep in. ^Hae to the
situations in which the religious leaders viere placed they were not
able to deliver their messages by word of mouth as had the prophets
of the eighth and seventh centuries. Ezekiel, for instance, was
forbidden, for a time, to speak at all among the erciles. Hence it
was that the personal element gradually/ lost its foothold among those
who felt themselves called of God.
1 . Page 5 7
.
2. Ezekiel 3:25,26
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The decline of the personal element inevitably tended to conceal
the individuality of ^vriters and authors. So comolete did this be-
come that post-Exilic proohecy was largely anonymous. "From the
period of the Exile on only four prophecies, those of Ezekiel, Ilaggai,
Zechariah, and Joel, bear the names of those who uttered them.
/ind all of these are not, in their entirety, the works of the men
whose nsunes they bear. The following are considered to be the interpo-
lations of an anonymous nature: Ezekiel 2:8; 38-39; Joel 3:9-17;
2Zechariah 9-14. Besides these there are other examples of great
post-Exilic anon''/mous literature: Isaiah 13-14; 24-27; 33; 34-36; es-
pecially 40-66. Job and Ecclesiastes may like^vise be mentioned.^
It is noteworthy that the Hebrew \Triter was almost wholly
lacking in pride of authorship, and utterly devoid of
,
jealously as to
his literary rights. Desire for oersonal f-ime was entirely submerged
by desire to serve God and to preserve the well-being of the nation.
This fact, in large oart, was resoonsible for the absence of the
author’ s name.
Anon;'/mous literature of the kind just discussed stands as the
monument marking the transition from spoken prophecy to pseudonymous
anocalyotic literature. Some of the oracles which were originally
4
anonymous wore later assigned to the various kno’m prophets. And
when this had been done by the scribes it was not difficult for later
authors to go one step farther and, instead of leaving their composi-
tions to bo classified by scribes or editors, to affix, themselves,
the name of some early and prominent figure.
1. Kent, The Grovrbh and Contents of the Q. T .
,
p. 120.
2. Consult Charles, Religi ous Development between 0. and M.T.
,
p.220.
3. Ibid., p. 220 and 109.
4. E. G.
,
scribes inserted chaps. 13-14, 24-27, 35, 34-35, 40-66 in
the book of Isaiah, and chaos. 9-14 in Zechariah, etc.
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Chapter IV
APOC.\LY‘^TIC LITERATURE
D'JRING THE SEC JND CEHTTJRY B. C .
The Historical Background
At the beginning of the second century B. C. the sufferings
of the Jewish peoole continued. The hardship which befell them
became more extreme as the years elapsed, "^hey were prey both for
the Egyptian armies and those of the Seleucids. "Josephus compares
their lot to that of a ship tossed by the waves on both sides.
Palestine now belonged to the Seleucids, descended from one of
Alexander* s generals.
In 168 B. C. the Seleucid ruler, Antiochus IV (Epiphanes)
determined to break the narrow nationalism and group spirit of the
Jews, and to make them an integral part of the kingdom. In t de r to
do this he declared it a oenal offence to contine the practice of
Jewish religious rites. To the Jews Antiochus appeared only as a
"persecuting tyrant and monster of iniquity; and though other
fe-.tures of his character are alluded to (Daniel 8;E3; 11:21-30, 39),
it is tnis asoect of it which is chiefly delineated in the Book
of Daniel (7:8, 21, 25: 8:9-12, 23-25; 9:26,27; 11:28, 30b-38 ; 12:
7b, 11)."^
1. Kent, A History of the Jewish Peoole, p. 295.
2. Driver, Daniel, p. xxxix.
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The oolicy of Antiochua toward the Jews was not, at least,
originally, due to any oarticular hostility towards their relgion;
it was simoly a oart of his plan to unify the various oeoples of
his enpire by bringing them all under the influence of Hellenic
civilization. "His reign, his political role
,
and even the tynesof
his coins, cannot be properly understood, unless account is taken
of the fact that this orince was profoundly Hellenized, and that
he exerted himself, without intermission and without scrunle, to
transplant ^llenic culture into Syria.
In 1&3 B. C. Antiochus adopted active measures to secure the
religious unificati :)n of his kingdom. He imported heathen practices,
rites, and custotns. He sot up in the temple enclosure an altar to
Zeus Olympics. At this altar, and at others of a similar nature
scattered throughout the country places of Judah, the Jews were
forcod to sacrifice, and to eat food held by them to be ceremonially
"unclean.” The climax was reached when, on December 25, 168 B. C.
at the altar in the temple at Jerusalem, Antiochus caused a sow to
be sacrificed, thus desecrating a soot most sacred to the heart of
every Jew. On the same day the Books of the Law were burnt, and
women who had caused their children to be circumcised were put to
death.
In the face of such treatment it was inevitable that a people
so firmly imbued with their religion as were the Jews should revolt.
A national party, ncv; generally known as the "godly" or theChasidim,
1. Babelon, Les Rois de Syrio
,
p. xcii ; Driver, Daniel, p. xli
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rallied anund one. Mattathi as and his five sons, and i^reoared for
organized resistance. dnder the leadershio of the Haccahees success
began to attend the efforts of the Jews, and at their hands the armies
of Antiochus began to suffer. As a result of their successes the Jews *
by lb5 B. C. were again in a oosition to establish their sanctuary, and
on that date, exactly three years after its desecration at the hand of
Anti '(Chus, the temole was rededicated.
From that time onward the religious liberty of the ‘Jews was
assured. Henceforth the struggle became one merely for civil indepen-
dence. But although certain successes were attained, dark and somber
clouds continually loomed upon the horizon. From the west new threats
and rumblings were to be heard. In the century which followed, the
Jews were forced to bow before other conquering cowers. In the mean-
while, however, during the remainder of the century^ internal discon-
tent increased, and at times developed into bloody civil warfare.
As a result, the Jewish nation was scarcely at any time without its
difficulties and trials, be they the results of external or internal
forces.
The 'Vritings of this Century as an ^tgrowth of the
Historical Background
It was out of this situation that the literature of the century
grew. It is not surprising that the early years of this period
should do much to promote a type of writing which should be narrowly
nationalistic, and aim at a philosophy of history which should lead
inevitably to the vindication of Israel and of her God. How various
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conceotions developed along nationalistic lines, and ho-;? the hooe
of ultiTiate trinoioh oervaded Je-'vish thought more thoroughly than ever
"before, will "be observed nore soecifically in the following pages.
But it i s well to note, in a general way, the trend given to liter-
ature and to thought.
As ir^he orevious oeriod,^ there were, in the second century
B. G., the same forces which led towards exore^sions of orotest,
hooe, and encouragement. During the years now under consideration
the same tendencies were under the orocess of develoonent, and the
literature of the neriod is merely a continuation of the sort of lit-
erary activity "beginning in earlier times. V/hereas, during Exilic
and oost-Exilic ^e-irs, aoocalyotic literature received its directing
influences, "by the second century B. C. more fully developed aspects
are to be noted. In a sense, the aoocalyotic literature of the second
century differs from that of earlier times quantitatively rather than
qualitatively, ^t is true that certain elements of a transcendental
nature appear to produce a certain difference of kind. But at the
same time such differences as do appear are "but the inevitable devel-
opments of earlier conceptions. Hence the claim that the first appear-
ance of aoocalyotic literature is to be found in the second century
B. G. must not stand without qualification. Apocalyptic literature
began at this time only as the historical situation led to the ele-
vating of earlier conceptions to a more lofty and even transcendental
Plane
.
1. See pages 38-40

-o8
The Influence of a Deterministic Philosophy . In order to re-
concile themselves, in some degree, to the unhappy and unsatisfactory
conditions amid which they found themselves, the Jews apoear to have
adopted, along with their aspirations for the future, a certain deter-
ministic philosophy of history. -They utterly refused to relinquish
their faith in their God. Instead of their faith being weakened be-
cause of contemporary adverse events it continually mounted higher and
higher. Kather than reiect all their previous beliefs and ideas they
were willing to throw themselves whole-heartedly upon the .justice and
ultimate triumoh of their God. In order to make this possible there
came the thought that present evils were but Part of "an all-inclu-
ding and determined plan -»f God."^ From the beginning of Time
^ahweh had predestined the complete course of earthly events, -‘•t re-
quired but the lapse of time, than, for the purposes of God to be
2
realized. "The end shall be at the time appointed."
Since, therefore, there existed the thought that future events
were to be hut the unfolding of a fixed scheme of things, men began,
as never before, to attempt to discover the exact nature of the ex-
periences that were in store for them. And, since writers were reveal
ing a definite outline of history, new faith was placed in the descrip
tions of the divine plan.
'I
Unfulfilled Prophecy. In the previous chapter it waspointed
^
^ r
out that attempts to explain and reinterpret unfulfilled prophecy nay
be said to account, in part, for the increased interest in the apoca-
1. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers
,
p. 50.
2. Daniel 11:27.
3. Pages 40-41.
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lyntical ’A^ritinp^s. Much the same may he said of the period of history
now under c onsideration. Just as Ezekiel attempted to delay the reali-
zation of the hopes of earlier prophets, the author of the hook of
Daniel seized upon the prediction of Jeremiah (25:11-29:10), and
attempted to internret it in the lig:ht of intervening history.^
The Decline of Prophecy. One of the important factors in
the development was the decline of prophecy. Particular results of
this loss of the prophetic element among the Israelites will he noted
elsewhere, as its effects upon the various aspects of apocalyptic
literature are considered. -^t is well at this point, however, to
mention the more general tendencies in this connection.
Prom the time of the Exile onward, the political and religious
situation in which the Jews were placec^ade oroohecy, in the older
sense of the term, iraoossihle. The personal element in prophetic
utterance was undergoing a process of suppression. As pointed out in
the previous chapter,^ it was sometimes imoossihle, as in the case
of Ezekiel, for the prophet to preach to those v/ith whom he lived.
It was necessary, therefore, that men resort chiefly to writing as the
vehicle for their messages. ^\nd in thus depending upon the written
form of speech it was inevitable that certain characteristics should
thereto attach themselves. The question of authority led to the
adoption of such devices as visions, and pseudonymity
,
and symbolism.
And as the personal factor gradually became eliminated it is not
surprising that men should turn their glances to a higher Being, a
Being far removed from the evil associations of this v/orld, and
1. Daniel 9; Driver, Introduction to the Literature of the 0. T.,494-9p
2. Page hi.
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should attempt to discover the secrets of the divine plan as it had
long been determined.
Second Century Apocalyptic Literature
The Book of Daniel. The book of Dsmiel is probably the most
widely known example of fully developed apocalyptic literature.
Familiarity with it is due to its canonic!ty. By some this book
is considered to bo the earliest example of complete and fully devel-
1 2
ooed Jewish apocalyptic, but its unity has sometimes been questioned,
and parts of the book of Enoch are now recognized as being, in date,
anterior to it. (See below.) Hence it cannot be said to employ a
type of distinct, unitary, and fully developed literature any more
truly than did certain writings of the previous period. Nevertheless,
the book of Daniel does stand out as a writing which did indeed give
great impetus to the apocalyptic movement, and did much to establish
in the Jemsh mind the conceptions typical of apocalyptic literature.
The steps taken by its author in advance of previous conceptions will
be noted as the various aspects are separately considered.
The Book of Enoch . That the book of Enoch is a compilation of
writings coming from the hands of several authors and from the years
3
of different periou s of history is now generally admitted. Two
divisions of this book clearly belong to the second century B. C.
The first of these, consisting, in general, of chanters l-3b, dates to
the early part of the century, probably before 170 B. C. A second
1. See the Jewish Encyclopedia
,
vol. I, p. 671.
2. See Kent, The Growth smd Contents of the 0. T., p. 130.
3. See Charles, The Book o? Enoch, p.~24-33, and Oesterley,
The Books of the Apocrypha, p. 202-203.
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division, sometimes called the "Dream Visions'", and consisting of
chanters 93-90, snrings from the years between 166 and 161 B. U.
A third division, ciaoters 91-104, dates to the latter nart of this
century, and the beginning of the next.^
-l-n many resoects finoch is the most inprtant of all apocalypses,
since it far suroasses all others in its nresentation of the history
of doctrinal develonment during the second century B. C. It stands
with Daniel as an outstanding c ontribiition of this period, ^t became
of such significane that, as Kent has said, "in later Jewish thought,
Enoch became the father of anocalyntic, as did Moses of the legal
literature .
The Testaments of the T-.velve Patriar chs . This collection of
"testaments" date'lprom thejclosing years of the second century, more
narticularly to the orosnerous reign of John Hyrcanus, neohew to Judas
Maccabaeus, about 109-106 B. Although it can scarcely be reckoned
as belonging to anocalyntic literature nroner, the testaments of Levi
and Nanhtali contain distinct anocalyntical elements.
The Book of Jubilees . Although not strictly anocalyntic, the
book of "^ubilees contains certain elements which nlace it in the list
of second century anocalyntic literature. Dating as it does from the
closing years of the second century it reveals certain noteworthy con-
centions and ideas of an eschatological nature.^
1. As to these dates consult Charles, J^ie Book of ^och, n. 24-33,
and Oesterley, The Books of the -f^pocryuha, nT”202-203 .
2. Kent, History of the Jewish ’'"eonle, n. 281.
3. Dgnsult Charles, Test rnients of the 'Twelve Patriarchs, n. xcvii;
Oesterley, Books of the Anocrynha,n. 212.
4. For the date consult Oe ster 1 ey , The Books of the Apocrynha, n. 216,
and Charles, Eschatology, p. 236.
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The Sibvil Lne Oracles * The Sibylline '-'racles consist of fo’irteen
books, twelve of which are extant. Frequently these are omitted in
consideration of Jewish aoocalyotic literature. The Proaemeun and
books 3-5, however, are aoocalyotical, and, in the main, Jewish,
lienee brief mention is made, particularly of the Froaemeum and
book 3 ('^7-818), which belong to the middle of the second century
B. C.^
ESCHATOLOGY
Reasons for A More Advanced Eschatology, ^y the beginning of
the second century B. C, the time was ripe for the new developments
to take ol Jice in the eschatological exnectations of the Jewish oeoole.
In the orevious chanters it has been seen how the continuous unhappy
and denlor.able conditions of the Israelites led to an ever increasing
interest in the future as a time when Yahweh and those chosen of Him
should realise comolete and final vindication. iVith the aonearance of
Antiochus Epiohanes, and his severe hostile measures, the Jews longed,
as never before, for the soeedy advent of that Day so long foretold.
The situation had reached the extreme limit of endurance. ^ahweh
Himself was now becoming the obiect of heathen hostility. Surely
the conditions could not become worse.
In the face of these facts it is not surorising that an unore-
cedented interest should be taken in eschatological concent ions.
Since human endurance was now tried even to the breakinag noint, and
since all conditions, both nolitical and religious, had reached what
1. ^onsult Charles, Eschatology, n. 207.
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seemed to be the lowest oossible extremities, the bright and glorious
future so long predicted must, indeed, needs be imminent, -^s never
before, therefore, imagination with regard to the nature of this new
era, soared to more lofty heights. The one ioy to which the ‘^ews
might resign themselves was the oicturing, in their minds' eye, of
the early downfall of their enemies, and their own glorification.
In portraying their hopes of the future the writers of the
second century B. G, were not. without a wide field of material from
which to draw. The previous chanters give evidence of the steps
already taken in this direction, hence, with material already ten-
ding towards the transcendental and sunraraundane, and with unprece-
dented reasons for the acceptance of supernatural aspects of thought,
it i 3 to be expected that a stage of apocalyptical eschatology hither-
to unkna n shnld be realized.
In soite of the more advanced eschatological developments wliich
occur at this time, it must not be\|bhought that the newer conceptions
form a single and unified departure from previous ideas. Such is
not the case. As stated early in this discussion, ^ the limits of
apocalyptic literature are not as fixed and v/ell-defined as has
sometimes been supposed, and although this Period is usually desig-
nated as that during vfriich apocalyptic sprang into being as a dis-
tinct branch of literature, nevertheless, as shall be o^'^served, the
ideas found in the writings of this period are exceedingly varied.
5/Vhile some of them do, indeed, mark advances over former represen-
tations, others retain conceptions similar to those of a considerably
1. Page 10, 17.
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earlier date.
Nature of the Messianic Kingdom . During the second century
B. C. the various reoresentations of the future Messianic kingdxi
differ in great degree. Some agree almost entirely with the pictures
portrayed hy earlier authors, while others elevate the kingdom to a
position of a distinctly other-v/orldly character. In fact the second
century may be said to reoresent the most ranid advance yet made
towards a comoletely spiritual and transcendental view of the i»iessian-
ic kingdom.
In Daniel and in Enoch 1-36, —tho earliest anocalynses of the
period,—the representations of the Messianic kingdai differ only
slightly, in certain aspects, from those of earlier writers. Both
of these writings picture the present earth as the scene of this
kingdom, iust as did the Exilic and early post-Exilic literature.^
As Driver has written, sneaking particularly of the book of Daniel;
"This representation of the future kingdom of ^od, though it differs
in details, and displays traits marking the later age to which it
belongs, is, in all eseential features, the same as that which is
found repeatedly in the earlier prophets." l.tuch the some thing may
be said of Enoch 1-36. Here the center of the kingdom is thought to
be Jerusalem (25:5), and it is there that God abides with men (25:3j.
The earth remains unchanged though purified and 'Surged from all
'Z
violence and sin."'^
1. See page? 41-43.
2. Driver, The 3:)ok of i^aniel, p. Ixxxvi.
3. Charles, The Book of Enoch, p. 26.
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But although the oictures of the Messianic kingdom as found
in Daniel and C'noch 1-36 correspond, in the main, with those of the
earlier prophets, nevertheless it is true that certain evidences of
transition are to be found in these writings; and there appears the
tendency to take these nictures not too literally, but to lift the
hooei-for age above the conditons of the oresent -vvorld."^ These
evidences of transition, however, may be noted more oarticularly in
connection with other chases of the eschatological hone.^
But although in Daniel and Enoch 1-36 the scene of the
Messianic kingdom is to be the nresent earth, a new note i s/struck in
Enoch B3-90. Here, for the first time, there is recorded the growing
consciousness that the evils and imoerfections of this world make it
a place unfit for the glories of the future. Consequently a dualism
results, and the nresent earth is brought in sham contrast with th'
t
which is to come. The writer of Enoch 83-90 realizes that the earth,
no matter how oerfectly nurified and purged, is no proper site for
the eternal kingdom. If the kingdom is indeed to be eternal, and if
God is to be oresent with man, then, as Charles has out it, "His habi-
tation and that of the blessed must be built not of things earthly and
Gorruotible, but of things heavenly and incorruotible. " hence,
this aoocalyose advocates a heavenly Jerusalem, and not an earthly,
as t le center of the kingdom.
The importance of this dualistic conceotion, as it thus apoears
for the first time, cannot be over-emphasized. Henceforth "two clear-
ly contrasted conceptions take their place in religious thought
1. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers, p. 51.
2. See page ~d0-33.
~
3. Charles, Religious Development between the Old and New Testa. p. 57.
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the present, and the coming world 1,1 The earlier exoectation of
an earthly Messianic kingdom is hy no means superseded or displaced;
traces of it are to re-occur at various intervals. But at the sane
time, in the later centuries, "influences already spoken of such
as the loss of political independence, a clearer conception of the
nature of God and the universality of his sway, the growing sense of
the worth of the individual, contact with the beliefs of other peo-
ples widened the horizon; an outlook was att-ained beyond the local,
temporal, earthly, and exnectation became more spiritualized, more
transcendental .
In all of these oases, the kingdom, whether thought of as in
the oresent eai*th or on a "renewed" earth, was considered as being
of endless duration.^
a somewhat different Messianic conception aopears tov/ard the
close of the second century in the book of Jubilees. Here, it is
true, a "renewed" heaven and earth is to make its advent, but the
new state of things does not nossess the sniritual ^^nd transcenden-
tal characteristics in the same degree as does the picture in Enoch
33-90. Nor is it inaugurated in the same instantaneous and catas-
4troohic manner as is the latter. In the book of Jubilees the re-
newal of heaven and earth is brought about gradually by a nrogress-
ive spiritual development in man, and a corresoonding, transformation
5
of nature. To a certain extent t lis representation apnears to be
1. Beclcvith, The Apocalyose of John, n. 65.
2. Ibid., o. 64.
3. As in ^aniel 7:14.
4. For further discussion on this point see cage 93.
^
5. See Charles, -^he Book of Jubilees, o. Ixxxvii.
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a sort of comoourid of the concepti m of Daniel, and of ilnoch 1-36,
and that of ^noch S3-90.
The Blessinj^s of the Kinj'dora. In earlier years, as has been
observed, the Messianic kin(?;dor>i was oxoected to hold, for thosejwho
were to en.io;/ its presence, the nost ideal individual and national
blessin^^s. ^'‘^n should nartake of oerfect enjo^/nent, and the nation
should bask in absolute and uninterruoted p,lory and sunremacy.
Much the same teachint; is to be foundjin Enoch 1-36. The righeous
are exoeoted to live as long as the ancient natriarchs, and beget
1000 children, having unnumbered material blessings. Charles suggests
that "it is not improbable that all the authorities of this oeriod
held similar sensuous conceotions of the .^ssianic time; for after all
these were derived from the Old Testament, the ideal of which was a
life of oerfect righteousness combined with oerfect ohysical enjoy-
ment.
It is not possible to tell nrecisely the advance beyond this
conceotion which is made by the authors of Daniel and of Enoch 83-
90. In view of the transcendental characteristics in the nature of
p
the kingdom, as it is renresented by them (by the latter oarticularly ),
it aopears orobable that the anticipated blessings should assume more
soiritual qualities. iVhen the new age is established "it will be not
so much a restoration of the ancient regal glory of Israel as the in-
stitution of a new heavenly regime uoon earth." In any case the new
kingdom should constitute a state of everlasting blessedness in a
"glorious land," (Enoch 89:40; Daniel 11:16,41).
1. Charles, Religious Development between the 0. anti N. T.'s, p. 54;
see also Charles, The Book of "noch, p. 26.
2. See oage 75.
3. Case, The millennial Hope, o. 86.
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In the hook of Jubilees much the same conceotion is nresented.
During the continuance of the kingdom the cowers of evil are to be
restrained (23: .£9), and its members are to enjoy coranlete hanpiness
and oeace. The chief difference here lies in the idea of a kingdom
of temoorary duration, at the close of which is to occur the final
judgment (23:30).^
The Joraorehensiveness of the Kingdom . .Jith regard to the in-
clusiveness of the iiiessianic kingdom, the general view, during the
second century B. C., was that of the l:^rger -hearted prophets of
earlier times. The book of Jubilees is the only example of the narrow
Jewish Particularism found among the members of the school which
2follov/ed Ezekiel. In Jubilees all the *^entiles ai*e excluded.
The author taught that the ^entiles were doomed to certain destruc-
tion (15:31). -^ven the Jew who intermarried with them, or who gave
his daughter to a Gentile in marri ge, should be put to death (30:
7-17).
According to ^noch 10:21, all the Gentiles are expected to be-
come righteous, and worship Yahv^eh. Only t’nose hostile to God should •
3be destroyed. Those who were converted should serve Israel, and,
together with the righteous Jews, should enjoy the blessings of the
new day.
Perhaps the most liberal teaching with regard to Gentile par-
ticipation in the Messianic kingdom is to be found in the Testaments
of the XII Patriarchs, its author, as "a true son of the larger-
1. See pages 79, 83.
2. See Page 44.
3. See also Daniel 2:44; 7:11,12; -c-noch 90:9-16,18.
i
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hearted Old Testaraent orophets, . . • proclaims the salvation of
the Gentiles."^ Through Israel shall all the Gentiles he saved.
The Time of the Inauguration of the Kingdom. As did the pro-
phets of earlier times, ^ the apocalyptic v/riters of the second cen-
tury for eshortened the future. The author of iJaniel 7-12 expected the
nev? era to begin immediately after the fall of antiochus -^pinhanes.
"just three and a half years from the time that Antinchus desecrated
the temple in 168 B. C. the end of the present world is to cone and
the new ideal order is to he established."'^ Like earlier proohets
he expected too soon the ideal consummation of history. Similarly,
the author of *noch 8J-90 "anticipates . . . the speedy establish-
ment of the i*^ssianic J^ingdon."^
A new view makes its appearance in the book of .Jubilees and
in the Testaments of the XII Patriarchs. Tlae authors of tJiese
writings believed that the promised time hsd come, that the kingdom
had already been established. Such an' expectation was frequently
held during the prosperous days of the Maocabees, and was entirely
in harmony with the teaching of Jubilees (already mentioned) that
5the inauguration of the kingdom was to take place gradually.
The Messianic Kingdom As >in Interregnum. Although the idea
of a temporary i^essianic kingdom has not yet reached the point where
it deserves detailed consideration, a suggestion of such a conception
appears, during the second century B. U., in the book of .Jubilees.
Being inaugurated, as taught by the author of this book, by a gradual
1. Charles, Eschatology, p. 282.
2. Pages 22-45.
3. Case, The Millennial Hope, p. 83.
4. Kent, History of the Jemsh -People, p. 281.
5. G^nsult Charles, Eschatology, o. 236.
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transformati"”^» "renewal", of the heaven and the earth, the kinf^-
dom holds no nlace for "the day of the Rreat iudf^ent" (2.3:11) except
at its close. The kinf^don, therefore, is only of temoorary duration,
and its mernhers are to attain the limit of one thousand years in
hapoiness and oeace (2.3:27). Aside'jfrom this ain^le teaching of the
temporariness of the *^ssianic kingdom, the second century B. C. is
entirely lacicing in ^rther development along this line of thought.
It is not until later that such a view is needed to reconcile the
various aspects of Jewish eschatological expectation.^
The Day of Yahv/eh. During the second century B. C. there was
a considerable variety of opinion concerning the Day of Judgment,
which was to inaugurate the Messianic kingdom. Different authors
of the period predict, for that day, events of a greatly diversified
nature. This is not surprising, however, in view of the wide variety
of conceptions regarding the nev/ era which the Day of Tahv/eh was to
usher in.
The most striking element which this period contributed to the
expected Day of Judgment is that which corresponds to the new spiri-
tual and transcendental aspects of the future kingdom. As has been
seen, ther® arose a dualism between "this world" and the "world to
come." And as supernatural aspects entered into the representation,
there was recognized a need for means other than human in the bring-
ing about of the necessary transformation. In earlier v/ritings, it
is true, certain divine elements were allowed to creep into the
teaching uoon this sub-ject, but it was not until the second centiiry
that the involved implications were fully recognized. At this time
1. See page 119.

-ei-
ther e aT)T?ear 0d the vie’? that the final crisis wonld he. sudden and
unmediated. There would he catastronhic intervention hy Yahweh
himself. Yahweh would visit the earth in wrath and fury, venting
his awful rage and vengeance upon the evil, and oreparing, for the
righteous, the new abode on a transformed earth. All the forces of
nature would he summoned, for the terrible day; and unearthly sights
would greet the eyes of men:
"kVhen swords unon the star-lit heavens
Aooear at even and at norn.
Then will the whirlwind come from heaven
Upon the earth; the sun above
At mid-day e'en will cease to shine.
The moon instead will give her light,
And come again unon the earth.
One sign will be that drops of blood
f<ill flow down from the very rocks;
and in the clouds shall ye behold
\ conflict fought twixt warriors fierce.
Likewise a chase among -wild beasts,—
All seemingly in hazy mist.
Then shall the Lord vVho dwells in hea^'en
Bring all things to their final end."^
In the book of Daniel the scene of Judgment is likev/ise
attended by elements not of this world (esnecially 7:9-14).
"Thrones are set and the Ancient of days with attending hosts sits
in .-judgment; before Him are gathered the soirits of other orders,
men of all kindreds and tongues, the dead raised again, to receive
their reward.
There are suggestions of sudden and catastrophic intervention
in Enoch 33-90, but here the Day of Judgment is oreceded by warlike
efforts on the oart of the Chasids under Judas the Maccabee.
Of great iraoortance, in these pictures of intervention and
1. Sibylline Oracles, 3:798-806.
2. Beckwith, The Apocal.yos0 of John, p. 66.
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catastrophe, is the insistence upon universality of .iudgment
.
A definite and all-inclusive v/orid outlook has now appeared. In
Ezekiel, for instance, the divine .judgment is on the enemies of
Israel, hut "it is all piecemeal and detached. In Daniel, on the
other hand, there is a philosophy of universal history."^ As Bevan
writes: "The great Gentile kingdoms like the Greek supremacy of the
Seleucids and Ptolemies whic h seemed so overwhelming and terrible,
are shw n as phases in a world process whose end is the kingdom of
2
God." Although Daniel, like the other apocalyptists is intensely
patriotic, nevertheless there is, in the book, s-mething of a cos-
mopolitan outlook on the world.
The above statments represent the general trend of thought
to be found particularl.v in Enoch and in i*aniel. w’it iin these books
certain differing suggestions are to be fo’.ind, but at best they are
rather uncertain, and require no further discussion. One notable
view of the second century, however, and one which requires special
mention, is that to be found in the book of ‘^ubilees. There a gradu
al advent of the Messianic kingdom is taught. This is to be brought
about as "a gradual renewal of creation, introduced pari passu with
the spiritual transformation of man."’ Men themselves shall be re-
sponsible for the bringin in of the kingdom as the.y "shall begin to
study the laws, and to seek the commandments, and to return to the
,,4path of righteousness.
1. Burkitt, Jewish and Christian Apocalyoses, p. 7.
2. Jerusalem under the High Priests; Burkitt, Jewish and Christian
Apocalypses, p. 7.
3. Charles, Religious Development between the 0. and E. T. '
s
,
p. 54.
4. Jubilees 23:26.
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Since, in the hoolc of Jubilees, there is taught a tenoorary
Messianic kingdon, suid a gradual inauguration of the sarae,^ it
follows that there should be a change in the idea that final .judgment
would precede its establishment. In the other witings (Daniel,
Enoch, etc.), it is generally understood that judgment shall acconnan.v
Yahweh' s visitation upon the earth. But in the book of Jubilees the
"day of great judgment" {Z3:'d) seems to be Postponed until the close
of the liiessianic kingdom.
The Vessianic Woes in the writings of the previous period
there was noted the expectation that preceding the final Day of
Yahweh there sh mid occur an interval of severe tribulation and cal-
2
amity. As the dualism of the second century B. C. increased, it
became customary to exaggerate the evil state of the present world
just as it became customary to elaborate unon the bless^^d and divine
star e of the future world. Thus the author of ^aniel, in seek’ing
to re- interpret the prophecies of Jeremiah, la.ys co isiderable emphasis
3
upon the evil which must precede the coming of the kingdom. The
author of Enoch 83-90 likeivise suggests that, preceding (in this
case) both the human and divine efforts at transformation, oppress-
ion shall be at its worst (90:6).^ In the book of Jubilees the
representations of evil preceding the establishement of the kingdom
assume new proportions. There is a detailed account of the Messianic
woes
:
"For calamity follows on calamity, and wound on wound,
and tribulation in tribulation, and evil tidings on
evil tidings, and illness on illness, and all evil
1. See page 76, 79.
2. See page 49.
3. See especially Daniel 9.
4. Jpnsult Charles, Esch atology, p. 222.
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"iud^ments such as these one with another, illness
and overthrow, and snow and frost and ice, and fever
and chills, and toroor arwi famine, and death, and
sword, and cantivity and all kinds of calamities
and nains* . . and there shall be no seed of the vi ne,
and no oil, . . . and they shall all oerish together,
beasts and cattle, and birds, and all the fish of the
sea, on account of the children of men. ^ind they shall
strive one with another, the young with the old, and
the old ’.nth the young, the ooor with the rich, and
the lowly with the great, and the beggar with the
orince, on account of the law and the covenant. . .
And a great ounishnent shall befall the deeds of this
generation from the Lord, and He shall give them over
to the sword, and to .iudgnent, and to captivity,
and to be olundered and devoured."^
The righteous of Israel are not to be exemot from the lAessianic woes:
"And *^e shall wake up against them the sinners of the
Gentiles, who have neither mercy nor comoassion, and
who will respect the person of none, neither old nor
young, nor any one, for they are more wicked and
strong to do evil than all the children of men. And
they shall use violence against Israel and trans-
gression against Jacob, and much blood shall be shed
uoon the earth, and there shall be none to gather it
and none to bury. In those days they shall cry aloud
and call and oray that they may be saved from the hand
of the sinfl Gentiles; but none shall be saved.
The Messiah. It has been mentioned inthe previous chapter that.
after the authors of Haggai and Zechariah had been disappointed in the
hooes they had olaced in Zerubbabel as the i-iessianic deliverer of
,
3
Israel, the Messiah disaooeared, for a time, from Jewish literature.
Even during the second century B. G. slight attention is given to such
a figure, and in the writings where reference is made to a Messiah
little significance is usually attached to him. And in some instances
there is considerable disagreement and uncertainty among Bible critics
as to whether certain oassages refer to a Messiah or merely symbolize
something else.
1. Jublees, 23: 13, 18 ,19a, 22.
2. Jubilees
,
23:23,24.
3. See cages 51-52.
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In Enoch 1-36 there is the ccmnlete absence of a Uessiah. It
is Yah’^eh himself who anoears unon the nurified and nurf^ed earth to
aViide with lis neoole.
The book of iJaniel nresents a difficulty in this connection.
Reference is made (7:13) to "one like the Son of Man" coming "with
the clouds of heaven." The question as to what this exnression de-
notes has been much disnuted. .\s Driver admits, "the current inter-
pretation has, no doubt, been that it denotes the Messiah . " ^ Kent
would seem to infer this interpretation, ^tating that the former
Davidic Messiah did not satisfy the dews, he adds that there consequent-
ly arose the belief in an anp^elic “‘essiah, not a man, "but one like
a son of man, who should come on the clouds and gather together the
martyrs who had died and the faithf il still living and thus establish
m2
the kingdom of the righteous on the earth. T' is angelic Messiah is
identified with the angel Michael.
But in soite of any evidence there may be foi the above inter-
pretation, there are strong, and aooarently more conclusive, reasons
for holding that the expression in i.'aniel 7:13 denotes, not the
*2
Messiah, but rather the "glorified and ideal people of Israel.
Hence, as in Enoch 1-36, "there is really no Messiah at all in Daniel,
but only Godjand the angels working together to bring about the redemp-
4
tion of the afflicted oeoole."
1. Driver, The Book of Daniel, p. 102.
2. Kent, The Growth and Contents of the 0. T., p. 143.
3. For evidence on this point consult Driver, The Book of ^'aniel, 102-110.
4. Case, The Millennial Hope, o. 85.
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In Enoch 8 3-90 a hire allusion to a Ides d ah is to be found
(90:37). Here, however, he is f^iven no cart in the fo indinj; of the
Messianic kingdom. Only after the establishment of the wew Jerusa-
lem by God himself does the Messiah appear. And "his introduct. ion
seems due merely to literary reminiscence."^ As Charles remarks:
"This is the earliest reference to the ^Jessiah in non-canonical
literature. But he has not yet vindicated for himself a real olace
p
in the Apocalyptic doctrine of the last things."^
The autnor of the book of Jubilees, alth wgh an upholder of
the }lacoabean dynasty, still clung to the hope of a Messiaii sprung
from Judah. The sole reference to such a figure (31:18), however,
assigns to him no role of imnortance. At the same time, it is inter-
esting to observe that "if we are right in regarding (in Jubilees)
the Messianic kingdom as of temporary curation, ^ tnis is the first
instance in whicli the Messiah is associated with a temoorary
ii4Messianic kingdom.
Thus it seems that for the most mart the exoectation of a
Messiah sprung from Judah was all but abandoned during the second
century B. G. Four possible reasons for t'"is fact present themselves.
5
In the first place, as has previously been stated, the disappoint-
ment of the hone at the time of Haggai and Zechatiah caused the
people of Israel to lose faith in the power of human agencies to es-
tablish the new era. So^requently had earlier prophecies remained
1. Encyclopedia Biblica, vol. I, 1361.
2. Charles, The Book of Enoch, p. 28.
3. See pages 79-80.
4. Charles, The Book of Jubilees, p. xxxvii.
5. Pages 51-52.
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unfulfilled that hope in that type of relief v/as dispensed v/ith as
vain and unlikely to he realized.^ The increasinf^ darkness of po-
litical and reli/'ious situation, esoecially during the early oart
of this century, added to the nessimisra with regard to vindication
through individual human efforts.
A second reason for the disapoearance of a liessiali during these
years is that, whenever human efforts are valued (as in the hook of
Uaniel), "the human agent tliat is to he God's representative in the
future age ia Israel. The one like a man who receives the kingdom
from God and reigns forever is an angel, not a man; and he i s the
representative of the oeoole of the saints of the Most Iligh.”^
A third reason is to be found in the supernatural and trans-
cendental character of the eschatological hooe, as it develops during
this century. Yahweh himself is required to produce the change from
"this world" to "the world to come." Human agencies are inadequate
to inaugurate a kingdom which is gradually assiiming spiritual and
3
other-viorldly characteristics .
A fourth reason for the abandonment of the hope of a Messiah
sprung from Judah is to be seen in the form of anotlier hope which
4
seemed to supplant it. This newer hone receives its most extended
presentation in the Testament of tne XII Patriarchs. Here a Messiah,
not from Judah, but from Levi is proclaimed. This fact is due to
the descent of the Maccabean family from Levi, and the introduction
of th^ suggestion is not difficult to understand. All that was
1. See pages 40-41 and t>8
.
2. Porter, The Messages of the Apocal;'/ptioal Writers, p. 56.
3. See pages' 74-^7,
4. On the other hand, it may be said that the rise and growth of the
newer hope was made possible by the more or less complete absence
of the former from contemporary thought.
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mbla and fine during this oeriod was connected in some way, either
directly or indirectly, with this illustrious fanily. hence it is
not surprising that there should apnear the thought that the kingdom
would be introduceiby the Maccabees, and that even the liessiah should
come from among their number.
The great liberator of dod* s chosen people who should thus
spring forth from the seed of uevi was thought of in the most lofty
terms, and the most noble of achievements were expected to be accom-
olished by him:
"He was to bo free from 3in(T. Jud. 24:1); to walk in neekness
righteousness (T. Jud. 24:1); to establish a. new priesthood
'under a new name (T. Lev. 3:14), and also bea mediator for the
Gentiles (T. Lev. 13:14, emended); likewise he was to be a
prophet of the Most High (T. Lev. 3:15); to be a king over all
the nation (T. Reub. 6:11, 12; T. Lev. 8:14); to v/ar against
Israel* s national enemies and against Beliar and the pov/ers
of wickedness (T. ^^eub. 6:12; T. Lov. 18:12; T. Dan. 5:10),
and deliver the captives taken by him, even the souls of the
saints (T. Dan. 5:11); to open Paradise to the righteous (t.
Lev. 13:10; T. Dan. 5:12); and give the saints to eat of the
tree of life (T. Lev. 13:11). Moreover, he should give the
faithful Power to tread uoonevil spirits and bind Beliar
(13:12), who should be cast into the fire (T. Jud. 25:3), and
sin should come to an end (T. Lev. 18:9)."
It is not possible to determine with c mplete accurracy which
of the princes of the Maccabees came to be regarded as the deliverer
of Israel. ".Vhether Jonathan was looked uoon as the divine agent for
introducing the kingdom we cannot say, but as to Simon being regarded
in this light there is no doubt. Indeed his contemporaries came to
regard him as the Messiah himself, as v/e see from Psalm Ilof or the
noble Messianic hymn in Test. Levi 13."^
1. Charles, Eschatology
,
p. 233-234.
2. Charles, The Book of Jubilees, p. Ixxxviii.
3. As to the date of Psalm 110 see Driver, Introduction to the Liter-
ature of the 0. T., p. .536-389, and Charles, keligious l*evelopment
between the Old and Jew Testaments, p. 78-79.
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Simon was succeeded hy John Hyrcanus, in 135 B. C., "and this i^reat
nrince seemed to his countryraent to realize the exoectations of the
oast; for accordin;; to a contemporary writer (Test. Levi 8 ) he em-
braced in his own oerson the triple office of prodhet, priest, and
civil ruler, . . . v/hile, according to the Test. Reuben 6, he was
to 'die on behalf of Israel in wars seen and unseen.’ In both these
oassages he seems to be ac :5orded the Messianic office. . .
The hope of a Messiah descended from Levi continued to orevail
for some thirty or forty years. It was abandoned, however, with the
2breach between John Hyracanus and the rtiarisees.
Brief attention should be called to the fact tliat it is in the
description of the Levitical Messiah as set forth in Psalm 110 that
the attribute of priesthood, as aoplied to the Messiah, is first
clearly attested. In this psalm the titles of orie st and king are
3
ioinei in Simon, whose oriesthood was recognized by the entire nation.
The Eschatology of the Individual. As oreviously noted,
^
the relative imoortance and value of the individual as a religious
unit was, by the early part of the second century B. 0., beginning
to be somewhat recognized, '.vriters began to teach not only that
Israel and her Ood should ultimately triumph, but also that the indi-
vidual who lived the righteous life and obeyed the dictates of Yahweh
should be allowed to :)articipate in a future far finer and infinitely
more blessed than should he who deoarted from the ways of his God.
It was seen that the national hone and that of the individual were
1. Charles, The Book of Jubilees, p. Ixxxviii.
2. Consult 0e3terley,*T^he iBooks of the Apocryoha
,
p. 212.
3. Charles, Religious Development between the 0. and N. T.'s, p. 79.
4. Pages 53-54.
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but different sides of a sinf'le truth. Thus it is that in the
writings of this period there anpoars the teaching, that “the blessed
future of the rij^hteous individual and of the righteous nation "Bill
be realized and consummated together."^
It is claimed that in this synthesis of the tv/o eschatologies
—
individual and national—the influence of Hellenistic thought is to
be se^n. This is esoecially marked in the sec ind century portions
of the book of Enoch, 'vhere there is stressed, particualrly, the
importance of the rightous as individuals, —the elect, the "plant
of righteousness" (10:16; 34:6). Hers it is stated that the redemp- ,
tion of the world is to be accomplished througli the efforts of
reighteous and elect individuals. This thought, says Friedlander,
"did not emanate from Pharisaic soil, but was a nroduct of Jewish
Hellenism." ^ Some degree of deoendence unOn Hellenistic influence
cannot be denied. At the 3-5ime time, however, the uniqueness of the
Jewish conception must not be forgotten. Tliis particularly is to be
seen in the oresence of the national element as it was .ioined with
the individualistic element, both during the second century B. U.,
and again later, as they "once more coalesce in the final and com-
plete synthesis which they receive in the Hew Testament."^
"And herein, as throughout this evolution of religion, we can trace
the finger of God, for it was no accident that his servants were
unable to anticipate any future blessedness save such as they shared
in common with their brethren. The self-centredness, nay the
1. Charles, Eschatology, p. 209.
2. Die rel . Bewegungen .
. p. 25; Jesterley, The Books of the
Apocrypha
,
p. 102.
3. diaries, Eschatology, p. 2i 0.
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selfishness, that marked the Greek doctinre of innortality is
consoicuous by its absence in the religious forecasts of the faith-
ful in Israel."^
For the most oart this synthesis of individual and national
eschatology contined to be maintained throughout the second century
B. C. The future life of the indivudual was expected to be realized
within the bounds of the national -tiessianic kingdom, ^ut in the
book of Jubilees, thers is to be seen an indication of a return to
the seoarate development of the original factors. This is due to the
author* 3 oostoonement of final judgment until the close of the
Messianic kingdom. oince the national hope thtxs dealt with times
preceding the iudgment, while the hooe of the individual had to do
orimarily with post-judgment times, the two expectations necessarily
tended again to follow separate chan els. This resolution of the
eschatological hope into its two original elements ^vill be c aisidered
more thoroughly when the process has become more pronounced than
during the century here considered.
The Doctrine of the Resurrection. During the second century
B. C. the doctrine o^ a resurrection was beginning to make itself
felt upon the minds of varioxxs men. The idea was beginning to grow
and develop rapidly. But that as yet no clear and distinct views
were held is evidenced b,/ the wide variety of teaching regarding the
matter as it is found in the literature of the period. in Enoch
1-36, orobably the earliest of the extant literature of the century,
there is taught a resurrection of all the righteous and of sme of
the wicked. Especially noteworthy is the suggestion (Enoch 22)
1. Charles, Religious Development between the 0. and N. T.‘ s, p. 114.
2. See page 83.
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that in it certain of the wicked those who had not net •’.‘dth retrib-
ution in this life,—\vere to narticipate. -^he resurrection as here
exoressed, however, did not assume the soiritual concecti'‘ns ’.-^iich it
later attained. The life to which the soul or spirit^ arose was
one of a finite nature.' "It is manifest here that the writer appre-
hended neither the thought of the irtrnortality of the soul, which was
ore?3ing itself on the notice of Judaism from the side of the Greek,
3
nor the doctrine of the resurrection of the rigiiteous to an eternal
blessedness which was seeking recognition fiom the side of Zoroastri-
anism.
In Daniel there is a resurrection of all those who are righteous
and wicked in pre-eminent degree.
"And many of them that sleep in the dust of Lhe earth shall
awake, some to everlasting life, and some to shame and
everlasting contempt." (Daniel 12:2)
Although Daniel differs from Enoch 1-36 in that the former teaches a
resurrection of only a oart of the righteous, the two agree in sugges-
ting that some of the wicked be included in it. It is in this latter
agreement that a ne v development is seen. "It is true that not all the
dead are raised, but only many of them, the consoicuous saints and the
I
conspicuous sinners. But^the inclusion of sinners with saints proves
.,C
that a new interest has emerged.
A backward step may be noted in i^noch 83-90. Here all the
righteous are to be included in the resurrection, it is true; but none
of the wicked are to participate (90:33). A forward step may be obser-
ved here also, however. The life into which the righteous are to enter
1. That the two terms were used synonymously duriing the second cen-
tury B. C. see Charles, Eschatology
,
p. 241.
2. Consult Encyclopedia Biblica, vol . I, col. 223.
3. Underlining not in the original.
4. Charles, The Book of Enoch, p. 26.
5. Brown, The Christian Hooe, o. 67 .
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is thought of apparently as unending one, as oonosed to the finite con-
cention of Enoch l-3b.
In all of these instances the nationalistic tendency is prominent.
"In all cases only Israelites attain to the resurrection."^ And in the
Testaments of the XII Patriarchs, in spite of the unusually liberal and
2
universalistic teachings '.vhich they present, the resurrection of Israel
as a whole is taught (Test'inent of Benjamin 10:8-10j.
In all of the above-mentioned writings ^vhere it is taught that
the righteous rise, they rise to particioato in the Messianic kingdom.
In Jubilees there is no resurrection in the temporary Messianic kingdom.
Here, however, no real resurrection is taught only a blessed innortality
(25:31).
Visions
Apocalyptic Vision As the Sole Method of Revelation. By the
second century B. C. the use of the vision as the sole method of revela-
tion had become fir">ly established. Ihe vision appeared to validate,
for people of that age, the messages presented. It bespoke an authority
of supernatural character. Through the vision it was God himself v/ho
spoke to men and made known his will and purpose to them. In fact the
use of the vision as the medium of revelation became so lar gely a part
of literary activity that the truth of a message was doubted, and its
authority reiected, unless this device appeared as an integral part of
the writing. .i/hether or lot the visions described wore the actual exper-
iences of the writers it is not within the scope of this discusssion to
consider. "The visions described in the apocal.'/pses are beyond doubt in
the majority of cases not real visions at all, but literary fictiohs."^
1. Chales, Eschatology, p. 246.
2. See pages 78-79.
3. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical Vriters, p. 4Q-41.
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But ia any case, whether the visions ^fere historical exneriences or were
but the oroducts of 'nens' imaginings, the fact remains that the messages
composed are reoresented a: being revealed by God through the use of the
vision. As Becicwith remarks, "the highly elaborated vision, or similar
mode of revelation, is the most distinctive feature in the form of aoocal-
yotic literature .
In the two books containing the most imoortant of second century
apocalyotical writings, —namely Daniel and ^noch,—the use of the vision is
at once aoparent. In Daiiel it is necessary to mention only the vision of
the four beaats and that of the ram and the he-goat (7-8). In Enoch
17-36 there occurs an account of the vision or rapture in which the author,
bussing through the unknown regions of the earth. Hades, ^nd the heavens,
unveils the secrets of nature and the final destiny of the righteous -s.nd
of the wicked. Similarly, Enoch 85-90 contains the vision of the bullock,
the aieeu, and the seventy sheoherds, symbolizing the course of human
history to the establishment of the i'lessianic kingdom.
Heason for the Increased Use of Visions . Throughout the previous
chanters has been noted the increasing frequency with v/hich the vision has
been used as a medium of revelation.^ It was also seen that whereas the
visions Oj. the early prophets consisted largely of inward emotional exper-
iences, those of the later oroohets and subsequent anocalyptical writers
.vere of an external and objective nature. It is proper at this point to
attempt an explanation of this development.
In the first place, to the rise of pseudon^mity nay be traced a
strong motive for the adoption of the use of visions. During the second
century, as shall nresently be observed, apocalj/ptical literature v/as
written in the name of certain of the .ancient prominent Hebrev; figxires.
1. The Apocalypse of John, p. 169.
2. 3ee pages 28-29 and 57-58.
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They vere reT5resented as having been granted a disclosure of future
history. Various reasons aopear for the use of this device.^ But
0
whatever the cause, it was necessary to exolain in what manner the
ancients received the revelations made to them. The vision naturally
presented itself as the most acceptable device, hence it is not sur-
prising that during this century the use of the vision should be em-
ployed more extensively than at any time previous. It must be remem-
bered, however, that Pseudon:/mity was not definit ely adopted until
this oeriod. Hence to it cannot be attributed the sole motive for
the increasing use of the vision. Vhile it lent its influence in
that direction at the time it arose, other influences were gradually
tending in the same direction at an earlier date.
ii
.Ve lave seen that prophecy was declining. By the second cen-
tury men no longer stood before their people and delivered b'' v/ord of
mouth, the message which they deemed it their duty to proclaim. x-Jid
.s orophecy became only a form of literary activity the human element
was reduced to a minimum. This exclusion of the personal factor was
augmented by the fact that the •‘iebrew writers were utterly devoid of
pride of authorship and of iealousy, for their literary perogatives,
as evidenced by the freqent appearance of anonymous literature during
the Exilic and early Post-Exilic period.'^ .Altogether, therefore,
there was the tendency to disregard the personality of the author and
to heed but slightly, if at all, his powers of originality, thought,
and religious insight.
1. See pages 106-111.
2. Pages 69-70.
3. Page 62.
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Alons •with this tendency there was another development -which
combined with it to further the acceptance and intelligihlity of the
vision as a de-vlce in aoocalyotic literature. This -was the rapidly
growing conception of a deterministic philosophy of history. As al-
ready suggested,^ the view that the course of all history had long
been fore-ordained •was gaining vride currency among the Jews; such a
belief aided the people to reconcile themselves to the otherwise
irreconcilability of fact and th vjry with regard to the .iustice and
absoluteness of God; present tribulations were but stens instrumen-
tal in the reali 4ation of God’ s purposes. The future was regarded
" not as the organic result of the present tmder divine gxiidance, but
as mechanically determined from the beginning in the counsels of God,
2
and as arranged under certain artificial categories of time."
As this deterministic view increased and continued to grow the objec-
tivity of God' s '.Till and all-inclusive? knowledge began to be empha-
sized. Not only was God's will and v;ord regarded as fixed; it was
3
even identified with a v/ritten book. As such its obiectivity v/as
clearly expressed.
Thus t-^vo tendencies were developing. On the one hand men con-
ceived of the definite and fixed nature of God's v/ill and of his
purposes. That which w'as divine was above and over and through all.
On the other hand, human efforts were minimized. The value of the
personal element was all but eliminated. With the union of these
two tendencies the outcsne, as represented by the extended use of
1
. Page 68
2. Charles, Eschatology, 186.
3. Ezekiel 2:8-3:4.
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the vision as a literary device, is not surprising. As over against
the divine will of God the office of the prophet was of little signi-
ficance. The sole value of his work lay in his corirTiunication of
that which was already v/ritten. He was hut the passive instrument
of God. As such, the visions which he recorded had behind them
divine revelations, and because of their holy origin recommended
themselves to the people for whom they wore recorded. The decline
of prophecy, together with the newer view of history and of God,
therefore, made it practically inevitable that a writing, in order to
be valued and accepted must deal primarily with a disclosure of
divine purposes. .Vhat method could bet-^er validate and make author-
itative the literature at such a time than that which utilized the
vision? In it God delivered to the autor in a direct fashion that
Knowledge which was recorded.
x°H£DIGTIOH
The Use of Prediction. Closely allied to the use of the
vision as a device in apocalyptical literature is the element of
prediction. These two characteristics go hand in hand, and deeply
involve each other. The very suggestion of vision implies some-
thing which the vision discloses, a prediction, if you please. On
the other hand the author who allowed himself to make forecasts of
the future required some means of authenticating his predictions,
and visions lent themselves admirably to this purpose.
This union of the vision and of prediction as ioint factors
in literary production readied its completion in the apocalyptical
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writings of the second century B. G., and continued to be adopted by
authors until the end of Je’^rish aoocalyptic production* In the books
of Daniel and Enoch, particularly, and to a large extent, in the other
literary accomplishments of the century, the element of prediction
made itself strongly felt. Daniel and Enoch may be mentioned especially
as representatives of two different aspects of the oredictive element.
Prediction in the book of Daniel consists chiefly of forecasts
of the future. And, as in the previous oeriod, a distinction must be
made between true prediction and a sort o^seudo-prediction involved
in the adoption of pseudonyraity. In writing oseudonymously the
authors implied a prediction that actually was not prediction at all-
mere ly a recording of historical events as though they were yet to
occur. But at the same time, speculation as to what the future did
portend was increasing by leaps and bounds. And at the time of the
writing of the book of Daniel the author ventured to be so specific
in his prediction that he proclaimed three and one-half years, or cycles
of years, perhaps, as the oeriod that must elapse before the final con-
1
summation of all things. The writer thus, here and elsewhere, utters
genuine prediction.
But although the prediction of the book of Daniel may be said to
deal more extensively and more definitely with the events of the future
than did the writings of any previous oeriod, at the same time the
general aspects of this characteristic are exactly the same as are to
be found in earlier times. Aoocalyotic prediction is but the outgrowth
of the orophetic. This is made clear by Driver in his statements con-
cerning the book of Daniel.
1. See Daniel, 8:25
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"This orediction is exactly on a footinj; with those of the
earlier oroohets of Isaiah, for instance, who says (8:4) that
before a child inst horn can cry Father and Mother, Danascus
7/ill he taken hy the king of Assyria; who declarer ^16:14;
21:16) that 'Afithin one year the glory of Kedar, and within
three years the glory of Moah, will hoth he hunhled; and who
announces (29:1-5) Jerusalem's deliverance, within a year, from
the siege and distress, which he sees impedning; or of the great
oroohet of the Exile, who, as Cyrus is advancing on his career
of conquest (Isaiah 41:2,3,25), bids his people not he in alarm
(41:3-11), the successes of Cyrus are oart of God's providen-
tial olan (41:2,4,25), and .\rill is me in the deliverance of
Israel from exile (44:28; 45:4,13)."
In the hook of Enoch a nev/ astict of nredicti'xi is to he seen*
Like Daniel, it is true, it alludes, at times, to soecific events
and oersons who, figure oroninently in Jewish history. More impor-
tant, however, is its prediction as to the nature of the universe and
the secrets there involved. The author (or authors) of the hook|of
Enoch did not find satisfaction in merely predicting v/hat was in
store for the Jews and the other/inhahitants of the earth. They
sought to disclose what lay behind the future. They v/ished to dis-
cover the nature of the unseen regions and to explain all that oc-
curred there. "The hook in all its carts is visionary and eschata-
logic tl, dealing with angels and soirits, with the secrets of Nature
and the mysteries of the unseen world sind its rewards and punish-
ments; and less often and in a vague and general way with the course
2
of human history and its great issues."
Reasons for the Gro-iyth of tlie Predictive Element . As in the
case of visions, the development of a dterministic ohilosophy of
history did much to influence the grov/hh of the element of prediction
1. Driver, The Book of Daniel
,
p. Ixvii.
2. Swete, The Apocalyo se of John, p. xxv.
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in Jewish literature. The "belief in a definitely fixed and fore-
ordained outline of history not only convinoed writers that a dis-
covery and understanding of this outline was possi"ble, "but it also
led people to accent prediction more readily. Auf'ors, on the one
hand, would think themselves ahle to div ne the future more accurate-
ly if they were certain that the future course of events was not sub-
iect to change due to human activity. If God had established the
entire world-order in its completeness it would be possible for him
to disclose certain of its features to his chosen earthly represen-
tatives. Headers, on t'ne other hand, would bo influenced by the same
psychological process . If they believed in the fixity of all his-
tory they would have greater faith in the representations made by
the varinus literary prophets. It was easier to believe reports of
something that was known to exist than to accent similar reports of
something of doubtful existence. Hence, in the face of the determin-
istic outlook with regard to the progress of the universe, the
increased prominence :iven to prediction is quite intelligible.
Of course, in this connection, the question of the importance
of the predictive element continually arises. The basic statement to
be made with regard to it is that in anocai :/ptic literature prediction
was secondary. The primary interest was encouragement, strength, and
hone in times of peril and suffering. It was only to accomplish the
greater purpose that men resorted to a forecasting of the future and
to a search into the secrets of the universe. That much prediction
vas nothing more than guesses and speculation cannot be denied.
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Ths failure of nany hopes to 'materialize hears abudnant evidence
to this fact.^ It is not oossible to tell v/hether or not authors
actually thought thenselves able to foretell that "which was yet to
occur. They no doubt Mere firnly convinced that something of a
transforming nature must take olace. No doubt they felt that they
knew wnat ought to come to "oass in the light of ecisting circum-
stances. And it was not difficult for them to identify with the
will of God that which to then seemed inevitable. Thus, in tlie
very conditions "ivnich surrounded the witers of apocalyptical
literature was to be found an urge to predict.
SYI.1B0LI3M AND IMA.GHRY
In considering second century (B. C. ) literature with regard
to symblism and imagery it is necessary but to scan its oages in
order to recognize the extensive and elaborate use there 'lade of it.
The book of Daniel abounds in rich symbolism. Chapter two, for ins-
tance, contains the vision of "a great image . . . "which was miglity,
2
and whose brig itness was excellent, " symbolizing "the anti-theo-
cratic oower of the world. Other ^ orns of symbolism likev/ise
figure orominently in the book. Especialy significant are the
"four great beasts" (7:.5j, representing, orobably, the Babylonian,
4
Median, Persian, and Macedonian emnires. it is not ^possible to in-
dicate soecifically all of the imagery occurring in the book of
Daniel, nor is such a soecificat ion necessary, since a glance will
1. See pages 40, 68-69.
2. Daniel 2:31.
3. Driver, The Book of Daniel, p.lo.
4. Ibid., IdTs'l^^^BTr
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suffice to illustrate the -vide usa^e of it there.
The hook of Enoch, like Daniel, also employs symholic imager:/.
Particularly noteworthy in this connection is the second vision
of Enoch B3-90. This vision (85-90; unfolds, in s:/nbolic form,
the entire history of the oatriarohs of Israel, from the time of
Adam to that of the author, these leaders being represented by domes-
tic ani.raals, such as bulls or sheep; the Gentiles are represented
by various 'vild beasts and birds of orey.
In many resoects the 3:A'ibolic forms and imagery adopted by
second century anocalyotic writers differed but little from that
employed by earlier writers, particularly those of the Exilic and
1
earl:/ post-Exilic period. Ezekiel ..nd Zechariah approach, in
marked degree, the true apocalyptical usage, in suite of this
similarity, however, certain developments are to be noted. in
genuine aoocal.yptic literature s mbolism and imager.y accupy a far
greater and more significant position than in the writings o*' an
earlier period. Beginning with second century literature, the
authors appear to exhibit a greater dependence upon symbolic form,
figures, and action than had hitherto been the case. By tliis time
these devices were utilized in a more practical fashion. The
various figures and forms represented, to a greater extent, certain
specific and definite events, men, and nations. Imagery was used
not so much to create a particular atmosphere although this
function remained an inhereent characteristic as to portra:/
1. See pages 61-62; also 30-31.
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speoific messages and thoughts whioh the author wished to convey to
his fellow-countrymen. The events indicated by the symbolism are
usually suffficiently clear; but sometimes, as in both Enoch and
Daniel, there is a certain amount of ambiguity.^
Reasons for the Use of Symbolism , rihile it is not possible
to ascertain with any certain 'leasure of orecision the causes for the
increasing use of s;/mbolism and imigery by iiebrew writers, never-
theless some few general observations nay be made.
In the first ilace, a cause may be found in the rapidly declin-
ing state of nrophecy.^ It was observe- that in the orevious period
certain limitations v/ere s metimes placed upon the speech and activi-
ty of the relgidus leaders of Israel. Tliis was true, notably, in
3
the cas3 of Ezeiciel, v/ho, in order to continue his labors, found it
necessary to resort to the use of symbols and imagery as vehicles for
his messages. Of course, it cannot be sale that the necessity for
the use of symbolism as it presented itself in the case of Ezekiel
became a like necessity in t>ie case of bther apocalyptical writers.
None of the others, oerhaos, were prohibited exactly in the same
manner by the ruling powers, 'fhis incident, however, serves to
illustrate the raoidly declining prominence of the pro )hetic office.
-Uthough, among apocalyptic writers aside from Ezekiel, direct and
bold speech may not have been strictly forbidden, nevertheless, in
view of the strength of the ruling powers, it was no doubt frequent-
ly advisable that the Jewish religious leaders sometimes refrain
from the use of exceedingly free and outspoken language.
1. See Driver, The Book of Daniel, p. Ixxix.
2. See pages 69-70.
3. See page 61-62.
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It ’vas not always discreet for snokesmen of a servile people to
oroclaim ahorad a severe denunciation of tlie 'laster-empire, and
to disseni late freely the revolutionary seeds of a great hope and
exoectation. In the face of the situation in which the Jev/s found it
necessary to continue it is not surorising that nen, to convey their
messages to their o'/m oeoole, should adoot a language which should
oartly conceal their sham thrusts and veil them fron hostile eyes.
A second possible reason for the extensive use of synbolism and
imagery as a literary device i s to bo found in the r^idly-growing
dualistic world view which was gradually gaining popularity in
Hebrew thought. The tendency to regard the present world as evil
and the spiritual or heavenly world as the acne of perfection and
glory has already been noted. ^ This world and that to cone were
pushed farther and farther ap \rt iintil a great chasm separated
them. And the more lofty the c oiceotion of that wiich v:as divine
and oerfect, the more inadequate became the common usages of speech
as a means of description. As the flight of human thou^t and
imagination ranged to new and fantastic heights it was or )per that a
suitable vocabulary and rued .um of expression be adopted. That which
was perfect and gl^risus beyond all human thought demanded descrip-
tion which was iust as ethorial and fantastic, iiinilarly, as the
present world order tended to degrade itself in the eyes of the
Jewish nation's writers, they naturally resorted to a description
of it that involved figures representative of all tliat wp.s low
1. Page 75-76.
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and animal-like. Th’is the very nature of that which was the ob.iect
of all consideration lent itself admirably to the sort of depiction
adopted. "Because the thought of man as spiritual was too sublime
for the world view of their day, the Apicalyptists had to take a
dualistic view of man to project the spiritual into the sky.
Hence the wierdness of their imagery.
Finally, the extensive use of symbolism as adooted by the
aoocalyntists may be said to have developed naturally, in part, out
2
of early occasional use of it. In the days of the early prophets
symbolism found its chief value as poetry, and did not embody the
significance it attained in later years. -Nevertheless, certain
Progress and development in its use was inevitable regardless of
external influences.
Altogether, no^ingle cause can be distinguished as that which
led to apocalyptical imagery and symbolism. All of thot e just men-
tioned played some part in the total development.
PoEUDOimAITY
The Use of Pseud onymity. It wus in the second century B. C.
that pseudonymity became a firmly rooted characteristic of apocalyp-
tic literature. From this time onward practically nil the literary
products of the Jewish apocalyptical scho il were written pseudo-
nymously. The fact of nseudonymity is self-evid ent. In most in-
1 *Tfee ^/gw ~Psve.kol»Qy //e ^re k/ ~ProkhAfs ,
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stances the titles of the books of this type indicate the ancient
fi(5ures to whon they wore attributed. In the century nov/ under
consideration this is larp;ely true. The book of I^noch, for in-
stance, is ascribed to him who, in the earliest years of all
history, is reoorted to have "walked v/ith Grod. The book of Daniel
is attributed to the Babylonian exile by that name who had been
taken captive by Babylon's king, iJebuchadneazar . diniiarly the
Testaments of the Xil Patriarchs are reoresented as dating back to
the various figures whose names are found attached to the several
divisions .
Reasons for the Ad notion of Psoud onymity . In certain resoects,
oseudon:/mity, as it is f mnd among the writers of Jewish apocalyotic
literature, is difficlt to account for and to understand. To write
in the name of some oroninent and ancient figure sugr;ests a certain
insincerity and desire to deceive. Yet, as Porter v/rites: "It is
certain that a fair reading of D .niel, of oarts of Enoch, of the
Sssumotion of Moses, and the Apocalyose of Ezra, in the liglit of their
circumstances and their aims, gives us the inoression that we are
dealing not with ci- etenders, but with writers of earnestness and sin-
1(2
cerity. Various theories have been oresented to sliow tliat in the
minds of the aut .o rs there occurred no intention wiiatever to deceive
or to falsify, dome of these are worthy of brief consideration.
Porter finds, in oart, an explantion and aoology for the pseudo-
nymous form of apocalypses supoosing "that apocalyptical traditions
running actually far back, tended to connect themselves, in the course
of their transmission, with the names of certain ancient seers . . .
1. fienesis 5:24.
2. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical v^riters, p. 29.
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Then the final writer, fully aware that he was not the original author
of his material, hut only its scrihe and interpreter, might believe
that the real author was in a true sense the one in whose name the
traditions oas sed current."^ In this way the apocalyptical writer
would intend no deceotion. He would merely unselfishly relinquish
ill claims to that ich in reality was not his own, hut instead, was
something inherited hy him. This view agrees comoetely with sugres-
tions already made to the effect that among Hebrew writers there ob-
tained absolutely no desire for self-assertion and no ,iealousy for
2literary rights. Hence, it is entirely oossible that this explanation
may indeed have som bearing uoon the question.
Another explanation closely allied to the one .just discussed
rests up in the devotion of authors to the coimon cause which they
espoused. ‘•hey were well content to reject all personal applause
in favor of that which would give greater acceotance and credence
to the message which they deemed so vital to the life of their country-
men. They had a hooe and a prediction for the future. Its acceo-
tance or re-jection would lead, respectively, to defeat or to triumph.
These writers sought first of all, therefore, to secure utter confi-
dence and belief in the integrity and authenticity of their nroduc-
tions. ‘^hey did so by attributing the cctuplete message to some an-
cient seer. Part of the message dealt with events previous to the
writer’s own time, while the remainder dealt with the future.
1. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical .Writers, p. 30-31.
2. See page 63.
3. Consult Charles, Eschatology, o. 198.
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The (suoposed) predictions concerned v/ith past history had already "been
fulfilled. Therefore, the mes3aj3;e was authentic. \nd v/hen the v/riting
was once accented as authentic the acceptance of that part which dealt
with the laresent and with the future vaiuld he ajsured. Thus the
cause which was the center of the apocalyptical seers’ interest and
devlotion ivould be furthered according to the pleasure and good-will
of God.
It has been sug ^ested^ that it was partly in self-defense and
xelf-orotection that apocalyptical writers resorted to pseudonymity
.
Their books express an intense hostility towards various foreign and
native rulers. For their own personal safety it was advisable that
their identity should not be disclosed. »<hile this fact does, in-
deed, partially tend to explain the pseudonyiaous form of apocalyp-
tic literature, it does not pr ive to be entirely adequate. It ’’nay
explain the figurative allusions to current events, but as to author-
ship the anonymous form would have served the end of safety equally
well.
In view of the apparent inddequacy of otjier theories in connec-
tion with the pseudonymous fora of apocalyptic literature, Charles
has presented views which deserve particular attention. Mis arguments
rest primarily noon the decline of prophecy during the years succeed-
ing the Exile. Pre-Exilic prophecy was first spoken and then written,
as in the cas 3 of .'jfios, Isaiah, and H-^sea. Later prophecy was first
written and not necexsarily spoken at all. Thus a new type of pro-
phecy sprang into existence a literary type. i»'hen this literary
prophecy had once become firmly established one was regarded almost
1. Porter, Tho Me 3 salves of the Apocalyptical V/riters, p. 29.
2. Ibid., p. 29.
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as an imooster if he attemoted to appear before the people in person.
This is made clear in Zechariah 13:3:
"And it shall come to pass that, when any shall yet prophesy,
then his father and his mother that begat him shall say unto
him. Thou shalt not live; for thou speakest lies in the name
of Jehovah; and his father and his mother that begat him shall
thrust him through .vhen he or ophesieth. '*
It is true that Joel, in the fourth century B. C., still held to the
outpouring of the Spirit upon all flesh, but in most instances it was
thought that orophecy had ceased. The Law had displaced and super-;
seded it, ind therein had the promise been fulfilled. The revelation
of God was complete; there was no more room for prophecy. As in the
Test.-onents of the All Patriarchs, the Law vas regarded as the light
that lighteth every man. The author of the book of Jubilees like-
wise insisted that the Law was the divine eocnression for all eterni-
ty; it was the inspired, complete, and infallible word of God, valid
not only for a particular age but for all time to one. "God had,
according to the official teachers of the Church, spoken His last and
final word through the Law, and when the hope is expressed that in
the coming age a prophet will arise, he was only conceived as one whose
task was to decide questions of ritual or priestly succession, or
legal interpretations in accordance with the Laiv. . . Accordingly,
the first fact we are to recognze is, that from the time of Ezra
and Nehemiah, the Law has not cnly assumed the functions of the-
ancient pre-Exilic prophets, but it has also, so far as in its pov/er,
made the revival of such orophecy an impossibility."^
1. Charles, Eschatology
,
p. EOl. Also Charles, Religious Develop-
ment Between the Old and New Testaments, p. 49-41.
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In the previous chapter the acceptance of certain anonynous
hoolcs was noted. These were received because of their inlierent worth,
because tney were acceptable in the eyes of the Law. Since their
teachin^cjs agreed 33 coiaoletely with all that the Law and the early -
prophets set forth they were regarded as early and authentic writings
to which the names of their authors had not been attached. That
these prophecies were indeed considered as the work of early reli-
Jjious men of God is evidenced by the fact that they were grouped to-
gether with writings whose true prophetic origin was well attested.
For example, Isaiah 40-66 and 24-27 were added to the cler-irly recog-
nized work of the prophet of tnat name. Similarly, Sechariah 9-14
was annexed to the book whie h was known to have cone from the hand of
Zechariah. laius, by allowing the issxiing of v/ritings without attach-
ing the authors' names, their acceptance was assured by virtue of their
inherent worth and their agreement ’.vith the teachings of the Law.
But the type of writing produced by second century (B. C.) authors
presented a new problem. The men who wrote such books as Daniel,
Enoch, Jubilees, and the Testaments of the XII Patriarchs, die not
content themselves with repeating old truths. They went so far us
to challenge many orthodox views, and carried forward the revelation
of God in religion, ethics, eschatolog.v, etc. In thus standing
opposed to the Law they could expect no recognition whatever unless
they came under the aegis of great names of the past. Thus, in order
to avoid rejection on the grounds of their contents, the mthors
attached names the very mention of v/hich would secure a ready ear and
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and an onen mind. In this v/ay the adoption of oseudonynity orevented
the fatal opposition of those who represented the Law.
Charles sugr’-.ests yet another reason, for the use of the pseudonym-
ous form of literature. This has to do with the formation of the
three-fold canon of the Law, the Proohets, and the Hagiographa.
fliith the closing of the oroohetic canon the second grouo of liter-
ature to he recognized and deemed worthy of cononization, —-much
current religious literature still remained excluded, since it could
neither he admitted as Law nor as the work of the oroohets. Conse-
quently, to thes~ two divisions a third one was added, the Hagiogra-
pha, consisting of hooks of somewhat later origin. Into this group
were received writings of a religious nature whose dates were believed
to go hack to the time of Ezra. The hook of ^aniel was admitted under
this classification as were other hooks as late as 100 A. D. ^Vriters,
therefore, who sought to secure the canonization of their works found
it necessary t) set them forth as the products of periods orevious
to the time of Ezra, or thereabouts. ".ill Jewish aoocalypses, there-
fore, from 200 3. G. on'wards," concludes Charles, "were of necessity
pseudonymous, if they sraght to exercise any real influence on the
nation; for the Lav was everything, belie^f in inspiration was dead
amongst them, and the Canon was closed."^
CONCLUSION
In this :hapter particular attention had been devoted to the
characteristics of apocalyptical literature as they assumed the
1. Charles, Hfjligious Development between the 0. and W. T.'s, p. 45.
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proportions -which distinguished the writings of -which they are a
oart from other tyoes of literature. In many resoects the second
century B. C. witnessed the realization of the goal towards v/hich
Exilic and oost-Sxilic literature was tending. This is especially
true in the case of the characteristic use of visions, of the ele-
ment of orediction, of s.'/mholisn and imagery, and of pesudonynity.
After the end of the second century B. C. these elements were
accented and adonted without question. And, in general, there v/as
little change to occur in the future use of them. They had become
firmly established and fully develoned characteristics of aoocalyp-
tic literature. Consequently the following chanters will lai'gely
disregard oarticular ment-ion of theia. They must be assumed as
thoroughly recognized char acteritics demanding no further discuss-
ion.
In apocalyntical eschatology, however, the goal was not reached
by the close of the second century B. C. Jew develooments continued
to take nlace. Jew ideas and new concentions ‘lore constantly being
nresented. Views v/ith regard to the various asne cts of the eschatolo-
gical hone were undergoing frequent change. In some instances hither-
to unknovm suggestions were nresented; in othersnens’ thoughts rever-
ted to oonceotion of much earlier date. The following oages will
therefore be concerned chiefly with this nhase of Jewish anocal;i/T)ti-
oal literature.
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Chapter V
APOGALYPriC.lL DtSVPLCHJiiiMT DIPPING THE FIRST CENTURY B. C.
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUID
The leadershiD of the Jew's, at the hef^inning of the first
century B. C., was in the hands of the Hasmoneans, that family which,
during the second century 3. C., had secured for the nation its reli-
gious freedom, and had succeeded in establishing, in an uncertain de-
gree, its oolitical indeoendence and sunrenacy. Rut, as suggested
in the orevious chanter, the realization of ambitions for a oositicr
of imnortance among the nat.ons of the world did not insure for the
people of Israel the jeace and contentment which night be expected
to accomoany such oolitical accompishnonts . -^he Laccabean state
"attained its glory in supremacy over outside foes only to fall into
ruin under the disintegrating action of internal rivalry."^ Popular
sentiment divided as to the relative now ^r tmd supremacy that should
be entrusted to civil rulers and to religious teachers. Civil strife
was the result. And hones of a national restoration that should in-
clude the blessings of a perfect and Godly state of society grew din
amid the clash of discontent and conflict.
Nor was the political indeoendence of the nation as a whole long
to endure. The ominous rumblings of iionan military activity wore
carried with ever-increasing strength from beyond the western horizon.
1. Riggs, History of the Jewish People, p. 117.
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It was not long until internal division made possilDle the interven-
tion of Homan influence and authroity. This fatal civil breach led
to further difficult . ^onpey, as leader of the Roman forces, sus-
oecting oooosition from one of the rival oarties, advanced upon Jeru-
salem. In the soring of 63 B. G. he gained an entrance into the city,
and in June of the same year entered, .vith his follov/ers. Into the
sacred orecincts of the temole, where the most extended resistance
had been made. This event marked the inauguration of the so-calltd
Homan oeriod of Jewish history. Henceforth the Jews were to bow in
submi ssion before Roman authority and power.
After the fall of Jerusalem in 63 B. C. various disasters befell
the Je 3, such as that which occurred under Aerodin 37 B. C. At that
time a seige of Jerusalem ended in the horrible slaughter of the
city’ s inhabitants, and terminated in shame and contempt the noble
hjuse of the Ha mioneajis, that for nearly one hundred and thirty years
had wrought so much for Judea.
The Hellenism which Antiochus Eniphanes had attemped to force
uoon the nation in an extreme form was, by Herod, establt hed in
many parts of the Jevish territor 2/. institutions exceedingly offen-
sive to the Jewish sub.jects were instituted. Tlieaters and {unphitheaters
were erected, and became the centers of Roman gaiaes, figlits, and com-
bats. A great tidal wave of heathenism swept over Jerusalem and, to
a certain extent, the surrounding cities.
At times, it is true, conditions under the Ilerods were tolerable.
As vicegerents of Home evidences of the great pax Ronana were visible.
At the same time, however, unrest and discontent never ceased.
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The Je’-vs continued to chafe under the yoke of foreign r^iLe. And the
occurrence of occasional outbreaks andiisturhances, together ith tne
constant influx of heathen custons and oractices, led the Jews to hate
with deen intensity, their conquerors and oporessors.
First Century B. G. Apocalyptic Literature
Enoch 91-104. 'fhe third oart of the book of Enoch, consisting of
chapters 91-104, dates both fr^n the latter part of the second century
B. C. and also from the first years of the first century B. C. It
was written betv/een 134-94 B. C. or, as i s still more probable, between
104-95 B. C.^ But although this portion of Enoch thus bridges the
period of transition between the second and first centuries it is
usually considered along with first century B. G. writings, fa with
them it has much in com :on. Just as Enoch 93-90 serves to reflect
second century thought and speculation, so Enoch 91-104 pictures
that of the first century. "As we pass from 83-90 to 91-104 v;e feel
that we are entering into a world of new coneptions." The '.writer
of this section was a Pharisee who was strongly opposed to curicnt
attempts to hellenize the Jews. His chief denunciations are directed
against the Sadducees, who, he believes, conspire with the rulers to
oppress the righteous.
Enoch 37-71 . Of particular interest is the fourth division of
the book of Enoch, oonnonly called tlie "Parables", or the "Similitudes,"
and consisting of chanters 37-71. The date of this section is "later
1. Consult Charles, Eschatology, p. 250, and Cliarles, The Book of -^noch,
p. 29.
2. Charles, The Bo fK of Enoch, p. 28.
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than 9^nd "before 64 B. C., or more orecisely "betvreen 96-80 B. C. or
70-64 B. C."^ In s 7ne resoects this "book presents certain difficulties.
It includds a curious and startling compound of early and late thought
with regard to matters of eschatolog/. "In several respects it stands
2
alone among Jewish aoocalyatic writings." Its narticular peculiar-
ities shall he noted more soecifically as the several aspects of the
eschatological hoce receive consideration.
Tie Psalms of Solomon. ^he Psalms of Solomon, eighteen in
number, aooear to be derived from various authors, although their
authroship is nowhere intimated ivithin the psalms themselves. Their
compostiin fal^s ne ir the middle of the first century B. C. "Apparent-
ly the boo!< reflects the hooe of certain oious Jews in the decades of
'2
distress follo’/dng the conquest of Palestine by the aomans in 63 B. C."
A distinction must bo drawn between the first sixteen paslms and the
last two. The seventeenth and eighteenth comprise the orincipal
messianic oortion, "and give the most splendid pictur^of the person
,4
and rule of the messianic king found in the literature of this age.
The first nart, however, also contains eschatological asoects, and
dwells upon the Messianic kingdom although it contains no references
to the Messiah. "The Psalms are witness to the fact that Israel,
in these later days, could yet oour out her soul in the exalted strain
of the ooets of earlier times. . . Through them all runs the thought
of the righteousness of God, of the divine chastisement ^f sinners,
ind of the sure mercy of him whose oromise makes certain tlie blessings
1. Charles, The Book of inoch, p. 30, 107-108.
2. Charles, Bsohatology
,
p. 260.
3. Case, The l.iil lennial Hope
,
p. 102; see also Desterley, The Books
of the Apocrypha, p. 215; and Beckwith, ftie Apocal;/pse of John; 186-7
4. Beckwith, The Acocalyose of John, p. IBb"!
5. Charles, Eschatology, p. 267-272.
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of Israel in the kinr,dori of the Messiah.
The Sibylline Oracles. Only brief nention need be nado to the
oortion of the Sibylline Oracles v/hich falls within the limits of the
first century B. C,, namely 3:1-S2. The date of this section is ore-
2
vious to 31 B. 0. The consistency of the uessianic refeiences is
doubtful.
ESCIUTOLOGY
The Influence of the Historical Situation. As was made evin ent
by the brief survey of the history of the Jews durinp; the first cen-
tury B. 0. ( cages /O-wr) , the distressing circumstances surrounding their
existence still continued. As in earlier centuries Palestine was yet
dominated by foreign rule and was sub.ject to the whins of foreign
cowers. At this ooint it is not necessary to distinguish the various
ef fects these conditions had uoon the thought and literature of the
oeriod, since they have been discussed in considerable detail in
discussions of orevious centuries, when!|iuch the same conditions pre-
3
vailed. Suffice to say that as then there continued to exist in-
tense feelings of orotest and of hooe. As then Taen stI 11 needed en-
couragement if they .ere to endure and survive as an integrated neo-
ole. Conditions which gave rise to a deterraini stic nhilosophy of his-
tory continued to exert an influence which established that philoso-
phy more firmly than ever before, ‘^rophecy continued in its state
of decline, and the nromhecies and orediotions of orevious centuries
still remained unfulfilled. iU.togetaer, circumstances which tended
1. Higgs, A History of the Jewish People, p. 151, •md 136.
2. See ncyclonedia Biblica, vol. I, col. 244-245; also, Charles,
Eichatology, p. 273
.
3. Pages 33-41, 66-79, and 72-74.
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to point !aens’ ninds towards the future contin’oed to perfom that
same function. it is not surprLsinf', therefore, that eschatological
conceotions should continue to underj'^o a n ocess of change and devel-
opment. A dualism between this world of evil and a future world of
blessedness and righteousness followed the growth of the previous
century <nd continued to build upon it. But by far the greatest
marvel of all is that "during all these years of repeated calamity
their (the Jews) hones survived, kept alive by tlie visions of the
various apocalyptic writers w lo followed in the footsteps of Daniel."^
fhe Nature of the Uessi nic Kingdom. As observed in the pre-
vious chapter, the different conoeptions of the i-essianic kingdom,
as presented by the several anocalyotical writers, differed from one
another only in sm til degree down un+il the second century B. C.
In Practically all instances the present earth was thought of as the
scene of the future era. In Knoch B.3-90 was recognized a variation
from this veiw a tendency to spiritualize the conception, and to
raise the kingdom to new and transcendental levels. The book of
Jubilees, finally, seemed to striKe a sort of compromise between the
two views, and to teach the inauguration of the kingdom upon the
earth not the eai-th in its present state, but a renev/ed and reno-
vated earth. It was this viev/ that appear s to have exerted the great-
est influence upon later :/r iters of apocalyptic literature. Another
element of the bo •)k of Jubilees which became exceedingly prominent
in later years, and which, during the first century B. C., became
1. Case, The Millennial Hope, p. B7.
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a vital asoect of the Messianic kin{;don, v/as that oertaining to the
tei’iDorary character of the cominj^ age. In general, then, the dualism
3ug5!:ested in the hook of Jubilees became the central factor in the
following eschatological developments.
With a single exception the writings of the first century B, C.
reflect the leavening influence of the dualistic teaching of the book
of Jubilees. "in this literature the hopes of an eternal kingdom of
God 0£ the present earth , which had been taught by the Old Testtunent
prophets and the apocalyptic literaute of the past, is now, except
in one work, absolutely abandoned forever."^ The present earth is
regarded as wholly unfit for the manifestation of the eternal ingdon
of God. The thought of the divine imianence no longer prevails; this
doctrine lias given place to that of divine transcendence. The old
hope is abandoned, "and the time-honored h )Pe of an eternal kessianic
kingdon, which should abide for ever on earth ruled and sustained
by the immediate present Deity, has been sorrowfully abandoned by
the Jews of this later age, save in the case of the Parables of
,.2
Enoch.
In Enoch 91-104 is to be found a bold statement regarding the
temporality of the Messianic kingdom. The seer oresents a vision of
the entire course of history, w lich is divided into ten world-weeks.
The ends of the first seven are narked by Enoch, Doah, Abraham,
oolomon' s temple, the Exile, and the end of the righteous party of
which the writer is a member. The eighth week is near at hand, and
will usher in the new day. Especially significant in this connection
1. Charles, Religions Devleopraont betv/een the 0. and N. T' s, p. 57.
2. Ibid., p. 5B ; 3ee also G'naries, Esc}iatology, pT 2507
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are the ninth and tenth -^eeks, which ccmnrise the Messianic period
of perfect blessedness. They are definitely appointed finite periods
of time, at the end of which occurs the "inal judf^ent. Thus the
Messianic kinr,doTti is no longer identical with the kingdom of God
at best only its partial and temporary manifestation. The two shall
be separated by the final .iudgment, after which the national hope
shall have been comoletely realized and the everlasting life of the
individual shall continue. There will be a new heaven and "’many
many weeks without number forever and all shall be in goodness and
righteousness and sin shall no more be mentioned forever’." ^ The
earthly life shall be concluded witli the end of the Uessionijc king-
dom, and the heavenly life shall then begin.
Inthe Psalms of Solomon (l-lo) there is implied a conception of
the Messianic kingdom which agrees favorably with that of Enoch 91-
104. here, in glowing colors, is pictured the restoration of all the
tribes, invol'd-ng the establishment of the Messianic era.
"Blow ye the trumpet in Zion, yea the holy trumpet of Jubilee.
Proclaim ye in Jerusalem with the voice of him that bringeth
good tidings.
That God hath had mercy upon Israel: hehath visited them.
Stand UP on high, 0 Jerusalem: and behold thy children,
Gathered from the East and tb iiest together by tVie Lord.
From the Worth they come in the gladness of their God:
From the islands afar off hath God gathered them.
The hills fled before their entering in,
The woods gave them shelter as they passed by.
Every tree of sweet savor did God make to soring up before them
That Israel might pass bv in the day when the glory of their
God shall visit them.
^t on, 0 Jerusalem, the garments of thy glory:
Make ready thine holy apoarel.
For God hath spoken c )mfortably unto Israel, world without end."^
1. Case, The Millennial Hope, p. 90.
2. Psalms of Solomon, 11:1-8.
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The Similitudes of i^noch (37-71) uresent a for*; of the Uessianic
hooe whicii is of oarticuiar interest. The author of these three Parables
still clings to the early conceotion of an eternal Messianic kineoom.
In this resoect he reoresents a revival of the older tyue of apocalyp-
tical eschat ol oj^y. On the other hand ho has not been able to escape
the orevalent dualistic tendency of his day. recognizes the present
earth as a dace for too unv/orthy and unfit for the scene of the ever-
lasting kingdom. But, instead of limiting the duration of the kingdom
of this earth and oroclaimin-, the final establishing of an eternal
kingdom of the heavens, he teaches that the presont earth shall be
disolaced by "a new haaven and a new earth." (45:4,6), v/hich should
be of never ending duration. Other first century (B. C. ) authors
exoected the Messianic earthly consummation to apoear first, followed
bv that which should be heavenly and eternal. In the oinilitudes,
however, "the heavenly ore cedes, being already a reality, and the one
crisis and one consiiinmation consists in the breaking in of the heaven-
ly UDon the ea thly, 'md the transformation of eai’th and nan after
heavenly and angelic oatterns."^ Those v/ho are oermltted to partici-
0.
ate in the blessings of the new rgime shall en.ioy the "glories of an
ii2incorrnotible heavenly v;orld now established upon the renovated earth."
In this way the author, "for the last!|jbime in Judaism,"'^ combines
into a single blessed future the hopes of the individual and of the
nation, thus unity "in a high spiritual syntliesis" the eschatologies
which again, as in eai’ly times, voro tending tov.’ards a separation
never again to be resolved.'^
1. Porter, The Messages cf the Apocalyptical ./riters
,
o. 328.
2. Case, the Mi 1 1'enni al lope, p. 91.
3. For further discussion of the relation between the national :uid
individual eschatologies see Pages
X,
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The Comorohensivenos 3 of "the Kingdom . D'lrinf; t-he sec xid century^
a 3 lias "bean observed,^ "the generally accepted view with regard to the
Gentiles was that they should he allowed to oarticioate 4n the Messi-
anic kingdom and should serve the righteous of Israel. The book of
Jubilees alone oroved to be an exceution, reiecting outright the
teaching of the la rgor-hearted orophets in this connectioa. In the
first century B. G., however, the 3it\iation reversed itself. Just
as the book of Jubilees became the forerun ler of the idea of a tempor-
ary Me sianic kingdom so it also served as the directing agency in
oointing first century thought towards a narrow and particularistic
view in relation to the Gentiles ruid possiblity of their oarticipa-
tion in the aouroaciing kingdom. "In Enoch 37-71 annihilation appears
to) await t’’em."‘' The righteous of Israel, and of Israel alone,
shoTild enioy the blessings in store for those v;ho remained loyal to
God.
The Psalms of Golomon stands alone, during this rjeriod, in its
teaching that the righteous among the Gentiles shall be snared to
serve the favored children of Israel. ‘Gien the "Lord* s Anointed"
shall come to establish his kingdom in Jerusalem, "tlie neoole from
the ends of the earth will come to ’’ehold his glory and be v/ill rule
over them. The Day of the Lord shall be a v/orld- .judgment . Chas-
tisement will reveal a cViosen people consisting of Jev/s and Gentiles
alike the veritable children of God (9,140). Over them God shall
reign as king (5,17). For them is reserved the glory of the Messi-
anic times (17,19).
1. Pages 73 - 79.
2. Chirles, Sschatol ogy , p. 296-297.
3. Beckwith, '•he Apocalypse of John, p. 13 7.
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vVith ref^ard to the resurrection, v/hich, as shall presently be
seen, is to terminate rather than introduce the liessianic ap;e, all
'writers agree, including those of the Psalms of Solomon. "In no
case does it apoear that the Gentiles could attain to a blessed resur-
rection.
The Nearness of the Messianic Kingdom. As in all other periods
of eschatological exoectation the inauguration of the Messianic king-
dom ia reoresented as near at hand. The author of Enoch 91-104, for
instance, suggests that the seventh of the world-v/eeks of whic h he
#
writes is drawing near its close. V/ith its termination the eighth,
one of triumph and exultation ^or the righteous, shall begin. Similar-
ly, the Psalms of Solomon predict the early realization of Jewish
hopes. The hea! hen (the Homans) v/ho no'v prevail shall prrsently be
driven forth by the coming prince, .nd shall be denied continued resi-
dence in the holy land.
The Jud)^ent and the Day of Yahweh . In times previous to the
first century 3. C. the .-judgment v/as necessarily conceived as an
introduction to the Messianic kingdom. S'cch a viev/ was unavoidable
if the idea of an everlasting kingdom was to be retained. But when
that hope was abandoned the final .iudgment was postponed until the close
of the temporary Messianic kingdom. It was not considered or iper
that the judgment whould come at a time when thot^e v/ho survived it
should enter only into a temporary kingdom. It must precede the
eternal and heavenly kingdom, so that from the judgment the righteous
might at 'nee enter into the final glorioiis state of blessed immortality.
1. Charles, Eschatology, p. 297.
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This relegation of the iudgment until the close of the Messianic
kingdom is clearly taught in Enoch 91-104. Here it is to occur on the
last day of the tenth world-’.veek (91:15). The same view is held hy
the ’vriters of the Pslams of Solomon.
•‘•'he single extant excention to the above conceotion a'loears
in the Similitudes of Enoch (37-71). Since the Messianic kingdom is
here considered as of undending duration the judgment must necessarily
precede it.^ In this view Enoch 37-71 agrees with fearlier apocalyp-
tical eschatology. But whereas the latter expects the judgment to
initiate a Messianic kingdom unon the oresent earth, Enoch 37-71 teaches
that it will introduce the kingdom upon a nev/ earth.
The severity and justice of the judgment are, in the main,
represented as in e'lrlier v/ritings. Awful destruction shall befall
those who, previous to the inaugur ition of the Messianic kingdom,
denied Sod and olundered his chosen people, .(calth cannot bribe, nor
can war resist (Enoch 52). Punishment o 'the wicked is sure, while
peace shall desce -d upon the congregation of the righteous (EnocVi 53).
The Messianic Woes. In those inst-ances where the iudgment is
represented as following the Messianic era the customary teaching of
..iessianic woes is, of necessity, -ibandoned. Since days of earthly
joy and oeace for the righteous thus precede the judgment there is
left no place for the view that times of particular hardship and
suffering .are to come immediately before. Therefore the teaching
with rega'd to the Messianic woes largely resolves itself into the
view that the days n which the author s wrote were witnessing the
1. See page 118-122.
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the calamities which should orecede the kingdom. Thus the v/oes and
the .judgment are separated by the Messianic era. The older view,
however prevails in -i^noch 37-71, made possible by the continued ex-
pectation of an eternal icingdon. Here it is suggested that an impend-
ing event will strike terror into the hearts of men and of angels.
The heathen will make a tremendous assault upon Jerusalem, but their
efforts will be in vain and ./ill result only in self-destruction
(Enoch 56). Then there is to ap:)ear the triumphant hosts of those who
will '.vorshin God in Jerusalem. They shall come as a mighty army from
the east and west and south, and shall triumph gloriously.
The Messiah. During the previous century slir.ht attention was
devoted to the aooearance of a HessiiJi who should deliver the children
of God.^ The Macca’-'ean princes seemed to have made sudh a hope some-
what unimportant. A far different situation prevailed during the early
part of the first century B. C. iJo longer were local leaders able to
cope with current problems. In fact the Maccabees themselves took
part in the ruthless oppression of the righteous, and "v/ere foremost
p
in godlessness md immorality."'^ ^Ind the invading hosts of Rom;..ns
struck terror in all hearts. "Aiaid the humiliation and trials of thpse
da.vs when Pomoey polluted the tenole and independence w s taken away,
the hope o^ the Messiah burned with a new and intense brightness.
It seemed the veritable 'foretime* of his owning. It is true that
in Enoch 91-104 no plioe is found in the temporary kingdom for a
personal Messiah. The righteous 'Tith the help of God, are expected to
vindicate their cause ind destroy op >ressors. It must be remembered,
1. Pages 34-99.
2. Charles, Religious Development between the 0. and N. T.'s, p. 84.
3. Riggs, A History of the Jewish People, p. 137.
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however, that thia p&rtpf the hook of Enoch i s of early origin, arxi was
written beJ^ore the situation became as intense as in later years. ^ The
general tendency of first century ’.vi'iter^ is to attach an ever-increas-
ing significance to the nerson;. and function of the Messiah.
The most startling and original teaching regarding the Messiah
comes from the oen of the author of the Similitudes of Enoch. This
writer identifies the Messiah with the s ipe natural Son of Man.
The beginningjof this conception may be distinguished in Daniel.
There is a great difference in the usage of the term Son of Lian,
however. In Danid it designated the righteous Israel, v/hile
in Enoch it designates a ne 'sonal thovigh suoernatural Messiah.
The transcendental character of the Messiah is nar ticularly noteworthy.
He aonears as one who is divine, liaving a olace unon the very throne
of God:
"On that day Mine Elect One shall sit uoon the Throne of Glory."
(45:3).
He is to be both Judge -md Gavior, having all wisdom:
"For in those days the Elect One shall arise,
.ind he shill c.loose the righteous and h ’ly from among them.
For the day has drawn nigh that they should be saved,
ind the Elect One shall in thoe days sit on My throne.
And his mouth shall pour forth all the secrets of wisdom anci counel
For the Lord of Snirits hath given them to Him, and hath glori-
fied H.m." (51:2,3)
He shill condemn the vie iced:
"And He sat on the thnono of His glory.
And the sum of judgment was given unto the Son of Man,
And lo caused the sinners to pass away and be destroyed from
off the face of the earth.
And those who have led the world astray. .
For that Son of Mm has appeared,
.Ind has seated himself upon tiie t’acono of His glory,
.ind all evil shall oass away from before Ilis face,
.ind the word of that Son of Man shill go forth.
And be strong before the Lord of Soirits." (6h: 27-29)
1. For the date see o ago 115
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Various titles are assigned to the Itessi-ah. He is called "the Christ"
(48:10), "the Righteous One" (38:2), "the ^lect On^ (40:5), and "the
Son of Man.
"
Perhaos the most revolutionary step in the new ooncejition of
the Messiah is th it ’vhich attributes to hm a state of ore-existence
.
"Yea, before the sun and the signs were created.
Before the stars of the heavens were raade.
His name was named before the Lord of Spirits." (48:3)
Altogether the hope of a Messiah here (in the Similitudes) attained
to new and hitherto unknown heights. The most elaborate descriptions
were attemoted, and imagination c •^npletely searched for suitable
imagery.
^
But the author of ^noch 37-71 was not alone in his emphasis uoon
the coning of a Messiah, sec T.d picture upoears in the Psalms of
Solomon. Here, however, a Messiah of a different nature is portray-
ed. He represents a revival of the Jld Testament conception of a
kingly IJessiah, descended from the house and lineage of David. But
althoigh a mortal, ho is thought of in the highest of terns. As in
Enoch 3'7-71 he is called "the Christ" (17:36; 18:6,8). -Ind although
he is a human king he is a "ruler whom God will endow with special
gifts and powers, fulfi ling the highest ideals of both religion and
government." He "shall gather together the' dispersed of Israel,
destroy the ungodly, and establish such a glorious reign that from the
ends of the earth men shill cone to see it." Thus he aooears to
appropriate all the national hopes and desires of the race. He is
at once the righteous ruler of Israel md "the ayenger of their wrongs
on all heathen nttions."'^
1. For a complete list of tnese attributes: Charles, Eschatology, p. 262-4.
2. wigp-s, A History of the Jewish People
,
p. 139 and 22 9\
3. Charles, i^eligious Development between the 0. ana iJ. T.'s, p. 38.
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"Behold, 0 Lord, and raise up unto then their king, the sen of
David,
At the time in the ’^hich fhiu seest, 0 God, that he nay reign over
Israel thy servant.
And gird him with strength that he may shatter unrighteous rulers.
And that he may surge Jerusalem from nations that trample her do.n to
dest.-uction. " (17:2 5-25).
Thus o.ice again the hone of a lies si ah hecame strong ^unong the
Jews, on the one hand assuming tr ms Cendant al and hi^ly original
orooortions, and on the other resuming the fom of early but tenoor-
arily-re -jected conceations. "These very divergent concetpions took
such a firm hold of the nitional coiisci ousness that henceforth the
Messiah becomes almost universally the central and chief figure in
the Messianic kingdom."^
The Eschatology of the Individual . <<6 have already seen that
the general a^^titudo of first century (B. C.) vp'iters was to abandon
the ide'v of xn eternal Messianic kingdom and to relegate the final
judgment until the end of the temporary kingdomjthe idea o:^ersonal
immortality was thus again detached from the doctrine of the llessian-
ic kingdom. The latter hid to do only --dth the national hope, the
former with the ultimate destiny of the individual. In this way
the growing dualism which made imoossible the idea of an eternal
earthly kingcora and led to the conception of a temporary kingdom
produced a seoar.tion between the two distinct eschatol )gies
the national and the individual. The national element could not reach
its highest realization except in an earthly kingdom. Nor could
the individual element accent a goal less than a kingdom of eternal
duration. Since an earthly kingdom could not be regarded as eternal
1. Charles, Eschatology, o. 296.
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the eschatologies ne oe isarily drew aoart, and the reali/,ation of
the individual hone was postponed until the end of the temporary
period.
A single exception aonears in the Parables of hnoch (37-71).
Here the two eschatologies are .jsined for the last time. -^he v/ritor
held not only that the present earth w xs unfit for the oterrii^l king-
dom, but also that the present heaven w -.s like'.vise unsuitable. As a
result he advocated a new heaven and a new world, comprising a
single unified kingdom.
The Dsctrine of the Resurrection, it has been seen that thrcu gh
out the first century (,B. C.) writings the conception of the ultimate
abode of the individual ha become highly spiritualized. "The final
and eternal destiny of van is either heaven itself (as in hnoch
91-104 and ‘he Psalms of Solomm) or else in a new heaven and a nev/
earth (as in the "’arables of “nodx
)
. It is to be ejcpeoted, there-
fore, that the doctrine of the resurrection should be great ly
influenced by these views, and that men should not ‘‘•'e contented with
a mere bodily resurrection.
T^o teachings with regard to the resurrection make themselves
prominent. ^he first is that rooresented by -^loch 91-104 and tlie
rsalms of Solomon, xiere a resurrection of the spirit onlv is ad-'^’o-
cated:
"They who fear the Lord shall rise to life eternal;
Their life shall be in the liglit of the Lord
,lnd never shall he fail." (Psalms of Solomon 3:16)
"The saints of the Lord with him sh .11 live forever;
The paridise of '^od.
The trees of life his saints are" (14:2)
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"The life of the iust is forever." (13:9)
The ^arables of -^nooh apparently nroclain a resurrection of
the body. But ’Then the nature of the risen body is described as
consistinp, of p;o.rTients of glory and of light l,i)noch 62:15,16),
and as angelic (51:4), there seern.s to be little difference '^etv/een
the view here oresented and that o^ -^noch ‘^1-104 and the Psalms of
Solomon. Both emohasLze the s’Piritual oualities of the risen ele-
ment .
i'he doctrine of innortality as taught by the da.rables is
clearly distinguished in the following quotation:
"l icno’.v a mystery.
And have read the heavenly tablets.
And have seen the holy books,
\nd have found ’vritten therein and inscribed regarding them:
That all goodness and ioy and glory are oreoared for them,
\nd written down ^or the ^;^lrits 3f' those who have died in
righteousness,
\nd what manifold good shall be given to you in recomnense
for your labors,
Ind that your lot is abundantly beyond the lot of the living.
•\nd the soriits of you who have died in righteousness shall
live and reqoice.
And their soirits shall not oerish, nor their memorial from
before the fa^e o^ the Great One
,
Gnto all generations of the world. nerefore, no longer feai'
their coitunely." (Enoch 103).
The wicked ire to descend into the oain Sheol and to renal
there (Enoch 9S : 3, 10;104: 7,R
j
. "Here Sheol an lears as Hell for
„1
nossibly the first time.
1. Charles, The Book of -^noch, p. 29.
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Chapter VI
APOCALYPTIC LITER ^ITCRE
DURING THE FIRST .CENTURY A.
The Historical Background
The first century A« D. witnessed the climax of all the trials
and sufferings undergone by the Jews during the preceding centuries.
If, in the past, conditions had seemed to exceed all human endur-
ance, the years now under consideration actually did produce a
state of existence which the Jews found it imoossible to boar.
More and more men were becoming discontent with hones of divine
intervention only. Faith An supernatural aid did not end, it is
true, but there was an ever-increasing body of nationalists which
was not willing to await the coming of the Lord. These—called the
Zealots—advocated immediate armed resistance against the inroads
made by the Roman power. They were ready to rise up at once and
either throw off the hated yoke of Roman rule or else die in the
attempt. Conditions could not longer be endured.
The rapid rise to prominence made by the party of the Zealots
in itself serves to indicate that for God's chosen people the out-
look was becoming darker than it had ever been before. From the
beginning of the century first one event and then another marked
finaljstrides toward the end. The arrangements made by Augustus
(in 27 B. C.), whereby Judea was to be supervised by oroourators.
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placed in the hands of these governors such authority that disas-
trous results might follow if corruot and self-seeking men were
appointed to office. And no sooner had this new order of control
been established than steps were taken which deeply aroused the
Jewish subjects. First of all a poll tax and a land tax were insti-
tuted; both of these measures were greatly resented, as is evidenced
by the New Testament concent ions of the customs collectors.^
Another offense was the appointment, by Cl iudius (45 A. D.), of
a procurator who, though a Jew, was an aoostate to the Jewish
faith. The animosity elicited by his apoointment is clearly shown
by the resulting uprising among the Zealots. This hatred was great-
ly augmented and kindled into an ever-increasing turbulence by his
crucifixion of James and Simon, the sons of Judas. In an attempt
to quell the uprisings Felix (52-60 A. D.) resorted to severe and
cruel tactics, but his actions led only to renewed disorder. And
when Festus, in 60 A. D., was apoointed procurator by Nero, he found
awaiting him a virtual state of anarchy. Under Albinus the situation
became still worse. The words of Joseohus describe well his reign:
’’There is no wickedness that he did not practice. Not only did
he embezzle public moneys, rob a multitude of private citizens,
and burden the whole people with imposts, but he released cap-
tive highwaymen for ransoms from their relations; those that
could not pay remained in orison. Every villain gathered a
band of his own, and Albinus towered among them like a robber
chief, using his adherents to plunder honest citizens."^
1. See Matthew 11;19; 21:31.
2. Jewish Wars, ii, 4,1; Riggs, A History of the Jewish People, p.257.
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The greatest atrocities of all occurred under Gessius Florus, the
last procurator ( 64-66 A. D.). By his extreme wickedness he cast
into the shadow even the "rapacity and perfidy of Alhinus";
"He made an open boast of his crimes against the people;
he practised every sort of robbery and abuse precisely
as though he had been sent to punish condemned criminals.
His cruelty was pitiless, his infamies shameless; never
before did any one so veil truth with deceit, or discover
more cunning ways of accomplishing his knaveries. To
enrich himself at the exnense of individuals was not enough
for him; he robbed whole cities and ruined whole communi-
ties; things could not have been worse, had he made oublic
proclamation throughout the land that every one might
plunder where and what he would, provided only that he,
Albinus, received his share of the booty. VJhole cities
were deoooulated by his greed; multitudes left their houses
and fled into foreign provinces."^
In the face of such conditions as these it is not surprising
that thepatience of the nation was exhausted, "it was ready to
plunge into open, determined rebellion. . . and at last the zealots
had their way. The terrible tragedy of the nation's death struggle
p
with Rome began.
It is not possible in a treatment of thix sort to discuss at
any detail the events leading up to the end. The refusal of the
Jews to offer daily sacrifice for the emperor amounted to a virtual
declaration of'war. The Pharisees, it is true, sought to oersuade
the people to give up all thought of war, but their efforts were in
vain. Romans suid Zealots prepared themselves for the conflict, not
without internal discord, however, among the latter.^
1. Riggs, A History of the Jewish People, p. 258-259.
2. Ibid., p. 2^9.
3. Ibid., p. 263.
1i
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When open conflict broke out the most horrible monstrosities were
oonmitted. Jerusalem became the scene of a prolonf>;ed reign of
terror. To make matters worse civil war broke out. Confusion and
bloodshed were rampant.
At last the Roman hosts appeared under Titus. The siege of
Jerusalem began, lasting from April until Seotember of the year
70 A. D. Tv,es 0 five months were "full of desperate undertsdcings,
astonishing endurance, matchless curelty, and terrible issues.
With force it has been said that ' scarcely on another occasion in
history has the spectator the same feeling of irredeemable ruin,
of inevitable destruction, as in the case of the fall of Jerusalem
in the year 70 A. D.
’
With this momentous occasion the great rallying center of
the nation came to an end. T>^e temple was destroyed, and its
demolition was followed by the gradual withdrawal of the priest-
hood from public life. The Sanhedrin disaopeared. The nation
lost all its political and religious privileges. "Henceforth it
was to have no vestige of political onness, even under foreign
domination. Its unif^ving power was the Law alone. Hones for the
future revived, but the Jewish nation was from the year 70 A. D.
a thing of the nast.”^
Thus all the sufferings of the centuries terminated in one
grand and final climax. Conditions that had before seemed unbear-
able during the first century A. D. became actually so. God, and
God alone, could vindicate himself and his chosen race.
1. Riggs, A History of the Jewi sh People , p. 273.
2. Ibid., o. 14-3.
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The Effects of the First Century Calamities
»
It is unnecessary at this time to give an account of the
effects that a dark and gloomy outlook had uoon the futur^ope
of the Jews. The final extinction of theii^ational identity
served only to ground more deeply than ever before the firm con-
viction that the righteous and the just should yet orevail, and
God's glory should yet be vindicated. The more evil and wicked
the world became the more certain was divine intervention and re-
tribution. Although occasion for oroteat was oractically past,
hope still remained the dominant characteristic. Men needed only
to be encouraged to retain their courage and strength until God
should make all things right according to his divine plsm. To
this end seers whom we call apocalyptiats continued to write,
and to describe that which should yet appear. To them Judaism
owes muoh.
"The Jewish state had fallen; Judaism was still to live
on. The Romans had triumphed; the spirit whose inspira-
tion and aim were in the law was unconquerable. The
temple was gone; the synagogue needed neither Gerizim
nor Moriah. A dispensation had come to an end; the
Messianic hooe must wait its glad, certain fruition.
Judea became the property of a Roman emperor. The wide
world became the dwelling-place of the Jews. . .
The Romans have gone, but the Jews are still the nation
of the law and the Messianic hope."^
The Literature of the First Century A. D.
The As sumption of Moses. The date of this apocalypse is
the early part of the first century of the Christian era.
1. Riggs, A History of the Jewish People, p. 277.
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Charles places it between 7-29 A. D.^, while Porter assigns it
to a time "not long after the death of Herod, probably before
10 A. D. The extant edition contains, in all probability,
only a oart of the original book, and is really a "Testament"
of Moses, having nothing to say -with regard to an assumption.
The subject of the surviving psurt consists of a brief history
of the world from Moses to the Messianic age, together with the
last charges and revelations made by Moses to Joshua. Charles
X
finds a close alliance between this work and the book of Jubilees,
differing from the latter, however, in its bitter denunciation
of the oriesthood, and in its deoreoiation of the temple services
because of the unworthy character of those who officiate.
The Assiunption of Moses reflects a time "when the restlessness
under Roman domination becomes impatient of the slow and sober
preparation for the Messiah’s caning involved in keeping the law
and in repentance."^
The Secrets of Enoch . Slavonic Enoch, as it is sometimes called,
was known to early Jewish and Christian writers, but not until
the last century was it brought to light for more thorough inves-
tigation. As to date, it belongs to the frst half of the first
5
century A. D., or at least to a time previous to the fall of
Jerusalem, in 70 A. D.^ The contents of the book consists
1. Charles, Eschatology
,
p. 301.
2. Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical Writers, p. 329.
3. See page 7l ; also Charles, Eschatology, o. 301.
4. Rig^s, A History of the Jewish People, p. 151.
5. Charles” Eschatol^y, p. 315.
6. Beckwith, the Apocalypse of John, p. 183.
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chiefly of an account of Enoch' s journeys through the heavens,
relating what he saw smd heard there. The book is oarticulsu'ly
interesting because of the fullness of its presentation of the
doctrine of the seven heavens and their occupants. It makes some
use of the earlier Ethiooic Enoch, but as a whole it represents
a somewhat different trend of thought.
The Anocalyose of Bsu'uoh. A considerable body of pseudeoi-
graphic literature gathered around the name of Baruch, the scribe
of the prophet Jeremiah.^ The most important, in the present
study, is the Syric Apocalypse of Baruch, which, along with
Second Esdras, ranks high among first century apocalyptical wri-
2tings. It is generally regarded as a composite work, the com-
ponent parts of which may all bo assigned to the latter half of
the century. The authors were orthodox Jews, and represent that
aspect of Judaism against which Paul so insistently fought. The
book was written to comfort and encourage the despairing Jews
amid the calamities that befell the nation through the destruction
of Jerusalem. God is represented as announcing to Baruch what is
in store for his chosen people. The grief of the scribe is relieved
by the divine promise that in the proper time the glory of God
will triumph.
"In this apocalypse we have almost the last noble utter-
ance of Judaism before it plunged into the dark and
oppressive years that followed the destruction of
Jerusalem. For ages after that epoch its people have
1. Jeremiah 3b.
2. iesterley. The Books of the Apocrypha, p. 222; Beckwith,
The Apocalypse of John, p. 192; Charles, Eschatol :)gy, p. 324.
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been bereft of their iniraeTaori al gifts of song and
eloquence, and to have had th -)Ught and energy only for
the study and expansion of the traditions of the fathers.
But 'nhen our book (the Apocal:/use of Baruch) was written,
that evil and barren era had not yet set in; breathing
thought and burning word had still their hone in
Palestine, and the hand of the Jewish artist was still
master of ios ancient cunning.”
Second Esras (or I? Ezra ) . This book, which Charles calls
2
the "sister work” of the Apocalypse of Baruch, receives its
title from the opening verse; "the second book of the prophet
Esdras." (The designation IV Ezra comes from the Vulgate^).
Like the Apocalypse of Baruch it dates to the latter half of the
first century A. D., and grew out of exactly the same historical
background. But whereas the Apocalypse of Baruch is strictly
Jewish, IV Ezra holds a certain affinity to Christianity; because
of that reason it won for itself a nigh position in the Christian
Church. The book, like that of Baruch, is of composite character,
the real apocalypse consisting of chapters 3-14.
Eschatology
The Nature of the Messianic Kingdom. It was noted in the
previous chapter that the rapid growth of a dualistic conception
of the earth led men' s thoughts to turn toweurds a view of the
future which involved only a temporary Messianic kingdom. Tnis
movement, already extremely vigorous in the preceding century,
in the first century A* D. attained its most complete development.
1. Charles, Eschatology, p. 323-324.
2. Ibid., p. ^^ 7 ,
^
3. Beclrwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 190, footnote.
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"Not only has the thought of an eternal Messianic kingdom passed
absolutely from the minds of men, but also the hope of a temporary
Messianic kingdom is at times abandoned in despair. . • ; and in
the rest, where it is expected, it is always of temporary duration.”^
The Assumption of Moses aooears to represent the oessimism
which de soaired even of a temporary Messianic kingdom uoon the
present earth. Instead, after God vents his wrath upon his
enemies, "Israel will mount up in triumph over the world-power,
Rome, and will be exalted to an abode of glory in the heavens
whence it will look down with exultation upon its enemies.
'I
"The earth itself is apparently destroyed," thinks Porter. It
seems difficult to interpret with certainty the view which the
book presents with regard to the exact destiny of the nation,
"but seemingly her reward is simply translation to heaven."^
A short passage of the eschatological treatment is worth quoting:
"Then thou, 0 Israel, shalt be happy.
And thou shalt mount upon the neck(s and wings) of
the eagle.
And they shall be ended.
And God will exalt thee,
-And He will cause thee to approach to the heaven
of the stars.
In the place of their habitation.
And thou shalt look from on high and see thy
enemies in Ge(henna),
And thou shalt recognize them and re,-ioice.
And thou shalt give thanks and confess thy Creator."
(10:8-10)5
1. Charles, Eschatology, p. 298-299.
2. Beckwith, The Aoooaiypse of John, p. 194.
3. Porter, The Messages of th^ Apooalypt i c -ul Writers, p. 330.
4. Case, The MillenniaT Hope
,
p. 93.
5. Prom Charleys, Es'ohatolqg/, p. 302-3.
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The Secrets of Enoch, the Apocalypse of Baruch, and IV Ezra
all cling to the idea of a temporary kingdom to be established
upon the present earth. The first of these bases its computations
upon the account of the first week of creation as recorded in
Genesis. This record is not only a history of the past, but also
a forecast of the future earthly course of events. "Thus as a
world was created in six days, so its history was to be accomplished
in 6,000 years; for 1,000 years are '/rith God as one day (Ps. xc:4;
2 Peter iii:8), and as God rested on the seventh day, so at the
close of the 6,000 years there would be a rest of 1,000 years,
i. e. the millenium."^ Here, for the first time, appears in
definite and specific form the Jewish conception of the Millenium.
The Apocalypse of Baruch dwells at considerable length upon
the Messianic kingdom, which is likewise regarded as of temporary
duration:
"And it will come to pass after these things, when
the time of the advent of the Messiah is fulfilled,
and he ^rill return in glory, then all who have
fallen asleep in hope of him shall rise again." (30:1)
A somewhat similar teaching is found in IV Ezra. After a
period of final trial and tribulation has passed a new Jerusalem
will be established. Here, as in the Secrets of Enoch, the dura-
tion of the kingdom is specifically stated; this time, however, it
is represented as enduring for 400 years (7:28,29). At the end
of that time all men (including the Messiah) will die, and the
earth will lie in primeval silence for seven days.
1. Oesterley, The Books of the Apocrypha, p. 221.
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Final ly comes a seven-year day of judgment.
The Blessings of the Kingdom. As in previous accounts of
the aoocalyntic eschatology dealing with the blessed state to
be enjoyed in the Messianic kingdom, the new day will offer to
those participating in it the most perfect of soiritual blessings.
Justice, righteousness, and goodness shall prevail. It is not ne-
cessary to reoeat these views. The materialistic joys anticipated
in the Apocalypse of Baruch are noteworthy, however, as they suggest
a differing emphasis:
"The earth also will yield its fruits ten thousand fold,
and on each vine there will be a thousand branches, and
each brauich will oroduce a thousand clusters, and each
cluster will produce a thousand grapes, and each grape
will produce a cor of wine. And those who have hungered
will rejoice; moreover, also, they will behold marvels
every day. For winds will go forth from before me to
bring every morning the fragrance of aromatic fruits,
and at the close of the day clouds distilling the dew
of health. And it will come to pass at that self-same
time, that the treasury of manna will again descend
from on high, and they will eat of it in those years,
because these are they that have come to the consum-
mation of time."^
The Comprehensiveness of the Kingdom. In most of the lit-
erature written before the destruction of Jerusalem only the
2hostile nations among the Gentiles are to be destroyed. The
rest, as in earlier books, are to participate in the kingdom
sold serve the righteous of Israel. In works written after
1. The Apocalyose of Baruch, 29:5-8
2. Ibid., 40:1,2,” 7?:
3. See page 78.
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the fall of that city, however, the desire for retribution has made
itself strongly felt. As in IV Ezra (13; 3:36) all are to be
annihilated, except perhaps some few Gentile proselytes. The only
suggestion of a larger hope appears in IV Ezra 11:4b. ’’in no case
have they (the Gentiles) any hope of a future (eternal) life.”^
Thus the constant oppression suffered at the hand of Gentile
powers led eventually to the narrow and oarticularistic view
held by Ezekiel and the school of those that followed in his
footsteps. The Jews gradually lost all sympathy for those who
increasingly caused them to suffer, and who finally destroyed for-
ever all hope of anational existence brought about by this-worldly
means.
The Time of the Inauguration of the Kingdom. The first
century A. D. witnessed an increased interest in the exact time
when the Messianic kingdom should be established. The writings
of the period contain speculative (thought specific) computations
which date, to the very year, the inauguration of the new era.
The Assumption of Moses, for example, holds that the advent of
the kingdom will occur just seventeen hundred and fifty years
after the death of Moses (10;12), which, in turn, is said to
2have occurred twenty-five (or twenty- seven ) hundred yesirs after
creation. The new day is thus believed to be near at hand.
Present rulers are denounced with the prediction that their careers
sire to be short-lived.
1. Charles, Eschatology
,
p. 3bl.
2. See Case, The Millenial Hope, p. 93.
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The Secrets of Enoch likewise oresent a definite scheme
in this connection, -here the author intimates that the end of
the present 'j»orld is to be exoected seven thousand years from
the date of the creation. As already pointed out, this date was
arrived at by making each day of the creation week represent one
thousand years.
^
The Apocalypse of Baruch places the Judgment in the near
future. The Day of the Lord is drawing near— "the youth of the
world is past." (85:10)
According to IV Ezra the time when the kingdom shall begin
is not definitely known to man, but signs of its approach are to
be seen in the increasing degeneracy of the time, and in the
occurrence of unusual and unnatural phenomena. These signs indi-
cate that the end of the present age is rapidly drawing near.
The Judgment. By the first century of the Christian era
there appears to have existed the view that there should be two
world-judgments, one preliminary to the establishment of the
Messianic kingdom, and the other at its close. Whereever a
Messianic kingdom is expected, a preliminary judgment is involved,
as in the Assumption of Moses, the ApocAlyose of Baruch, and
2
Iv Ezra. In the first of those. The Assumption of Moses, the
kingdom is to bo ushered in by a period of repontenco (1:17-18),
and "the eternal God ... will punish the Gentiles" (10:7).
The Apocalypse of Baruch Pictures a preliminary judgment which
differs only slightly from the final judgment as represented
1. Page 140.
2. See Charles, Eschatology, p. 366.
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by earlier writers.^ Certain passages serve to illustrate this
fact
:
”The last leader of that time will be left alive, when
the multitude of his hosts will be out to the wword, and
he shall be bound, and they will take him up to Mount
Zion, and my Messiah will convict him of all his impi-
eties, and will gather and set before him all the works
of his hosts. And afterwards he will put him to death,
and protect the rest ofmy oeople which shall be found
in the place which I have chosen." (40:1-2)
The Messiah "will suiamon all the nations, and some of
them he will spare and some of them he will slay,"
(72:2), and "every nation which knows not Israel, and
has not trodden down the seed of Jacob shall indeed be
spared" (72:4), but "all those who have ruled over you,
or have known you, shall be given up to the sword"
(72:6). "And it will cone to pass, whan he has brought
low every thing that is in the world, and has sat down
in peace for the sige on the throne of his kingdom, that
joy will be revealed, and rest aooear." (73:1)
IV Ezra pictures a preliminary judgment when the Messiah will
destroy the assailing multitudes, and will restore in Zion the
2
ten tribes taken captive in the time of Hoshea.
The final judgment is to be exectited upon men and angels alike.
The Assumption of Moses contains a hymn concerning the last day
that is so magnificent that it deserves quotation:
"For the Heavenly One will arise from His royal throne.
And He will go forth from His holy habitation,
^ith indignation sind wrath on account of His sons.
Andthe earth shall tremble; to its confines shall it be
shaken
;
And the high mountains shall be made low.
And the hills shall be shaken and fall.
And the horns of the sun shall be broken, and he shall
be turned into darkness;
And the moon shall not give her light, and be turned
wholly into blood.
And the circle of the stars shall be disturbed.
1. See pages 43-50.
2. Consult Charles, Eschatology, p. 344
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And the sea shall retire into the abyss.
And the fountains of water shall fail.
And the rivers shall dry up.
For the Most High will arise, the Eternal God alone.
And He will appear to punish the Gentiles,
And He will destroy all their idols." (10:3-7)
In the Secrets of Enooh the final judgment, which follows the
seventh world-day, is variously named. It is "the day of Judgment"
(39:1; 51:3), "the great day of the Lord" (18:6), "the great judg-
ment" (53:5; 65:6; 66:7), "the day of the great judgment" (50:4;
52:15), "the terrible judgment" (4<3:8), etc.
In IV Ezra all men whall rise to the final judgment. The
account of it is of oeculiar interest:
"This is a day that hath neither sun, nor moon, nor
stars, neither cloud, nor thunder, nor lightning,
neither wind nor water, nor air, neither darkness, nor
evening, nor morning, neither summer, nor spring, nor
heat nor winter, neither frost, nor cold, nor hail, nor
rain, nor dew, neither noon, nor night, nor dawn, neither
shining, nor brightness, nor light save only the splen-
dor of the glory of the Most High, whereby all shall see
the things that are sat before them; for it shall endure
as it were a week of years." (7:39-43)
By thus teaching both a preliminary and a final judgment
the apocalyptical writers gavo vent to their desire for national
vengeance, and also their hope of a later and more ethical or
soiritual judgment.
The Messiauiic Woes . As a whole, the writings of this period
portray in the usual fashion the terrible woes which immediately
precedd the end of the present regime. In the Assumption of Moses
these are described in terms taken from the age of Antiochus
Eoiohanes.^ In the Secrets of Enoch the "messianic woks"
1. Beckwith, The Apocalypse of John, p. 194.
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are identified with the Roman rule, as is also the case in the
Apocalyose of Baruch.^ In fact the more terrible the situation
becomes the more firm is the conviction that oresent conditions
are but a part of the evil time preceding the end. Certain descrip-
tions found in the Apocalypse of Baruch are particularly interesting:
"Behold, the days come, and it will be when the time of
the age has ripened and the harvest of its evil and good
seeds has come, that the Mighty One will bring upon the
earth and upon its rulers perturbation of soirit and
stupor of heart," (70:2) . • . men will hate one another,
and provoke one another to fight, and the mean '.vill rule
over the honorable, and those of low degree will be extolled
above the famous. . . And the wise will be silent, and
the foolish will soeak, neither will the thought of men
be then confirmed nor the counsel of the mighty, nor will
the hope of those who hope be confirmed . . . And it will
come to pass that whosoever gets safe out of the earth-
quake will be burned by the fire, and whosoever gets safe
out of the fire will be destroyed by famine. For all the
earth will devour its inhabitants." (70:3-10)
3
The Messiah . It has already been stated that after the first
century B. C. the figure of the Messiah became of great importance
in Jewish conceptions of the Messianic kingdom. This is not to be
denied if it is regarded as the general and not the invariable rule.
As a whole the Messiah did indeed become an integral part of the
eschatological hope. An except! on^Ls to be found, however, as repre-
sented by the Assumption of Moses. There was grouped together a
strong body of ^isurisees who opoosed a combining of the Messiah-
hope with the expectation of an earthly kingdom. The author of
the Assumption of Moses was of this group— "a Pharisee of a fast-
disapoearing typo, recalling in all respects the Chasid of the early
1. The Apocalypse of Baruch 39:3<f5; Charles, Eschatology, p. 326.
2. Page 128.
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Maccabean times, and upholding the old traditions of quietude and
resignation.*’^ He greatly opposed the forcible measures which were
being advocated by the Zealots, and which were rapidly leavening the
nation with an eager, irrepres sible spirit. In spite of his sincere
patriotism he looked askance at all appeal to arms (9:2-6).
"His faith is fixed upon the all-decisive intervention of Grod (10:
3-10), who asks no help from an arm of flesh, but only obedience to
9
the law.” Hence no appeal is made to the activity of a Messiah
in the Assumption of Moses, since that activity implies the use of
force not strictly divine.
In spite of this lack of interest in the Messiah as it is seen
in the Assumption of Moses, other writers of first century apocalyp-
tic have manifested extreme interest in such a one. This is parti-
cularly evident in the Apocalyose of Bsuruch and IV Ezra. In some of
the component oarts of these writings he is expected to play only
a passive role in the establishing of the kingdom (Baruch 27-30:1;
IV Ezra 7:23). Mdre usually, however, ”he is regarded as an active
warrior who slays His enemies with His own hand (Baruch 26-40;
53-70; IV Ezra 10:60-12:35), while others again conceive Him more
loftily as one whD slays His enemies by the word of His mouth
'Z
(IV Ezra 13:10. .
.
).” Since, in these two apocalyoses, the
Messianic age is thought to be temporary, the reign of the Messiah
1. Charles, quoted in Porter, The Messages of the Apocalyptical
Writers, p. 330.
2. Riggs', A Hj. story of the Jewi sh People
,
p. 151.
3. Charles, Eschatology, p. 361.
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is also thought to he transitory. At the end of the Messianic
age, according to the Apocalyose of Baruch, the iifessiah is to
return to his heavenly abode, and regin thereforever. According
to IV Ezra, however, he, along with all other men, shall die, and
all shall he silent until the new and inoorruptihle world shall
aopear and all shall rise for the judgment.
The Eschatology of the Individual. By the first century A. D.
the individual, together with his ultimate destiny, hecame the
dominant interest in eschatological speculation. The eschatology
of the nation as a whole was still prominent, it is true; the hope
of an earthly Messianic kingdom serves to certify that fact; indeed,
the national calamities of the century tended to strengthen that
hope. But at the same time the emphasis was upon another point.
While the future of the nation held only a temporary glorious state,
that of the individual promised, in the case of the righteous and the
just, a state of never-ending hliss. While the future of the nation
involved existence only on this earth, that of the individual involved
an abode in the very heaven, and in the oresenoe of God.
That the individual had, by this time, become the vital inter-
est in apocalyptical eschatology is made very clear by an especially
interesting passage of IV Ezra:
"if I have found favor in thy sight,” the seer says to
the angel, "show me, thy servant, this also; whether in
the Day of Judgment the righteous shall be able to inter-
cede for the ungodly, or to entreat the Most High in their
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behalf—fathers for sons, sons for parents, brothers
for brothers, kinsfolk for their nearest, friends
for their dearest." The angel replies: "The Day of
Judgment is decisive, and displays unto all the seal
of truth. Even as now a father may not send a son,
or a son his father, or a master his slave, or a friend
his dearest, that in his stead he may be ill, or sleep,
or be healed, so shall none then pray for another on
that Day, neither shall one lay a burden on another,
for then every one shall bear his own righteousness or
unrighteousness.
By this time the two eschatologies have drawn apart in
Judaism. As in the earliest of times the future of the nation
is not realized in the same way as is the ultimate destiny of
the individual.
The Resurrection Doctrine. Just as this century set forth
the belief in a preliminary and a final judgment, so also did it
present to the world the idea of a first and second resurrection.
The germ of this conception aooears in IV Ezra (7:28,29), where
it is taught that when the Messiah shall be revealed certain of
the martyrs and other particularly righteous men shall accompany
him. These with him shall enjoy the 400 years of the earthly
Messianic kingdom.
According to the Secrets of Enoch the righteous will escape
the final judgment, entering at once into Paradise as their final
abode (8; 9; 42:3,3; 51:3; 55:10).
In the various sections of the Apocalypse of Baruch and IV
Ezra the resurrection is variously conceived. In some passages
the resurrection of the righteous only is advocated. In others
1. IV Ezra 7:102-105. See also the Apocalypse of Baruch, 85:9.
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there is taught a resurrection of all mankind, Gentile as well as
Jew, bad as well as good (Baruch 30:2-5; 50; 51; IV Ezra 7:32-38)
•
It is not possible to discuss the many varying views in this connec-
tion. Nor is such a die cussion necessary, for most of the details
have to do only with mechanical elements. The important thing is
that by the first century A. D. belief in the resurrection had be-
come an accepted conception.
Conclusion. With the close of the first century of the Christian
era the hedday of apocalyptic literature same to an end. The blow
which struck the nation in 70 A. D. seemed to be as a death-knell,
after which only a few struggling souls from among the Jews had the
courage to predict new national glories. Frequently, it is true,
the imagery of the prophets and apocalyptists was repeated or recast
into new molds, and new dates were fixed for the final consummation,
but all of those things were done only in a purely academic fashion.
Judaism continued to live, "but except for an academic interest
Jewish millennial expectations gradually lost their significance.
With the hone of national restoration indefinitely deferred by po-
litical disaster, and with the failure of apocalyptic prophecy to
materialize, faith found more immediate satisfaction in the thought
of a blessed future for the individual soul immediately after death.
1. Case, The Millennial Hope, p. 10b.
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SHMARY
Apocalyptic literature cannot be said to have begun at
any specified period of history* Elements which were adopted by
writers in this field are to be found in the most ancient writings.
Due to oolitical and religious situations these elements were iso-
lated and emphasized and made to serve a definite purpose.
From the time of the Exile the Hebrew oeoole were constantly
faced with danger. Their identity as a people and as a nation
was continually threatened, and they were forced to suffer much
that was infinitely distasteful to them. In order to give strength
and courage suid hope in such trying situations certain men sought
to produce messages of such a nature that their people would be
able to endure, and ultimately triumph. In order to do this they
seized uoon those elements wiich they found at hand.
In the first place, the writers of the literature which we
call apocalyptic turned to the future, to the final events in
the entire course of history. They began to picture to a troubled
oeople the present vindication of all that they held dear. Nation-
al glory became the great dominant desire. For a time, therefore,
national and individual eschatology followed distinct courses. By
the beginning of the second century B. C., however, the two began
to merge. The individual should, as a cart of the nation, en.joy
never-ending happiness and bliss in a kingdom establishedjupon the
present earth. But as times grew worse there came the thought
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that this world was a pierce far too unworthy for the eternal
kingdom, ^nceforth, therefore, the future was thought of in a
double aspect, and the eschatologies of the nation and of the
individual onoe more separated. National glory should be realized
in an earthly kingdom of temporary duration, while the eternal
destiny of the righteous individual should bo an eternal abode in
the very heavens. The kingdom uoon the present earth was fre-
quently thought of as inaugurated by a Mossisdi of a glorious
character, who should sit in -judgment upon all hostile nations.
Various devices became the met lod of the ^.vriters of apoca-
lyptic literature. They resorted to the use of visions, of pre-
diction, of symbolic imagery, and oseudonymity. Traces of all
of these except the last are to bo found in early Jewish tradi-
tion, but at the hsmd of our authors they gradually developed into
much more elaborate form. Reasons for the adoption of all of
them may be traced ultimately to the conditions amid which the
writers labored
le.nejt) oHj v/fi*rcvni’ ccf -mI eo.'Ic a ^r^vi blTc^ff i iiiJ ^etlt
£ nl ’xo rjov »t.uJ{A c. * ^f^Jic'^eons** .’cb^nii
ot‘ct -o biU' ncii/xi i*rV lo eaiscXci’^doae ©dd bae ^Jov^en ©fdtcb
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